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Super Mash Bros, to perform at Plex
BY TAYLOUR KUMPF
News Editor
On Friday, Oct. 21, the UGBC will be
hosting Plexapalooza,a fall Plex Show featuring popular mash-up artists Super Mash
Bros., with S&A Dime and Boston College?s
own ILO Productions.
Tickets for the event will go on sale online at the Robsham Box Office website at
8 a.m. on Monday,Oct. 17. As the capacity
at the Plex is 1,300, tickets will be sold on
a first come, first servedbasis for $2O, and

students will be allowed to purchase two
tickets per BC ID.
?Students can expect the same level of
security that they experienced at Girl Talk

and The Cataracs,? said Mike Zarrilli, executive director of campus entertainment for
UGBC and CSOM ?l2. ?While the situation
surrounding concerts certainly makesthings
more tenuous on our end, there should be
no impact felt by students who attend this
event.?
Despite themoratorium placed on large-

and second, in

our view, Plex Shows are
dances, not concerts. The moratorium was
placed on concerts. Events like Homecoming

scale concerts in Conte Forum, UGBC has
been given the go-aheadby the administration for this event due to historically low
numbers of alcohol-relatedtransports from

prior to the concert.?

the Plex. ?We?re allowedto have a Plex Show
despite the moratorium placed on concerts
for two reasons,? Zarrilli said. ?First, Plex
Shows in the past have not filled up emergencyrooms with alcohol-relatedtransports,

ports at the Plex Show,it could significantly
set us back in getting the concert moratorium lifted. We hope that students will take
this into consideration and act responsibly

andPlexapalooza should not be affected.?
UGBC is not planning any pre-show
festivities, but Zarrilli said, ?We?re hoping
that most of our students will be at Conte
to support the hockey team against UMass
Zarrillisaid that, according to administrators with theStudent Programs Office, ?If
thereare an unusuallyhigh numberof trans-

both before and at the event.? n

PHOtO COuRtEsY Of suPER masH bROs. OfflClal sItE

Super Mash Bros. (above) will be performing at Plexapaloozanext Friday night, Oct. 21.

Soccer star
sits out for
Yom Kippur

Robsham
performances
to start later
Single-day Robsham

BY ELISE TAYLOR
Heights Editor

performances to start
at 9 p.m. or

For most Boston College students, a
Saturday without electricity and the use
of electronic devices seems absolutely

BY MOLLY LAPOINT

impossible. There wouldbe no wayto text
friends about upcoming plans, Newton

Asst. News Editor

Campus freshmen and off-campus juniors wouldbe stranded without buses,

In an effort to increase late-night
programming, the University has implemented a 9 p.m. start time for single-day
performances on Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday in Robsham Theater and events
in which student organizations partner
with Nights on the Heights (NOTH) in
an effort to increase late-night programming options.
?We are doing all that we can to increase late night offerings by organizations for students to increase activities
on the Heights,? said Karl Bell, assistant
director of the Student Programs Office
(SPO), which is administering the new

and computer use would be completely
off limits. Now, throw in a mandatory
fast and a requirement not to work, and
you have a typical Saturday for Amit
Aburmad, a memberof the men?s soccer
team and CSOM ?l2.
A key player with five goals and
five assists this season, Aburmad is a
practicing Jew from Zofim, Israel. For a

25-hour period that lasted from Friday
at sundown until Saturday at sundown,
Aburmad observed Yom Kippur. This
holiday, centeredaround the themes of
amends and repentance, is one of the
most holy days of the year for the Jewish

policy.
possibility of
began this summer,
Bell said. Originally, the SPO considered urging a 9 p.m. start time for all
performances, and received significant
Discussions about the

a 9 p.m. start time

pushback.

?We communicated earlier in the
semester with organizations around
performances, and there was significant
pushback against a 9 p.m. start time for
all performances,? Bell said. ?There was
concern about how students, staff, faculty, and parents supported events. A 9
p.m. start time, while it may work well
for students, may not work as well for

administratorsand faculty.?
After taking allfeedback into account,
it was decidedthat the start time would
only be mandated for performances in
Robsham that take place on a single day.
Robsham is the largestcampus venue for
such performances, and where discus-
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Members of Alex Grant?s fraternity, Sigma Phi Epsilon, organized and ran in thefirst annual 5Kroad race in memory of the deceased.

See Yom Kippur, A4

RUNNING FOR ALEX GRANT
Family, friends, fraternity brothers, and classmates come together
BY MARY ROSE FISSINGER
For The Heights

Grant, sat in the uncharacteristically
warm October weather at one of the
tables placed outside of Gasson Hall

Family, friends, and frat brothers
came out last Saturday for the first
annual Alex Grant Memorial 5K Race.
The race was held in memory of Alex
Grant, A&S ?l3, who died in March.
As around 100 runners made their
way from Linden Lane, down Commonwealth Ave., past the reservoir,
back up Beacon St., and along College
Road, Grant?s parents, Deanna and Ken

See Arts, A4

for the event.
?We?re so pleased,? Ken Grant
said as his wife smiled and nodded in
agreement.
Their son

Alex died seven months
ago while visiting a friend at Skidmore
College in Saratoga Springs, NY. His
body was found in a creek, and an
autopsy revealed the death to be the
result of drowning,alongwith intoxica-

tion and hypothermia.He was 19 years
old and a sophomore at the time of
his death.
Max Hinchcliffe, A&S ?l3, conceptualized and organized the run. All of

the proceeds benefited the Alexander
Maxwell Grant Foundation.
?Alex was my best friend at school.
I wanted to do something positive for
the foundation,? Hinchcliffe said.
The Alexander Maxwell Grant

See Grant, A4
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Amit Aburmad (above) skipped last
Friday?s game to celebrate Yom Kippur.

Allies Week

Jesuit universities rally

gains steam
on campus

Catholic universities band together against new
mandate calling for contraceptive distribution

BY ANSON PETRICK
For The Heights
The Gay-StraightAlliancekicked off
Allies Week, a four-day event encouraging discussion of GLBTQ and sexual
orientation issues, on Oct. 10.
?It?s a week devoted to seeing what
being an ally is all about,? said Pat

Hughes, director of design for Allies
and A&S ?l4.
On Monday, cardboard cutouts
showing prominent members of the
community declaring their support of
Allies were placed around the quad. The
cutouts will remain there for the duration of the week.

KEVIn HOu / HElgHts EdItOR

Students expressed their solidarity with Allies by writing ?Support Love? messages in chalk.
A large amount of space in O?Neill
Plaza was reserved Tuesday for students
to use chalk to write messages of support
for Allies as part of the You Are Loved
Campaign.The sections for drawingwill
be open from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Today
there will be a showing of You Should
Meet My Son, a comedy about how peo-

ple can change the GLBTQ community,
in Fulton 511, followed by a discussion
about issues raised by the film.
?Allies Week is devoted to discussing
issues regarding sexual orientation,? said
David Riemer, Allies president and A&S

See Allies, A4

BY MARC FRANCIS
For The Heights

unprecedented in modernfederal regulations.? The letter was signed by Bishop
Curry, chairman of the Committee for

Eighteen Catholic universities have
banded together against a healthcare bill
that requires college health insurance

CatholicEducation at the U.S. Conference
of Catholic Bishops.
Although Boston Collegedid not take

plans to cover sterilization and contraceptives. These universities, among
them Mount St. Mary?s University and
Thomas Aquinas College, sent a letter to
the Obama administrationrequesting an
exemption from the recent mandate that

part in this initial memo, BC was included
in a letter drafted by The Associate of
Jesuit Colleges and Universities (AJCU)
to the Secretary of Health and Human
Services. ?My personal views would be
consistent with that of the AJCU letter,?
said Rev. Jack Butler, S.J., vice president
of Mission and Ministry, as he described

callsfor thedistributionof abortion-causing drugs.
Citing religious freedomas a basis for
the argument, the letter states that ?the
lack of respect for the beliefs of Catholic
persons and institutions (and other men
and women of good will) is startling and

the letter?s contents.
On behalf of the 28 presidents of the
Jesuitschools, theletter called for a ?revisit

See Healthcare, A4
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IN THE NEWS

eco-Pledge exhibition

1

Friday
Time: 9 a.m.
Location: O?Neill Library

Stop by the ?Around BC in
20 Meals? exhibit, presented by Eco-Pledgein O?Neill
Library. The exhibit is a part
of the group?s Sustainable Agriculture Campaign,
and will explore the ways that the eating habits
of BC students affect both their nutrition and the
environment.

On Oct. 5, the UGBC Elections Committee
anounced the five freshmen who were elected
to the senate for the Fall 2011 semester. Mike
Rosella, A&S ?l5; Helen Yu, CSOM ?l5; Sean
Mcßride, A&S ?l5; Amani Teshome, CSOM ?l5;
Erich Mosley, A&S ?l5, received the top five
number of votes. Rosella, whose vote count was
384, received the most. Mosley, who received
283, was 31 votes ahead of the sixth highest
grossing freshman.
These five were elected from 18 total candidates, amassing a totaly of 3,629 votes. Of the
voters who reported their school, the votes came
mostly from A&S students, which made up 645
of the votes. CSOM ranked behind A&S with
186 votes, while CSON and LSOE contributed
45 and 40, respectively. Because gender is an

Today

Time: 7:30 p.m.
Location: Conte Forum
Come cheer on the Eagles as they take
on the Pioneers from the University of
Denver for their first home game of
the season.

Saturday
Time: 9 a.m.
Location: The Rat

optional identifier on the ballot form, the number of votes accumulated by females and males
do not equal the total vote count. However, of

Join the VSLC and the Crowther family and friends in the seventh annual
?Red Bandana Run.? Check in will
begin at 7:30 a.m. in the Rat.

the students that reported their sex, 455 were
female and 384 were male.

Accordingto a report by the San Francisco Chronicle, a
court in Oakland, Calif. charged four peoplewith visa
fraud for theirinvolvement withTri-ValleyUniversity,
an institution accused of providing student visas to
foreign individualsso that they can worklegally in the
United States, but were not required to take classes.
Last January, the college was raidedby officialsandshut
down, and its president was charged with visa fraud,
among other charges, in May. The Chronicle of Higher
Education reported that in its own investigation, it
found thatother collegesadmitted a largepercentage of
foreign students to allowthem to workin the U.S.

LOCAL NEWS
Foundation to help 50 AllstonBrighton students attend college
The SteppingstoneFoundation recently launched
the College Success Academy, which seeks to increase the number of Boston public school students
who obtain college degrees. The first group of 50
students to beentered into the Academy come from
two K-8 schools in Allston-Brighton. The Academy

formed to meet the needs of the applicants
who have been turned away from the foundation?s
current service to over 1,000 students in grades
five through 12.
was

FEATURED STORY

Winston Center hosts business ethics lecture
Before an organization,like

BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Assoc. News Editor

a youth center or a school, can

Last night, Boston College?s Winston Center for
Leadership and Ethics hosted
a lecture by Tim Anderson, the
founder and president of the
World Computer Exchange
(WCE) and BC ?73, as a part
of the center?s Forum on Business Ethics.
The Forum, instituted in
2007, ?brings to campus leading voices on the subject of
business ethics from a variety
of fields and disciplines,? according to its website.
Richard Keely, the director
of programs for the center,
introduced the lecture, which
took place in the Murray
Function Room.
?If you went on Linkedln
to get your informationabout
Tim Anderson, you?d ask,
?How does someoneso young
incorporate so much [into so
little time]??? he said.
Anderson, who has been
involved with non-profit organizations for over 20 years,
said that he intended WCE to
be a ?different kind of nonprofit.?
The idea for the WCE began during his time in graduate school, but it was more of

become a partner, they must
answer a set of 25 carefully
constructed questionsranging
from what the organization
prepares to do with the computers, how they plan to connect them to the Internet, and
how they planto dispose of the
computers once they die.
?We work through partners,? Anderson said. ?We are
a tool that these partners can
have access to.?
After a partner has been accepted, has pledged to connect
their computers to the Internet, and has presented a plan
to dispose of the computers
in a sustainable manner, they
must begin toraise moneyfor
the computers. WCE charges
the organizations $65 per
computer, which includes
keyboards, necessary cords,
and other accessories as well
as shipping.
WCE will oftenseek a sponsor in theUnited States to raise
the last third of the money
neededfor an organization.In
one container, WCE sends between 200 and 400 Pentium 4
or aboverefurbished desktops
and laptops as well as other
equipment, such as projectors,
in the containers. n

Sara

davey /

heightS Staff

Tim Anderson discussed his organization, World Computer Exchange,in a business ethics lecture last night.
an ?intellectual exercise.?
?I didn?t think I wouldbe doing this for 11 years,? he said.
The WCE, whichsends computers to developingcountries
to provide them with Internet
access, took two years to gain
credibility, which Anderson
said was a major obstacle.
?It took two years to get
the word out, to get embassies
to come to us if they needed

computers,? hesaid. ?We had to
get them to look at us without

any credibility and without any
real staff.?
Anderson discussed the issues that began to develop as
the company progressed.
?How do you get people to
pay for something from someone they don?t know?? he said.
Anderson said that as organizations began to recognize

the efforts of the WCE, and
shipments were sent to countriesoverseas, they faced issues
with packaging.
?You can?t just ship the computers,? he said. ?You have to
make sure that they work on
the other end.?
Currently, WCE serves 650
organizations in 73 countries,
with 1,000 more applying to
become partners.

POLICE BLOTTER

VOICES FROM THE DUSTBOWL

10/7/11-10/10/11

?What is your biggest
pet peeve??

Friday, october 7
12:16a.m. A report was filed regarding
a liquid spilling in Merkert chemistry
center. the matter was investigated
further and the liquid was determined
to be water, not a hazardousmaterial.

Boston Police with dispersing an offcampus party involving Bc students.

-

3:29 a.m. A report was filed regarding the confiscation of a small amount
-

Mods.

A report was filed regarding a person who was stuck inside an
elevator in Gonzaga Hall. the person
was released uninjured.
5:44 p.m.

Saturday, october 8

Monday, october 10

11:19 a.m. A report was filed regarding a report on the theft of a cushman
Utility cart in conte Forum.

2:39 a.m. Areport was filed regarding

-

-

9:56 p.m.

Areport was filed regarding
a fire alarm in the Mods. the cause was
determined to be bad cooking. there
was no actual fire.

?When my room is dirty.?
?Jake Maeng,
A&S ?l5

of marijuana from a student in the

11:00 p.m. A report was filed regarding a fire extinguisher that had been
maliciously activated in 90 St. Thomas
More road.

-

-

an intoxicated student in the infirmary.
two fraudulent licenses were

confiscated during the investigation.

?When things are dirty;
messiness.?
?John Ippolito,
A&S ?l5

1:41 a.m. A report was filed regarding assistance providedto an underage
intoxicated student in Gonzaga Hall.
the victim was transportedto a medical facility.
-

Sunday, october 9

A report was filed regarding a subject who had been observed
urinating in public. A non-Bc affiliated
subject was identified and sent from the
-

area without incident.

their hands.?
?Andrew Francisque,
A&S ?l4

-

10:28 p.m. A report was filed regarding a fire alarm activation in the Mods.
cause for the activation was determined
to be from an aerosol spray. there was

2:12 a.m. A report was filed regarding BcPD assistance rendered to the
-

no

actualfire.
?Source: The Boston College
Police Department
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?People who don?t wash

10:11 p.m. A report was filed regarding
a subject who reported receiving annoying telephone calls from a Bc phone
number. A detective is investigating.
-

2:06 a.m. Areport was filed regarding
assistance provided to a student who was
injured due to a fall off campus. the victim was transportedto a medical facility.
-

A Guide to Your

The Heights is produced by Bc
undergraduates and is published
on Mondays and thursdays during
the academic year by
the Heights, inc.
(c) 2011. All rights reserved.

-

8:20 p.m.

FOUR DAY
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Four people charged with fraud in
connection with fake university

UGBC announces senatorial
election results for class of 2015

Welles remy crowtherMemorial 5K run

3

UNIVERSITY

ON CAMPUS

Men?s hockey vs. university of denver

2
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?When people don?t say
goodbye on the phone they
just hang up.?
?Ashley Kuligowski,
A&S ?l4
?

CORRECTIONS
Please send
corrections to
editor@bcheights.com
with ?correction?
in the subject line.
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UGBC Senate makes moves toward transparency, reorganization
Members vote to dissolve Judiciary and
clarify purpose of UGBC positions
the dissolution of the Judicial
Branch saw 11 votes in favor and
one abstaining.
According to the proposal

BY SAMANTHA CASTANZO
For The Heights

The UGBC Senate recently
made two major changes to its
constitution by voting to dissolve
the Judicial Branch and make
changes to Article IV, in an effort
to ?re-brand the organization to
accurately depict its structure?

As part

of its

rebranding
campaign, the

and create a more transparent
relationship with Boston College

UGBC voted to

students.
Article IV of the UGBC Constitution defined the duties of
the Executive Branch, which will
now be known as the Cabinet.
According to Vanessa Gomez,
vice president of the Senate and
A&S ?l3, the amendments to
Article IV passed unanimously,
and the amendments regarding

dissolve the Judicial
Branch.
sponsoredby Katie Moore, A&S

?l3 and Gomez, and co-sponsored by Molly McCarthy, A&S
?l3, the wording of Article IV
did not accuratelyreflect the cur-

of the UGBC. To
this end, the amendment made
a multitude of changes to the

rent structure

constitution.
The new amendment includes
a clause stating that the UGBC
president and vice president

will be known as the President
and Vice President and clarifies
that the Vice President is just as
responsible for upholding the
?principles and guidelines of this
constitution? as the President.
This change is designed to help
the UGBC ?be a strong, active,
and united studentrepresentative
organization,? as Article II of their
Constitution states.
It also explains the application and selection process for the
Executive Manager and Executive
Director positions in the Cabinet,
stating that the President and Vice
President must interview and approve all applicants and appointments

within the Cabinet.

In a major move toward transparency, the UGBC will now
be required to hold at least two
?state-of-the-university? addresses per semester, up from the previously required one per year.

The amendmentalsomandates
thatbecause ?all appointed members of the Cabinet are the designated spokespersons for the student body for the issues they have
been appointedto represent,? they
must meet with their assigned BC
administrator a minimum of two
times per semester.

The remainderof the amendment goes on to more fully explain

the mechanics of UGBC, including its purpose and the ways in
which members of the Cabinet
will be electedand appointed.
As part of its rebranding campaign, the UGBC voted to dissolve
the Judicial Branch. The Judicial
Branch?s primary duties were to
maintain the constitutionality of

proposed by-laws, resolutions,
and amendments while dealing
with disciplinarymatters pertaining to UGBC.
The amendment, sponsored

In a major
move toward
transparency, the
UGBC will now be
required to hold
at least two ?state-

of-the-university?
addresses per

the Judicial Branch will be betserved if reallocated to other
membersof the organization.?
The UGBC formerly operter

ated on a three-branch system of
checks and balances, similar to
the United States governmental
structure.

Now that the Judicial Branch
has been eliminated, the UGBC
will consist of the Cabinet and the
Senate alone. The responsibility
of making sure that all by-laws,
resolutions, and amendments are
constitutional will fall solelyto the
President and Vice President.
Senators in the UGBC must

semester.

complete their full term of one
year, and the Judiciary Branch
was responsible for dealingwith
complaints about those Senators

by Gomez and co-sponsored by

who do not report conflicts that
would prevent them from doing so. The President and Vice

Moore, Helen Yu, CSOM ?l5, and
Nick Domino, A&S ?l2, stated
that ?the Duties and Powers of

President will now deal with such
complaints.

n

WRC finally able to expand its Horizon

Consider

This...

OCCUPYBOSTON?S ROOTS AND
RECENT SETBACKS:

As the Occupy Boston
movement loses footholds in
the city, pressure mounted
for the group to move from
their tented community in
the financial district of the
city after a restraining order
was lifted before 4 p.m.
yesterday.
The temporary
restraining order stopped
the city from forcing
an evacuation of the
encampment at Dewey
Square, so law enforcement
officials could now legally
clear the occupation at any
time.
According to Occupy
Boston?s official website,

an emergency General
Assembly was held late last

night to plan their next move,
and everyone involved in the
movement was encouraged
to brave the inclement
weather and remain camped
in Dewey Square for as long

as possible.

The judge in charge of

cases regarding the Occupy
Boston movement is Judge
Frances A. Mclntyre, and
yesterday she denied an
injunction filed by Occupy
Boston claiming First
Amendment rights to stay
overnight in Dewey Square.
The Occupy group
made a case to claim
First Amendment rights
on grounds of protest,
but Mclntyre released a
statement saying that she
believed Occupy Boston
did not fully prove that the
holding of public property
is protected from criminal

prosecution.
Without First
Amendment rights, the
movement has lost its
safety net and is subject
to decisions made by law
officials. Dewey Square was
deliberately chosen because

of its significant location,
as the Occupy group hopes
to raise awareness about
political and economic
concerns in the heart of the
financial district in downtown
Boston, according to a
mission statement for their
branch of the organization.
Occupy Boston also

highlights a sense of
community by letting anyone
who would like a chance to
speak their mind do so in a
public forum with an open
microphone, and in that
spirit they hold a nightly
meeting called the General
Assembly to maintain a tight
agenda.
As of last night, the
meeting also has the
function of planning a new
course of action as members
of the movement begin
facing the issues of enduring
the cold and being forcibly
cleared out of the city.
Originally, the Occupy
movement came together to
incite a reformation of Wall
Street by protesting for the
removal of special interests
from the government, but
protesters have told the
media that there is not a
single issue or demand that
will satisfy their dissent over
how the country is being
run. They have said that they
seek fundamental change
at a foundational level of
government.

Nationwide, the Occupy
Together movement,
which is the hub of the
many offshoots of Occupy
Wall Street and Occupy
movements in other cities,
has recently shifted its
focus to occupying homes.
Movements are reorganizing
in local neighborhoods in an
effort to protect neighbors
that are fighting to save their
homes from foreclosure.

-

Anna Patrick

Richy Villa, one of the co-fa- supportive environment for men
cilitators of the Horizon group who identify as GBQ at BC,? Paek
and GSSW ?l2, said that last said in an e-mail. ?This allows
year, the group lacked structure, for undergraduate and graduate
Horizon
sponThe
group,
sored by the Women?s Resource something that has changed this men to share their experiences
and come together to discuss imsemester.
Center (WRC), has begun to
?Horizon was founded last portant issues that concern GBQ
carve its place at Boston Colyear, but it seems like it never
lege.
Founded last semester, the really got off the ground. As far
groupsought to ?provide a space as I know, there was never an
for gay, bisexual, or questioning actual first meeting,? he said, in ?Group members
an e-mail.?This year is a very exmen to discuss and seek supare establishing
citing time for everyoneinvolved
port in a safe and encouraging
in the group. Group members and
environment,? accordingto Katie
co-creating an
are establishing and co-creating
Dalton, director of the WRC.
However, Dalton explained an important outlet of support important outlet
for bisexual, gay, questioning,
that the support-based group?s
start
late
didn?t allow for the and queer BC men. It has been
type of development it has seen personally fulfilling to see how
each member has contributed
this year.
?The group was founded late to the identity of the group and -Richy Villa,
last spring and subsequently defined the group?s role in the BC
Co-Facilitator of Horizon
community.?
did not develop a strong folPaek,
Matthew
another
co-fabefore
the
close
of
the
lowing
and GSSW
academic year,? she said in an cilitator of the groupand GSSW
e-mail. ?However, this year the ?l3, said that the group has also
men, regardless of age.?
group began mid-fall semester expanded its influence by exDalton said that Villa and
and has been meeting regularly panding its membership.
?[Horizon], initially for unPaek have done well with exto provide a consistent meeting
dergraduate men, has recently panding the group from where
space for interested students
it was last year.
and has enjoyed an increase in opened the group up to include
well,
men
as
for
a
more
?The group is facilitated by
graduate
attendance.?
BY ADRIANA MARIELLA
Assoc. News Editor

n

of

support.?

fantastic graduate students
who have been very committed
to raising awareness about the
group to increase participation and facilitating a dialogue
two

that meets the needs of those

students who attend the group,?
she said.
In the future, Villa said he
hopes that Horizon will not
only continue to be ready to
?mobilize? in support of any of
its group members, but to also
establish its place at BC and
continue to gain members.
?I think the most important
goal for Horizon?s future is to
increase awareness of the group
and its function in the BC community. Although our group is
supportive, the group has also
defineditself as a place to socialize and meet others with similar
identities,? he said. ?Because of
the success of the group and the
positive feedback I have heard,
it is so important that the BC
community becomes aware that
such a group exists and is very
welcoming to new members.?
The group meets weekly in
McElroy 237. n

Bostonians celebrate 25th anniversary
BY ANDREW MILLETTE
For The Heights
The Bostonians of Boston Col-

lege will perform a 25th anniversary reunion show in Devlin Hall
on Dec. 10 featuring membersof
every class year since 1986. This
will be the final event of a reunion
weekend for the Bostonians.
The Bostonians refer to themselves as ?Boston College?s original and premiere a cappella
group.? Their 1986 founding of-

ficially makes them the oldest a
cappella group on campus, and
they perform pop, rock, and R&B
music.

The Bostonians hold reunion
this
year?s turnout is especially impressive. Including both current Bostonians and alumni,
events every five years, but

100 performers are expected to
participate in the concert. This
large number is not surprising to
those who have been part of the
Bostonians.
?The Bostonians is something
much more than a singing group?-

it?s a family with deeproots reaching far across the country,? said
Nick Todisco, BC ?O6. ?Returning
to the group as an alumnus for
the 25threunion means catching
up with dear friends and sharing
what this group meant to us with
spouses, partners, and children. I
don?t think I?ll ever allow myself
to miss a reunion.?
The Bostonians plan to play
songs from their current repertoire on Saturday,butalso include
some classics sung by the alumni.
They list 17 songs in their Fall
2011 repertoire. Some possible

songs to look forward to include
?Rolling in the Deep? by Adele,
?Cry? by Faith Hill, ?Secrets? by
One Republic, and ?In My Life?
by the Beatles.
The only practice for the entire
performing group will be in the
morning before the concert. The

alumni are not worried about
being prepared, however. ?Fortunately, it?s nearly impossible to
forget your part after four yearsof
rehearsing three nights a week,?
Todisco said.

Each returning Bostonians
alumnus has helped contribute to the storied history of the
group.The Bostonians have sung
to thousands of Boston College
students in the past 25 years, and
participated in all the normal
activities of a college a cappella
group, such as singing at football

games and Christmas

tree

light-

ings. What makes the Bostonians
so unique is their experience

outside the realm of normal.
This group has been featured on
national television, on shows like
The Price is Right, MTV?s The Real
World, and has sung the national
anthem at Boston Bruins games
and a Minnesota Timberwolves

game.
Alumni remember this extraordinary experience fondly.
?We performed across campus,
Boston and the country and had
the most amazing time doing so,?
Todisco said. ?Through it all, the
laughter, tears and everything
in between, I was challenged to
grow as a musician, friend, and
person.?

The Bostonians have won
awards and honors
for their work. They were featured in the 2001, 2003, 2004,
numerous

2005, and 2011 editions of the
Best of College A Cappella CD,
produced by Varsity Vocals. The
Bostonians? most recent album,
?Flipping Out,? was nominated
for Best Mixed CollegiateAlbum
of 2010 in the national CARA
awards. This is a high honor, as
the CARA awards, judgedby the
Contemporary A Cappella Society, are considered the Grammys
of collegiatea capella music.
The reunion concert, which
will take place from 4 to 6p.m. in
Devlin 008, unites theBostonians?
rich past with the group?s future.
?It?s a very prideful thing to see

the group still flourishing as one
of the nation?s best mixed collegiate groups,? said Todisco. ?As
the Bostonians turn 25 this year,
it remains at its core the same as
it was since day one
a group
of people, joined by their love
of creating music, who become
family.? n
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Family, friends show support at first annual memorial road race
Grant, from A1
Foundation, ofwhich Deanna Grant is the president,
Ken Grant is the vice president, and sister Brianna
Grant is the secretary, was ?established to assist
artistically and musically gifted young people from

troubled or disadvantagedbackgrounds,? according
the foundation?s mission statement.
?It?s focused on setting up scholarships for these
young, talented kids from underprivileged backgrounds,? Hinchcliffesaid.
The foundation?s website emphasizes Grant?s
love of music, featuring video and audio clips of
him playing with his band. Grant played the piano
and the cello.
Hinchcliffe got the idea for the run from his family, who organizes 5Ks to benefitthe foundation they
set up in honor of Hinchcliffe?s uncle who died as a
firefighter in Sept. 11. Though slightly disappointed
that scheduling conflicts forced the run to occur on
Columbus Day weekend, thus decreasing turnout,
Hinchcliffe was pleased with the $3,000 raised by the
event, and theincreased awareness of the foundation
thatresulted from the run. Far more people than the
100 that actuallyran donated to the foundation.
Hinchcliffe hopesto make the Alex Grant Memorial 5K Race an annual event.
to

Hinchcliffe and Grant were both members of the
Boston College chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon, a fraternity not officially recognizedby the University but
consisting of over 50 brothers. Many of the students
who participated in the run are members of Sigma
Phi Epsilon, or SigEp.
Jack Cooper, A&S ?l4, a fellow SigEp brother, got
men?s clothing company Southern Tide to sponsor

the event.
?I didn?t know Alex that well, he passed shortly
after I joined [the fraternity], but I wanted to help
out,? Cooper said.
SouthernTide donated hats, shirts, lanyards, and
other products to the event, which were placed on a
table near the finish line for participants to choose
from.
As runner after runner finished the race, the
participants refueled at the food table, hung out
with their friends, and mingledwith Grant?s parents
under the bright cloudless sky which seemed to
light the surroundings in away reminiscent of the
Jesuit motto, which is referred to in the Alexander
Maxwell Grant Foundation mission statement: ?The
AMG Foundation seeks to operate in a manner that
furthers the deep philosophyand spirit of this dearly
beloved young man who took seriously his Boston
College motto, ?Light the World.?? n
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SigEp fraternity members gathered with the parents of Alex Grant,Ken and Deanna Grant, at thefirst annual 5Krun.

New healthcare bill requirement
provokes Catholic response
Healthcare, from A1
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The parents of Alex Grant, Deanna (left) andKen Grant, cheered on friends and classmatesof theirbeloved son.

Aburmad sits out on Yom Kippur
Yom Kippur, from A1
faith. One is not allowedto work or engage in sexual
relations, must refrain from eating and drinking, and
is not supposed to use electronicdevices.
Because of these reasons, the midfieldermade a
personal choice to not play in the game against Wake

Friday, as it would be considered work.
Despite his absence, BC went to win the game 2-0.
?Yom Kippur is a time to pray for forgiveness
and for sins between men and God, and to correct
wrongfulactions against our fellowman,? he said.?As
someone who is Jewish, I need to respect that.?
Forest this

?I think that BC is extremely
tolerant of all religions.?
?Sarah Bleicher,
Member of Hillel and A&S ?l3
Thatdid not stop Aburmadfrom supporting his
teammates, however. Since he was not allowed to
use anyform of electronic transportation,Aburmad
walked from Cleveland Circle to Newton Campus to
support his team on the sidelines, a three mile trip
that takes upwards of an hour.
?It was a long walk,? Aburmadsaid. ?Some people
don?t go full with YomKippur, but I go full.?
This decision to sit out a game against an ACC
doubt a difficult one for Aburmad, but
one he said he was glad he chose.
?It was hard, but it?s only one game,? he said.
?Anyways, I felt like if I was going to play, we weren?t

foe

was no

going to win because of karma.?
At BC, a story like Aburmad?s is not particularly
common. According to The Boston College Hillel
Association, the Jewish student group on campus,
about 2 percent of BC?s student body is Jewish.
With an undergradpopulationof around 9,000, this
amounts to around 180 students.
With 70 percent of BC students identifying as

Catholic, students who identify as Jewish are decidedly a minority on this campus. However, Sarah
Bleicher, a memberof Hillel and A&S ?l3, said that

overall she does not feel

out

of place being Jewish

at BC.

?It has its ups and downs, but overall no

com-

plaints,? she said. ?It?s great because religion is
something that is very familiar to most people at

It?s in no way taboo as I?ve heard it can be at
other schools.Additionally,people are very curious
when they learn that I am Jewish. In that sense, I
get to discuss my religion and offer an opinion that
may not necessarily get expressed if I were not a
minority.?
Aburmad agreed. ?I thought it was going to be
something different, but so manypeople are diverse
here,? he said. ?When I chose BC, I didn?t notice it
was a Catholic school, but rather thought about the
academicsand athletics.?
For Seth Yarkony, secretary ofHillel and CSOM
?l4, the fact that BC was a Catholic institution did
not deter his decision to attend BC. ?I would never
consider going to Notre Dame for religious reasons,
but I had no concerns applying to BC,? he said.
Aburmad,Bleicher, and Yarkony all agreed that
BC is religiously accepting.
?I think that BC is extremely tolerant of all religions,? Bleicher said. ?I don?t know that all religions
have the same amount of interest or favor, but that
BC is almost overly aware and tolerantof religions
and different religious practices.?
That is not to say, however, that BC has no need
of improvement involving better inclusion of reli-

(of) therules of the AffordableCare Act that pertain
to religious exemptions? and statedthat ?compliance

with these new rules wouldforce us to deny our religious heritage and identityby helping our students to
act contrary to Catholic teaching and belief.?
?Religious employers,? like churches and religious orders, can request to be exempted from the

healthcare rules?according to the AJCU, this
implies that such employers are more dedicated to
new

Catholicism than universities and grammarschools.
The AJCU considers thisdistinction among peopleof
the same faith to be offensive and unfair.
A majority of the uneasiness in both letters is
rooted in an immense concern for the future. The
mandate suggests that colleges are required to supply any drug that the Food and Drug Administration

deems a ?contraceptive,? leaving open the possibility
for more abortion-causing drugs to be included in
health plans nationwide.
?Let?s honor the conscience of thosewho disagree
with abortionand drafta sensible conscience clause,?
President Obama said at a 2009 protest. There is no
sign of the Obama administration budging to the
requests of the Catholic universities. Religious freedom implies individual freedom, even in a religiously
designatedinstitution.
In 1966,CardinalRichard James Cushing fervently
pushed for the legality of contraceptives across the
state of Massachusetts, stating that ?Catholics do
not seek to impose by law their moral view on other
membersof society.? Today, religiously-affiliateduniversities across the country are battling to preserve
their own identities as the larger views of society are
forced upon them. n

BC.

gious minorities.

?It?s tolerant, but I think religious groups that
aren?t in the majority should get more funding for
events,? Yarkony said.
Echoing this sentiment was Bleicher. ?In ways
I feel somewhat restricted because there is so
much programming for Catholic students,? she
said. ?I know I am welcome to such things, but I
don?t know if I?d feel entirely comfortable. I am so
grateful to have BC Hillel as a community, but we
just don?t have the numbers or funding that other
groups have.? n

Later start leaves some worried
Arts, from A1
sions began. Examplesof events that will be affected
by this include culture shows and this Saturday?s

Acappellafest. Speakers, however, do not fall under
the ?performance? category and will not be required
to start at 9 p.m.
?The effect of a 9 p.m. start time is limited to
Robsham, and this is where the conversation be-

gan,? Bell said. ?I?m not sure how this will go over
with parents for culture shows, and we may rethink
our consistency position for Robshamshows. We?re
going to see how it goes with Robsham this year.?
Events that involve NOTH as a partner are also

required to start after 9p.m. This is a viable option
for clubs and organizations because NOTH covers
a portion of the cost that wouldn?t be covered by
the Student Organization Funding Committee,
such as publicity, food, and possible police costs,

Bell said.
?These groups understand that there are still
lots of students who will come to this event,? Bell
said.
Bell said that some students have brought forth
criticism that this will make it more difficult for

students to party after the event. ?I hope we don?t
get to a place where we adjust our start times for
events according to student drinking,? he said.
The new start time requirement was communicated to organizations as they came to Robsham
to set up their events. Acappellafest hoped for a
matinee, but for consistency?s sake were not able

get an earlier start time.
?We?re trying to be as consistent as we can be
given the diversity of organizations at BC,? Bell

to

said.
In recent years, student programming has undergonevarious changes. For example, the Vanderslice Cabaret Room is no longer available for as

?The effect of a 9 p.m. start time

is limited to Robsham, and this is
where the conversation began.?
?Karl Bell,
Assistant Director of SPO
much programming as it used to have. ?This year,
the Cabaret Room, which is a very popular spot
for some organizations, is now used primarily as a
study space,? Bell said.
In addition, this is the second year of having a
single person, Bell, responsible for advisingevents.
Prior to that, there were five different advisers,
which opened up the potential for different organizations getting different things dependingon which
faculty member they saw. By having a singleadviser
for such events, SPO is hoping to increase its consistency, but the process is still in its infancy.
?There are some growing pains,? Bell said. n

Allies Week gains steam
Allies, from A1
?l4. ?We really want to foster a better
environment for everyone. Our main
goal is [for Allies] not to have to exist
in the future.?
The group has been in existence
since the early 2000s but student involvement was almost nonexistent. ?It
was barely holding on in years before

come more prominent in the media.
?We have to get chairs for meetings
because there are so many people that

come,?

Riemer said. Last year, he said
that meetings averaged between six to
eight people.
This year at the Student Involvement Fair, the group signed many
members onto the email list. ?I think
most

people were surprised we even

with only a few people working closely had a Gay-Straight Alliance,? said
with the [Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Katlyn Prentice, Allies member and
Community at BC (LGBC)],? Riemer A&S ?l4.
said.
In addition to spreading the word
Since then, the group has managed more effectively,Allies Week is gaining
to separate itself from LGBC and be-

steam coming off the heels of National

come its own entity. Over the last year,
the group has seen a sharp increase in

Coming Out Week, which is run by
the LGBC. ?I think it?s nice to have the
conversation continue over two weeks,?
Riemer said. n

both membership and student involvements at events as gay issues have be-

Kevin
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HELP WAntED

For sALE
Have you thought about adoption?
Loving and devoted married couple
hoping to adopt. We hope you will
consider us in your options. To learn
more, please call us toll-free at 1877-841-3748, or visit our website
www.roseanneandtim.com. Please
be assured all conversations are held
in strict confidence. With gratitude,
Roseanne and Tim.

For sALE

Sperm Donors Wanted. Earn up
to $1,200/ month and help build
families. Convenient Cambridge
location. Apply online: www.
SPERMBANK.com.

For Sale: Quality editing services,
crafted to deadline. Reasonable
fees. LEN RIZY freelance editor.
LJRizy64@verizon.net / call (617)
787-2023.

Italian Tutor Needed Experienced
Italian tutor needed one to two times
a week to tutor beginning Italian on
campus for Boston College student.
E-mail hjmags33@yahoo.com.

In need of a part-time employee?
Looking for a part-time job? Contact
classifieds@bcheights.com!

-

-

For

?This is an old
crossword.
But seriously...
you might
have done this
already?

Directions: The Sudoku is played over a 9x9 grid. In each row
there are 9 slots, some of which are empty and need to be filled.
Each row, column and 3x3 box should contain the numbers 1 to
9. You must follow theserules:
Number can appear only once in each row
Number can appear only once in each column
Number can appear only once in each 3x3 box
The number should appear only once on row, column or area.
·

·

·

·

Eats flies. Dates a pig.

Hollywood star.

LIVE YOUR DREAMS
Pass It On.

Subscribe to The Heights
Send Name & Address to:
The Heights
Boston College
113 McElroy Commons
Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467

$17.99 per month / $54.99 per semester
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EDITORIALS

Don?t kill culture to
curb drinking culture
Regulating that shows in Robsham start after 9 p.m. will
compromise the audience engagement with campus groups
In an effort to increase late-night
programming throughout campus, the
Student Programs Office has instated a
rule delaying the start timesof singlenight
performances heldon Thursday,Friday, or
Saturday in Robsham Theater until 9:00
p.m. Therule also appliesto any event held
where a student organization partners
with Nights on the Heights (NOTH).
Though the measures were implemented in an effort to increase late night
programming as alternatives to drinking,
The Heights would wonder whether the
proposed solution outweighsthepotential
disadvantages to the new rule.
Some parents and faculty may be
inconvenienced by this later start time
because they travel to Boston College to
attend performances. It seems unfair to
force the men and womenwho, in many

cases, serve as support systems for our
talentedstudent body, to cometo campus

later simply because student options for
late night programming are currently
lacking.
Another concern with the rule applies to the group member performing.
In many cases, the culture groups and a
cappella groups the rule applies to have
specific traditions arranged around performance nights, which would be negatively affected. Additionally, undergraduate attendancecould decrease as the new
rule forces students to choose between
their later evening plans and supporting
theirfriends.
The Heights would suggest that using
existing on-campus programmingis one,
but not necessarily the best, solution tofix
an ongoing problem.

Success is created
through collaboration
For a campus entertainment event to be successful
in the purview of all, each side must work together
On Friday, Oct. 21, the UGBC will be
hosting Plexapalooza,a fall Plex Show
featuring popular mash-up artists Super
Mash Bros. and S&ADime.
Despite the moratorium placed on
large-scale concerts in Conte Forum, the
UGBC has been given the go-aheadby the
administrationfor this event due to historically low numbers of alcohol-related
transportsfrom the Plex.
In light of the situation, this upcoming
Plex show presents an opportunity for all
involved to rethink the way these types of
events are approached. Students, administrators, and the BCPD should consider
the expectationsinvolvedin such an event
as it draws near.
Students can expect the same level
of security that they experienced at past

Plex shows, like that of Girl Talk and The
Cataracs. But attendees should also be
warned that a high number of transports
this time around could have a significant
impact on getting the moratoriumlifted.
With this in mind, The Heights hopes
that students keep in mind that conduct
at this event can determine the fates of
events to come.
For the administrationand BCPD, we
feel that understanding the nature of the
event and goinginto the situation with an
open mind is also important.
In general, we feel that enjoyable oncampus entertainment is possible if all
parties attempt to see the situation from
the other?s perspective. This is an exciting
event, andindividuals on bothsidesshould
work to make it a successful one, as well.

Fighting for principles,
not politics
Boston College?s response to health care bill is
an exercise in academic autonomy
The healthcare bill passed by United
States Congress and President Obama,
the Affordable Care Act, has caused a
stir in many faith-based universities.
Part of the legislation requires that collegiate institutions offer students sterilization procedures and prescription
contraceptives, a mandate that means
post-fertilizationpills meant to induce
abortions are now to be available to all

undergraduates.
Boston College, underthe partnership
of the Association of Jesuit Collegesand
Universities drewup a directresponse to
the bill, which askedfor exemptionfrom
the law, citing among other arguments
that ?compliance with these new rules
would force us to deny our religious
institutional heritage and identity.?
The Heights believes that, above all,
this response composed by the 28 Jesuit

institutions was handled correctly. We
do not align ourselves to this opinion on
any basis of pro-life or pro-choice leanings, or even religious belief, but rather
for whatsuch a stipulation means for the
missions of private institutions across
the United States.
Privatecollegiate education in no way
should be compromised by coercion on
either side, as each student freely joins
the community to which he or she takes
part in.
At BC, specifically, the Jesuit educationalmission encourages us to explore
our minds deeply for beliefs and values,
regardless of what nature they may be.
An alignment with this specific rule,
however, would render the notion of
open learning, something each student
bought into when joining this community, a useless folly.

QUOTE OF THE WEEK
?Even on the most exalted throne in the world we are
only sitting on our own bottom.?
Michel de Montaigne(1533 1592),French essayist
-
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Nursing majors defend the profession
The following letters were recieved in response to the column, ?Your nurse, the doctor,? by Marye Moran
As a frequent reader of The Heights
I have alwaysthought the articles
published were well informed.I?m
not sure ofwhat person allowedthis
article, ?Your nurses, the doctor,? to go
throughbecause this articleis not only
offensive, has no basisof truth,and is
in fact a negative opinion, but it also
discriminates against an ENTIRE school
inBoston College. For you to write that
nurses only takethe introductorysurvey
and height and weightis possibly one of
the most horrible things I have read. As a
nursing student and someone who works
in the emergency department, I have first
hand seen that nurses are at the bedside.
During the most recent cardiac arrest,

as I was administering CPR, nurses were
pushing medications, keeping the family
informed, and directing the doctors. I
don?t know if you consider saving a life
to be important, but I can guarantee that
any medicalprofessional wouldsay that
nurses are the guidingforces in health
care. If there was no such thing as a

nurse, I?m sure someone would be able
to weigh the patient, but as for medica-

tion administration, diagnosis,advocacy,
healing, and healthimprovement, NONE
of thatwould exist without a nurse. I can
understand if Marye wouldlike to call
out someone who has a Ph.d in english,
becausethere is littlecorrelationbetween
a medicaldoctorand a phd in english,

Itis important to remember that
when opinions are publically expressed,
one must assure the conclusions are
based in legitimacyfor such opinions
to avoid rejection and, further, positivelyaffect the community. The article
includedno true citations, providing
no directiontowardthe resources
fromwhich opinions were drawn, thus
leaving it unsupported. The Stanford
Encyclopediaof Philosophy assesses
the quality of the successful persuasive
argument and states: ?Persuasion that
takes place before a public audience

is not only a matter of arguments and
proofs, but also of credibility and emo-

As a nursing student in CSON, I am
offendedby how Marye Moran describes
therole of nurses in ?Your nurse, the
doctor.? Nursing practice todayincludes
SBAR, or ?Situation, Background, Assessment, Recommendation.? We spend
the most time of any healthcare professional with the patient and are the first to
notice minute variations in the patient?s
baseline. When somethingis abnormal
we are the ones to call the doctorwith

the patient?s situation and background
and our assessments and recommendations for the patient?s care. Although
Moran portrays us as havingno knowledge of ailments, nursing is guidedby
evidenced-basedpractice derivedfrom
research and takesa highdegreeof technical skill, keen sense of observation, and
true understanding of the patient?s physical andpsychological health. We aren?t
nurses because we cannot be doctors

tionalattitudes.? Additionally, the text
definedneitherprofession, depriving
thereader from using comparison to
draw his or her own conclusions. Once
again the Stanford Encyclopediaof
Philosophy writes that the persuasive

declaration?must include both sides
of an issue? in its framework for any
conclusiondrawn to hold credibility.
The end result was a weak, unsupported
article that negativelyimpacted a large
populationat this university. What a

howeverdoes she even know that nurses
treat the patient and not just the disease?
A nurse practitioner, prescribesmedication and diagnoses diseases justlike a
doctorhoweversince she is a nurse she
takesthe time to treat her patient as an
individualand is by the bedside.Please
allow only educated opinions to be published and a formal apology is in order
as well. It wouldbe more beneficial to
educatethe rest of the community on the
true role of nurses and advanced practice
nurses, rather than a naive stereotype be
published in our newspaper.
Hilary

von glahn
CSON ?l2

shame, because if the authorhad spent
time evaluatingThe New York Times
article that must piqued her interest,

constructedthe appropriate framework
and fleshed it with true research and
consideration and if that had been the
article in The Heights, the nursing stu-

dentsand faculty might have considered
herideas as a new perspective, instead
of vehementlyhighlighting the gross
misrepresentationof their profession.
Siobhan Tellez
CSON ?l3
andthose of us who goon to get PhDs in
nursing doso because we are interested
in furthering nursing knowledge. And
bythe way,when we have Ph.D.s, we are
doctors. Just thekind that focus on and
care about the wholeperson, not only
thedisease. The latterisn?t a bad thing.
That?s justnot whatmedicaldoctorsdo.
Meghan wilDa

CSON ?l3

The end of an era is now
In response to the column, "Thefall
Props to Paul Sulzer on calling for a
new footballcoach at Boston College.
The Frank Spaziani era hasbeen painful
and, as a BC alum,I?m begging for it to
endswiftly. Spaziani hasbeen loyal to
BC andthe school hasbeen loyal to him
in return, but he is simply not made to
coach at the major-conferencelevel. His
recruiting classes are weak?as Sulzer
pointed out, this year?s is outsidethe top

50?and his teams have done nothingto
prove they can compete not justat the
national level, but in their own conference.

And maybeeven more tragic than
the surmounting defeats is the loss of

ofBCfootball has been a longtime coming" by Paul Sulzer

Just a few years ago,students linedup
outsideAlumni Stadiumfour hours before a game against Florida State justto
get in their seats early. On another occasion, after a comeback win in Blacksburg
against Virginia Tech, an impromptu
welcome-home rally broke out at 3 a.m.
to greet the team as it arrivedback on
campus. In those days,Matt Ryan ran the
school andweekendsrevolved around
football. The thought of missing a single
game wouldhave been absurd.Yet, I
now find myself caring about the team
less and less, and it isn?t merely theresult
of graduating?l want to be passionate
about this team. But I can?t bring myself

connection with students, alumni, and

to watch more than a few minutes of

fans. Ifeel terriblefor the current underclassmenwho will graduatewithout
the memories of pre-game pep rallies,
campus visits fromCollege Game Day,
andnational championshiphopes that
lasted into November.

Eagles footballon a given Saturday, and
I?m usually disgusted with what I see.
When students get to be part of a
great footballprogram, they feel an extra
layerof connection to the school because
of the memories they shared mutually.

The Heights welcomes Letters to the Editor not exceeding 200
words and column submissions that do not exceed 700 words for
its op/ed pages.
The Heights reserves the right to edit for clarity,brevity, accuracy,
and to prevent libel. The Heights also reserves the right to write
headlines and choose illustrations to accompany pieces submitted

A footballprogramcan be the heart and
soul of a school, and current students are

being robbedof that potential experience. Thefiring of Jeff Jagodzinskiin
2009, althoughprobablynecessary, was
unfortunatefor BC. He was a fiery coach
who won games, excited fans and chestbumped his players on national TV. In
his absence, the schoolhas beenleft with
a dull coach who is not fit for the job.BC
owes it to its students, alumni, and fans
to bring in a coach who will, at the very
least, get the program back to respectability,and at the very most,restore the
passion thatsurrounded the team merely
four years ago.Loyalty to Spaziani is
a respectable thing, but it?s not worth
alienatingthose who care about the
program most.
Kevin ryan
BC ?O9

to the newspaper.
Submissions must be signed and should include theauthor?s connection to Boston College, address, and phone number. Letters and
columns can be submitted online at www.bcheights.com, by e-mail to
editor@bcheights.com, in person, or by mail to Editor, The Heights,
113 McElroy Commons, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02467.
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I heart (your city here)
Thumbs
Up

to just say that I?m from Boston than in

one long-winded statement saying, ?I?m
from a small town about 20 minutes

CJ GUSTAFSON
Brain Trust

?

cans have won

Two Amerithe 2011

Nobel Prize for their work in
economics. Thomas Sargent
and Christopher Sims have
been noted for providing
answers as to how economic
growth and inflation are
affected by a temporary
increase in the interest rate
or tax cut. Perhaps this
information wouldbe best
disseminateddown a certain
street in New York City?.
Hydration Nation

?

BC

RHA is aiming to washing
away all our consternation this year through their
efforts to install fountains
serving refreshing, chilled
H2O in all of theresidence
halls. Staying hydrated has
never been so cool.
Getting Even with Embarrassment Turns out, that
time you slipped in a puddle
of marinara sauce in Lower
Dining Hall or got ill after
a pre-5K ?carbo-load? may
?

actually work to your advantage. A new study shows
that persons who admit to

embarrassing situations are
typical thought of as ?prosocial,? or more likely to
benefit others. Who would
have thought sending that
e-mail meant for your best
friend to your chemistry
professor would actually
help you makefriends?

I didn?t believe therecould be so
many people from Minnesota at Boston
College because I didn?t believe that
many people actually lived in the state
of Minnesota. Did we take the entire
state?s populationand transport them
to Commonwealth Avenue?
I said somethingalong those lines
last year to one of my roommates/close
friends who hails from Minnesota and
he nearly took my head off. And I totally deserved it. I can?t say I?ve had any
negative experiences with anyone from
the Upper Midwest. In fact, as a collective whole, they might be the nicest
people on campus I?ve met so far. I also
learned that there are more people in
this state that share my last name than
anywhere else in the country. Thanks,
YellowPages. So not only did I offend
my friend, but also probably a bunch of

people I didn?t even know I was related
to.

My uninformedand ego-centric
comment (since Minnesota is actually
the 21st most populous state in the na-

tion) represented both my naivety and
inability to absorb the full demographic
of people that go to BC. Perhaps because being from Boston makes it more

difficult to see the student body from a
broader perspective.
Well, I kind of lied. I?m not actually from Boston. I grew up in a small
town about 20 minutes outside of the
city where 99.8 percent of people at the
school I have never heard of. But when
I realize that people are from California
and Colorado, which are much further
away than my own home, it seems more
applicable for conversation purposes

been awesome efforts by organizations to get students?
motors running to support

their respective causes.

Thumbs
Down
and GrillingGlory
Lipitor reps looking to make
their quotas need not look
farther than the population
of the Mods. Residents of
BC?s only grill-friendly living
quarters have been out in
?

full force due to the temperate climate that settled
in Chestnut Hill this week.

Though a diet of red meat,
hot dogs, and bratwurst isn?t
a sustainable diet, it?s nearly
mid-October, we need to
be bulking up for winter
hibernation that?s a typical
mammal activity, right?
...

Sweet Opposition OccuWall Street, the trendiest
of all recent protest movements has now become the
tastiest, as well, with ice
?

py

that took place near their respective

hometowns.
But being at school over the last
three years has made me realize how we
all try to take a piece of where we are
from with us. One of my friends from
Texas jumped on the Rangers bandwagon last year and quickly ordered
a sweatshirtand hat to cheer them
through the playoffs. As much as we
gave him a hard time for literally taking

comedy relied heavily upon jokesestab-

JAMES KABERNA

?Everything they do is so dramatic
and flamboyant. It just makes me want
to set myself on fire.? That?s right! Stock
up on frozen bananas and blue body
paint becausethe Bluth family is back!
(And I?m sure you?ll want to stay ahead
of the curve in planning your Arrested
Development themed rager
this weekend.) Mitch

Jerry?s posting public supof the movement. The
board of direc-

they agreed the
level of inequality between
the classes in this nation has
gone on long enough and
were proud to stand behind
protestors. Though TU/TD
isn?t taking a stance on the
protest in general, it would
be delightfulif the sentiment
inspired a new flavor: Rocky
tors said

Road to Recovery, anyone?

Arrested Development was replaced by
Skating With Celebrities.
Arrested Development?s short syndicationand each character?s peculiar
and subtle idiosyncrasies havenurtured
a somewhat cultish following since the
show?s cancellation. Each season was
jam-packedwith witty and memorable
quotes?a personal favorite begins this
very column?that are idealfor con-

Hurwitz, AD creator, announced two weeks ago
at the New Yorker Festival

that he intends to begin
filming a truncatedfourth
season of the beloved
television show as early as
next summer. The season
wouldbe nine or 10 episodes to culminate with a
feature length film.

the Boston area and didn?t leave it, but

feel that I?ve learnedabout the world
outside vicariouslythrough my friends.
Going to college is a little bit like visiting Epcot Center in Disney. Although
Epcot is in Florida you get a taste of the
world. Although BC is in Boston you
can still eat the sushi in Lower Dining
Hall on Wednesdays and crawl back to
your room with food poisoning.
When talking about plans after
college, most people I?ve talked to
mention going home and trying to get
a job there. That?s true for most of us.
But when you think about it, we have
no idea where we?ll be living 10 years,
20 years downthe road. In reality, our
next homes could be anywhere. One of
my friends from Massachusetts recently
graduatedand took his Red Sox hat to
live and work in Hawaii. I can?t say I
could have predicted that upon meeting
him. (But I want to visit him more now
than if he had simply returned home.)
In away, college is a middle ground

between where we come from and
where we end up. It?s entirely possible
to end up back where we came from,
but we?re guaranteed to take part of
what we learned from others and where
they came from back with us. It might
be going too far to say we are transient

wanderers from all over the globe who
somehow found ourselves at BC during
our journey. But then again, you?d have
to be pretty transient to wander all the
way from Minnesota.
CJ Gustafson is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
cmangiardi@bcheights.com.

Bazoomie Wagon BEN VADNAL

only a movie but a short, new season
makes me particularly hopeful.
Each episode of this fourth and abbreviate season will focus on a single
main character in order to fully explain
each character has been and what the

Bluth they?ve been up to. This piece
of news could not be more satisfying.
Precious screen time is too often lost
to ?catch-up? work in film continuing a
long running series. The film should be
all business.
I, also, suspect that the miniseries
and the hype leading to its premier
might very well foster a whole new following of the sitcom. While critical acclaim of Arrested Development remained
significant throughout its
time on the air, viewership steeply fell from
episode to episode and
season to season. This
is because?and I don?t
consider this a flaw?Arrested Development was
never easy to ?drop in on?.

Now, I invite those

leaping or screaming
with excitement, calling
your loved ones to share the news, or
imagining your favorite character?s
chicken impression to skip this next two
paragraphs.
As for the rest of you, let me be the
first to giggle at your embarrassment,
having not recognized my opening
quote?hehe?and now bring you up to
speed. Arrested Development was a hilarious sitcom?by that I mean the best
comedy that?s ever appeared on television?that ran for 53 episodes between
2003 and 2006 on Fox. The plotline
followed a dysfunctionaland absurd
family struggle to keep theirbusiness in
Southern California out of thered and
their father out of jailif only to sustain
each family member?s long list of odd
indulgences.

&

port

@BCTUTD

ments towards different experiences

lished in prior episodes and the careful
observation of the viewer. And that sort
of comedy just isn?t Fox?s sort of thing;

raising efforts of various
campus groups. But in all
seriousness, these races have

Find us on Twitter.

.

season despite a totaled 22 Emmy Award
nominations and six wins as the show?s

Currently, that suburban
feat can be claimed by BC
students due to the fund-

company?s

.

Fox cancelled the showafter its third

?

cream connoisseur Ben

meddlesomechild (I once tried to
hand feed a goose there and it thought
my finger tastedbetter than the food,
an experience I still have nightmares
about. seriously, stay away, birds,
let?s make a truce, I even avoid you
when running the Res). I?m sure that
people at BC share similar sentia

he was cheering more for his home
identity than for a roster of 20-something men.
Although BC is in Boston, the city
Boston
in many ways just provides
of
a backdrop to a population of people
who bring the quirks of their hometown microcosms together. I?m from

Cue that ukelele theme

Fit and Fundraising
Nothing says, ?I live
in Newton, Mass.,? quite
like participating in a 5K
multiple weekends in a row.

Guts

outside of Boston that sounds very
similar in name to three surrounding
towns around me that not only have
you never heard of but people from
the area confuse and don?t even know
where I?m from.?
I suppose I?m not being entirely
truthful by saying I?m from Boston,
but I?ve grown up as a Boston sports
fanatic, frequenting the North End for
an Italianmeal with my family, and
even recall harassing the ducks and
swans around the Boston Garden as

his shirt off his back for a team he had
never really supported, in retrospect

versation and have become close to my
heart.
In the final moments of the last
episode, Ron Howard, narrator and
executive producer, appears on camera
to hint at the possibility of the show?s
revival on the big screen. And ever since
2006, I and so many other loyal fans
have waited anxiouslyrewatching old
episodes and reveling in the discovery of
new jokes and hidden references; such is

the nature of the show. However, to date
each rumor has proven false and every
prayer unanswered. In my own personal
frustration, I often find myself cursing
Michael Cera, his awkward on-screen

character
his tendency
down opportunities to restart the series.
All that aside, this new promise of not
type, and

to turn

Career fairs
and fears

Hurwitz?s comedy and
the nature of Arrested
Development both rely
heavily on the viewer. He
must be vigilant; most of,
and in my opinion, the
best, comedy is very subtle.
And he must be caring. ArrestedDevelopment is best watched in series from

beginning to end again and again. This
is why DVD sales were and continue to
be very high. Anyway until now, wordof
the show?s ridiculous antics and winning
one-linershas only traveled by mouth?and mostly just on college campuses. I
anticipate, come 2013, I should be received with sidesplitting laughter when
I remark, ?I blue myself on what was
supposed to be a dry run.? And it should
be a nice change from the physical abuse
that I?ve grownaccustomed to.
Jim Kaberna is a staff columnist for
The Heights. He welcomes comments at
opinions@bcheights.com.

DINEEN BOYLE
As I senior, I have devotedabout 70
percent of my semester to completing
schoolwork that will enable me to graduate this upcoming spring, and the other 30
percent devoted to freaking out about what
I will do once I graduate.
Last month?s BC Career Fair didlittle
to quellmy concerns. I marchedeagerly to
thefair, armed with carefullyscrutinized
copies of my resume, breath mints, and a
can-do attitude. I left feeling disheartened,
sweaty, and certain that I wouldnever
again wear heels in a concrete stadium. It
seemed, judgingby the companies present
at the fair, that if not a finance or account-

ing major, one?s only employmentoptions
were at Radio Disney or Gorton?s Fisher-

man Co.
At one point, I was tempted to use a pen
that I had picked up at the StateStreet table
to wield against a sophomorewhokept
jumping in front of me in line. ?Go back to
Coßo. You don?t need this!? I wanted to yell.

But I quickly composedmyself and decided
that I respected his ambitionand was opposed to physical acts of violence. Also,
thepen was too cool to sacrifice.

The recent popularityof the ?Occupy?
protests has served to deepen my appre-

hension of entering an oversaturated job
market. The signs that read, ?I have two
bachelor of science degrees. I graduated
with a 4.0 GPA from a top-50school. I am
competing with people who have five years
of industry experienceand were laidoff. I
make $9,000 a year,? are enoughto send
chills down any college student?s spine.
Despite being what thePew Research
Center describes as the ?most educated
generation in American history? millennials
(those born after 1980) cannot rely wholly
on their education to land a job. For many,
the messages of the Occupy movement
bring to the surface a pervading fear that we
will be thefirst generation that fails to meet
thestandard of livingachieved by our parents. I have pathetic, nightmarish visions
of becoming a dejected liberalarts major
forced to move into my parents? basement,
whereI will cry over my first batchof
student loansand attempt to write things,

while watching episodes ofThe Office on re-

peat. (A fact, of course, made all the more
painful if I am unable to attain employment
in such an office).
But despite thesomewhatdiscouraging
state of the economy, it is quitepossible to
discern encouragement aboutour futures.
Last week, I found inspiration in a 2005
commencement speech deliveredby Steve

Jobs at Stanford University. The speech,
which is widely circulating the Internet,
helped to instill in me some much-needed
perspective.

Addressing the graduates, Jobs admits
that at their age, hehad absolutely no idea
whathe wanted to do. ?You can?t connect
thedots looking forward,? hesaid. ?You
can only connect themlooking backward,
so you have to trust that theywill somehow
connect in your future. You have to trust in
something.?
I trust that as students, if we have man-

agedto make it this far, we must, on some
level, be talented, capablepeople. Until
this point, expectationshave always been
clearly charted. Perhaps it is the precipice
ofabsolutefreedom that scares us? the at
once daunting,yet exhilaratingrealization
that fromhere on out, we are the parties
solelyresponsible for making meaning of
our lives.
When listening to the address, the message I really needed to hear was this: ?Most
important, have the courage to follow your
heart and intuition. They somehow already
knowwhat you want to become. Everything else is secondary.? Although for years
people have, in one way or another, attempted to impress upon us the importance

of this wisdom, it is also the advice that,
foolishly, we are most willingto forsake.
As we consider our plans for the future,
we should takehis wordsto heart.
Think twice beforeknowingly seekinga
job that fails to embody your true passions;

reconsider that graduate program you applied to because it is whatothers expect of
you. Now, more than ever, is the moment
to define and fulfill our own expectations.
I have no idea whereI will be five, or
even one year from now, but I am hopeful
that things will work out. If the past 22
years are any indicationof the next 22, then
I can predict with confidence one aspect of
my future: I will have an incredible amount
for which to be thankful.
My fatherhas always toldme that the
key to success is finding whatyou love and
becoming an expert at it. I will remind him
of this as I master the art of writing while
lying on a New England beach.

Dineen Boyle is a staff columnist for The
Heights. She welcomes comments at
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We take our sight for granted...until it's going. If glasses
or surgery are not enough,

there is still hope. To locate an eye doctor specializing
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in low vision, or for more information on living independently with low vision,

call (800) 455-8006 or visit www.checkyearly.com/lowvision.

Real clients.
Unreal exposure.

Check Yearly.
See Clearly.
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Gather new skills, strengthen
existing ones and benefit from
exposure to new cultures and
people. Ernst & Young's Global
Student Exchange Program is

your opportunity to go outside
your time and comfort zones.
Visit ey.com/us/possibilities
to learn more.
See More | )pportunities
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For people who have to deal
with the harsh realities of fife,
Volunteers of America is there to
help. Since T896, we've worked in
communities across the country to
restore hope and rebuild lives.
Today, we provide care to abused
and neglected children. The
elderly. People with disabilities.
Families in trouble. We give guidance to the homeless and many
others who have lost their way.

=!L ERNST &YOUNG
Quality In Everything We Do

The need has never been greater.
And we are there to offer support
and compassion to help create
positive change in a person's life.

Find

out how you can

Call 1,800.899.0089 or

help.

visit us at

www.vaiunteersofamerica.org.

15# Volunteers

of America*

There are no limits to caring.
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Change between the pipes
Parker Milner moves into starter role in the
crease and leadership position on the defense
BY CHRIS MARINO | ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
This year?s Boston College men?s hockey team has a
differentlook.No roster changehasbeen more crucial
than the one betweenthe pipes. Junior ParkerMilner
will be put to the test in his first season as the No. 1
goaltenderon the depth chart.While many teams and
coaches would be worriedabout the loss of as great
a player as former netminder John Muse, the Eagles
and head coach Jerry Yorkfeel confident in Milner?s
capabilities.
Although he did not play as big of a role on the
team last year due to Muse?s solid play, Milner was able
to come in during his freshman campaign and make
an instant impact. While Muse was recovering from
offseason hip surgery, therookie was thrown into the
fire of the Hockey East. In 13 starts, he recorded a 102-1 record, alongwith 2.32 goals against average and
a .909 save percentage. (He also came on in relief on
Muse during one game.)This earlyplay gaveMilner a
taste of collegiate hockey.
?In my opinion, the Hockey East is thebest league
in the country, so playing 14 gamesin the first yearof
my career prepared me really wellfor any team that
we playagainst,? Milnersaid.?Definitely freshman year
was big and I got thrown in a few times last year, so
havingplayed a little bit consistentlythroughout the
past two years is definitelygoing to help my transition
this year.?
Part of York?s comfort with Milner taking over in
net is the familiarityhe has with him from thatinitial
season. At the same time, he realizes that the junior
will have to adjust to playing every night.
?We have a pretty goodfeel for Parker, becausehe?s
been with us for two years,? he said. ?And he?s played

some really key

games for us. He hasn?t been in a lot
of gamesbecause of John Muse?s run, but we have a
pretty good handle on how he can play on an interim
basis. Now we?re going to find out how he can play on
a consistent basis, Friday, Saturday, Friday, Saturday.
He, right now, is our main goaltender.?
The expectationsare highfor the Pittsburgh native,
especially afterthe success of his predecessor. Muse,
who started for the Eagles all four yearsof his career,
was a stalwart in the net. Even more importantly,
he was nearly unbeatable in the playoffs during his
tenure. He finished his postseason career with 21-2
overall record, 2.24 goals against average,and a .924
save percentage. Milner says that playing behind such
a clutch performer has made an impact on his own
preparation and work ethic.
?Just kind of watchinghow he conducts himself on
and off the ice, on game day and on off days, you can
definitelylearn a lot,? he said. ?I think that any goalie
who is going to transition into a starting role needs
someone to kind of be ahead of them and watch out
for them, and I think with John, how he acted every
game day with so much focus, so much intensity, it?s

something to learn.?
Despite thepressure of playing in the Hockey East
and competing as the No. 1team in the country, Milner
remains confidentand eager to takethe ice each night
and face the country?s best competition.
?Well, obviously,you neverreally knowwhat?s going
to happen throughout the season, so I want to try to
take it one game at a time,? he said. ?But it?s definitely
a really exciting experience,having waited two years
for kind of my time. I?m really excited to get the op-

alex TrauTwig / heighTs ediTOr

Parker Milner establishedhimself during a strongfreshman campaign, winning 10of 13 starts while conceding 2.32 goals per game.

alex TrauTwig / heighTs ediTOr

Milner won the starting spot going into the season thanks to his puck-handling skill. He?s still developing his technique betweenthe pipes.
portunity to run withit.?

York feels thatMilner,whilestill a workin progress,
has certain assets that will make him effective.
?In the history that we?ve had with Parker, he?s

shown thathe?s
thebetter puck-handling goaltenders in the country,? he said. ?He handles pucks to
a much better degree than the [Scott] Clemmensens,
[Cory] Schneiders, and Muses we?ve dealt with. Now
his abilityto stop thepuck, that?s thekey thing now. He
handlespucks very well and now he has to stop pucks.
He?s got goodsize, mobility and like I said it?s going to
be a great test for him as we go through the year.?
one of

If last week?s Ice Breaker tournament showed any-

thing, it is that Milner is prepared to be a strong force
for his team. In two games,he went 2-0 with 39 saves,
2.00 goals against averageand a .907 save percentage.
Behind the certainty of Milner?s play, there lies
a sense of uncertainty for this year?s Eagles. While
Muse had Milner behind him for the last couple of
seasons, York?s search for Milner?s backup is still a
work in progress.
?We certainly have some capable backups we?re
looking at, but we haven?t had as much of a chance to
evaluate our goalies,? York said last week. ?We?ve had
10 practices. This willbe out 11thtoday. But most have
been of the 40-minute variety. Now, we?re juststarting
to get into longerpractices, accordingto NCAArules.
We?ll get a better look at the goaltenders.But we don?t
have a great handle, except that we knowwhatParker?s
done in the past and he?s come back in terrificshape.?
With the return of senior Chris Venti and the additionsof freshmen Brian Billettand Brad Barone, the
team certainlyhas a bit of goaliecompetition unfolding
in the early part of the season.
Venti, a native of Needham, Mass., has been with
the Eagles for four years and hopes to put his work
and practice to the test and be a contributor in the
development of the freshmen.
?Right now I think it?s big for me to help the two
youngguys,Bradand Brian, in getting acclimatedto the
programand kind of teach themhow to train and how
to play and justkind of introduce them to the whole
culture,? he said. ?Especially where the goaliesare on
their own a bit sometimes and not really involved in
thedrills. I try to make sure I?m getting theminvolved,

working on theirflexibility, and all types of stuff like
that. That?s whereI seemyselfright now and supporting
Parker as much as I can and pushing him as much as I
can, and then earning the minutes that I can.?

Billett and Barone, both coming from successful
the Eastern Junior HockeyLeague, are faced
with the task of adjusting to college and the trials of
Division I hockey.
Both players have found that workingwith Milner
and Venti has already madean impact on theirplay in
practice. Competing with the veterans has helpedthe
rookies bring their games to a new level.
?It?s been awesome so far, just working with Parker
and Chris,? Billett said. ?They?re great leaders. They?ve
given me tips on things they?ve seen in my game and
I?m hoping to help them as well.Brad?s a great goalie
and the competition we give each other as the freshman guys brings really goodchemistry, which I think
careers in

is very important.?
Barone echoesthis sentiment when describing the

earlyrelationshipof the goaltenders.
?They?re all great guys and great goalies,? he said.
?We can learn from each other. We all have different
styles. It was also goodworking with JohnMuse a little
bit over the summer. That was good.If you watchyou
can learn a lot from these guys. And we have a goalie
coachnamed Jim Logue, who doesdrillswith us pretty
often. The one thing I will say is that sometimes you
would think it wouldbe really difficult to get reps,
but everyone is really fair with it and everyone shares
everything equally, so it?s been really great in that
respect. Just because they?re goalies,you can relate to
them really easily. We?re all really good friends early,
so that?s good.?
This developingcompetition between thepipes has
been helpful in focusing Milner on his play and continued development.Despite being slated as a starter, the
junior looks at the competition as motivation.
?As far as in the net, I think we have a great goalie
competition between me, Brad, Brian, and Chris, so
that?s only going to help allof us,? he said.
It apparently hasn?t left any doubts in York?s mind
as to Milner?s preparation for his new role.

?We feelvery confident,? the coach said. ?He?s ready
to step in.? n

THE FRESHMAN COLLECTION
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MANY STICKS MAKE LIGHT WORK
Boston College lost four of its top five scorers during the offseason.
Where will the goals come from this year?

Everywhere.

By
paul sulzer
BY PAUL
SULZER | sports
SPORTS

Scoring in hockey is a numbers game. Odd-man
rushes, one-on-ones, and one-timers are all ideal opportunities to light the lamp. If none of that works,
bombarding the net with a multitude of shots is a
decent strategy. Keeping the numerical nature of the
sport in mind, consider the following statistics heading intoBoston College?s home opener against Denver
tomorrow:

Forty-five percent of the team?s 153 goals from a
season ago need replacing
or turning pro.

due to players graduating

Thirty-one goals scored by then-junior Cam Atkinson led the team in 2010-2011. It was his second
straight year with 30-plus goals. After leaving school
early in March, he notched his first NHL goal for the
Blue Jackets on Monday (beatingfellow Eagle Cory
Schneider on the shot).
Thirteen goalsis the highest returning tally on the
team, registered by Paul Carey. He ranked fourth in
goals andseventh in points (26).
Eight different players got on thescoreboard in the
opening-weekendIce Breaker, featuring a 5-2 win over
Michigan State on Friday and a 6-2 win over then-No.
3 North Dakota on Saturday.
One represents the Eagles? ranking in both major
national polls.
Despite losing so much scoring talent, the Eagles
are clicking. Nobody notched more than two goals
for BC last weekend, though, so it?s tough to tell if a
breakout player will match the production of BC?s
departed sparkplug.
?Will we have a 30-goal scorer like Cam?? head
coach Jerry York said. ?I?m not sure. That?s asking a lot
to start off the year.?
To score, the Eagles might not necessarily rely on
someone. They could turn to some people. An attack
featuring an array of talented threats can be tougher
to contain than a single superstar.

Scoring in hockey is a numbers
game. Odd-man rushes, one-onones, and one-timers are all ideal
opportunities to light the lamp. If
none of that works, bombarding
the net with a multitude of
shots is a decent strategy.
?We have a lot of players capable of getting to 10
goals,? York said. ?We?ve got a few guys who can get
to 20. We expect goal scoring from a lot of different
people. We?re not going to be led by just one or two
guys. We have a lot more balance now.?
After concentrating the team?s primary scorers onto
a single line (Atkinson-Brian Gibbons-Joe Whitney) for
the past two years, Yorkhas devised three top lines that
can all explode for several goalson any given night. By
spreading the scoring burdenbetweenmore players, the
Eaglescould put up evenbetter numbers this season.

The scoring line, version 2.0
Halfway through the 2009-2010 season, BC was in
a rut. The Eagles losttheirfirst threegames over winter break, including the Frozen Fenway game against
Boston University. They were a respectable, if disappointing, 10-6-2. They needed a little magic. That?s
when York devised the Atkinson-Gibbons-Whitney
line.Their speed and timing overwhelmedopponents
to the tune of 40 goals in three months together. Following the line?s creation, BC went 19-4-1 on its way
to its second national title in three years.
York may be on to something similar with the
pairing of freshman Johnny Gaudreauand juniors Pat
Mullaneand Steven Whitney.
?Gaudreau is really similar to Atkinson, and Steven
plays a lot like his brother,? Mullane said. ?I?m not the
exact same player as Gibbons, so I don?t know if you
can pencil me in there. But some parts of my game,
I?d like to take from Gibbons. He was one of the best
passers BC?s ever seen. That?s why Cam Atkinson was
so successful. I?d like to translatethat to my game, with
an Atkinson-type likeGaudreauand Joe Whitney-type
like Steve.?
Gaudreau,Mullane,and Steven Whitney have a lot
to prove before they can properly be compared to one
of thebest lines in school history, even if their skill sets
roughly correspond to those of theirpredecessors.
?It?s not very often I get to say I?m one of the big
guys on the line,? saidthe5-foot-11 Mullane, of playing
with two 5-foot-7 linemates.?It?s obviously a different
dynamic. Johnny Gaudreauis pretty highly toutedkid
coming in, and Steve Whitney has proven himself here.
As the center on that line, it?s my job to give them the
opportunity to score goalsbecause JohnnyGaudreau is
a goal scorer and a playmaker. He can do whatever he
wants. At theend of the night, if he?s on thescoresheet,
I?m doing my job.?
To do his job, Mullane has to prove he can play
withoutChrisKreider and Jimmy Hayes, two big-bodied, NHL-type players. Although Atkinson-GibbonsWhitney got labeled as the scoring line by totaling
54 goals, they didn?t account for all the offense. The
Kreider-Mullane-Hayes line registered 40 goals and
was especiallypotent in the second half of the season.
Compared to the small and fast top line (no one was
taller than 5-foot-8), the second line provided muchneeded muscle (Hayes was 6-foot-5 and Kreider is
6-foot-3). They developed a rhythm, with Mullane
distributingand Hayes andKreider scoring. By getting
thepuck downlow and cycling,theygrindedopponents
into the ground.
?I playedwith Jimmy Hayes andChris Kreider last
year,? Mullanesaid. ?What more could I ask for? They?re
two absolute studs. I have to managemy chances better. Ido get a lot of chances. I?ve got to bury more of
them.?
Mullanehas been consistent at BC but that?s not
necessarilya positive. His freshman stats (eight goals,
20 assists, plus-minus of plus-12) are almost identical

editor
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to his sophomore ones (eight goals, 21 assists, plus-12).

He has to get more explosivein his first three steps and

become stronger

on the puck to

make the third-year

jump.

?I?m not happy about being consistent,? he said.
?From freshman to sophomoreyear, I should havemade
a bigger jump. Given that I was on the power play and
thesecondlineallof last year, I shouldhavehad a bigger
season. I?m disappointedwith myself.?
Steven Whitney is looking to make a similar leap
in his junior campaign. After a solid freshman campaign (seven goals, 21 assists), Whitney regressed as
a sophomore (six goals, 10 assists). He has the skill to
be a major contributor, though. (?He?s crafty,? Barry
Almeida said.)
Whitney is capable of the spectacular. Ask anyone
who saw the Beanpot last year. He sliced anddiced the

Northeastern defensebeforebackhandinga shot, while
falling down, past Chris Rawlings top shelf, gloveside.
The junior winger has shown flashes of such impressive skill.
?I don?t want to be scoring goals like that allthe time,?
hesaid. ?It was kind of an once-in-a-lifetimething. I like

garbagegoals. Hard-work goals.?
It?s more likely that Whitneywillplay thefacilitator
role thathisbrother didso well. Althoughhe?s shortand
heskates in thebackground whilesetting his teammates
up to score, heshould not beoverlooked.He will carve
out his own separate identity, just as this year?s scoring
line willbe distinctfrom last season?s.
The lefty line
One line that is undoubtedly unique is the one
consisting of senior Barry Almeida, sophomoreKevin
Hayes, and senior Paul Carey. They?re all left-handed,
which is challenging for themselvesand for their opponents.

?We have three lefties, so it?s kind of hard,? Carey
said.?But thereare advantagesto playing theoff-wing.
You come in a certain way on the net, and peoplearen?t
ready for it. We can all flip-flop positions because we
interchange so well as lefties.?
Shifting around the ice is nothing new for Carey,
who filled in for Kreider (broken jaw)on the line with
Jimmy Hayes and Mullane during the Hockey East
tournament last year. Although adjusting to a new line
in theplayoffs is a challenge,the senior left winger said
he was ready for it.
?We mix up the lines a lot during the early part of
the year,? he said. ?When guys get injured, it helps to
have played with theother guys on theline before. You
have to communicate with them. We do that really
well here.?
Carey has improved substantially,year over year. He
scored five goals as a freshman, nine as a sophomore,
and 13 as a junior. To keep getting better, he needs to
score more gritty goals. Most of his shots come from
the wing, not in front of the crease, so he is working on
screens, redirections, andrebounds. His continued developmentas a scorer and a leaderbodes wellfor BC.
?A lot of it is mental,? Carey said of making progress.
?Coming in, Ididn?t think through the game as well as
I do now. Working with the trainers over theoffseason
has helpedmy speedand strength. We?ll do sprints on
thefootballfield when it?s like 100 degrees. We pull the
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Arnold was the first player Jerry Yorknamedwhen askedwho to watchfor this season. He scored 10goals and had 10assists last season.
sleds and battle through it.?
Almeidahas pulled those sleds each offseason with
Carey. They have both played over 100 games at BC,
and now they?re assistant captains(defenseman Tommy
Cross is the captain). It?s their job to guide a group of
forwards that is young but experienced.All of the juniors, after all, have won a national championship.
?When you play with great players, it makes it a
lot easier,? Almeida said. ?If I continue to play hard,
chances will come.?
As a two-way forward, those chances come less
often for Almeida, who?s often tasked with shutting
down the opposition?s best scoring line. Not that he
minds. He said he prefers contributing on both sides
of the puck. A goal prevented can be just as important
as a goal scored.
The breakoutline
The line with arguablythe most potential is not the
one you wouldexpect. Its players combinedfor 21 goals
last season, four fewer than the lefty line. It features
an under-the-radarfreshman and two highly-touted
players (a junior and a sophomore)with national team
backgrounds on the verge of breakthrough at the collegiate level but not quite there yet.
The line of Chris Kreider, Bill Arnold, and Destry
Straight is one to watch.
Kreider came to BC with monumentalexpectations

as one of the top recruits in theclass of 2013. If someone
on the roster is going to gofrom goodto great, Kreider
is probably the favorite to do so. His skill set is well
rounded. He?s a lightning-quick skater in open space
who?s not afraid to throw around his body after adding

20 pounds of muscle during the offseason (he weighs
in at 225). He just looks like a hockeyplayer.
?I?m still a speedguy,? he said.?But I am bigger and
stronger. I?m luckyenough to have a pretty big frame. I
had to fill it out. If anything, I?ve gotten faster.?

So whose number will York call
when he needs a goal? We can?t
know who it or, more accurately,
they will be this early in the
season, but we do know what

attributes they will have.
That speed benefits Kreider in the international

game, where he?s represented the United States at the
World Juniors andtheWorld Championship. The 2010
World Junior team won the gold medal, with Kreider
scoring six goals.He describeshisnationalteam experiences as ?surreal.?
Kreider has missed a couple games each of the past
two years due to national team commitments. He also
sat out five gamestoward the end of last season after
a New Hampshireplayer broke his jaw with an errant
clearing pass. Although he has a stiff neck and is listed
as questionable for tomorrow?s game, Kreider will be
availablefor most of the rest of the schedule because
he is no longereligiblefor World Juniors (the under-20
championships).
The Eaglesmight still lose a forwardto the national
team for a fewweeks over winter break,though. Arnold,
who played in the Team USA development program
before BC, couldreach that levelif he developsas much
as his coachthinks he will. He was the first player York
named when asked who to watch for this year.
?Bill Arnold is a dominant player,? York said. ?He?s
one of the keys to the season.?
Arnold was at the center

of much of the action
during BC?s open weekend sweep, registering a teamleading five points. After finding the net 10 times on
just 46 attempts last year (tied for the team lead in
shot percentage), he could double his goaltotal as he
becomes more aggressive.
The next great BC goal scorers
So whose number will York call when he needs a
goal? We can?t know who it or, more accurately, they
will be this early in the season, but we do know what
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Junior Steven Whitney (top) is ready to step out of his brother?s shadow.Senior Paul Carey (bottom) keeps improving every year.

attributes they will have.
They willcertainly have high hockey IQs. Great goal
scorers put themselves in dangerous positions. They
have a sense for where the puck will be andhow to get
a stick on it before the defense can clear it.
?You have to be smart to score goals,? Mullanesaid.
?Cam Atkinson scored 30 goals in back-to-back seasons. That?s not by mistake. He?s a smart hockeyplayer
whoknows where to be. It?s also a lot of grittiness and
determination.You look at his goals, and he has some
highlight reel goals, going top shelf from awkward
angles. But most ofhis goalsare in tight,banginghome
rebounds. It takes a lot of effort to get to those areas.?
York agreed. Persistence in the painted area is a
must. Scrappy goals count just as much as pretty ones.
The best players know how to score both.
?You have to want the puck on your stick,? York
said. ?Some of our best goal scorers have been guys
who could get into the tight, blue paint area around
the crease and tap in rebounds.?
In the same vein, greatgoal scorers are hungry. They
always want to shoot, from anywhere on the ice.
?You have to be looking to shoot,? Carey said. ?You
have to have goodplayers around you. You have to take
the puck hard to the net. We have plenty of guys who
are capable of scoring goals.?
That may be the Eagles? biggest strength this year.
They don?t have a single star scorer. They have a lot
of solid players, though, who will put plenty of shots
on net.

There is, after all, strength in numbers. n
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HOCKEY PREVIEW

Cross and Dumoulin lead BC with defensive grit
Senior two-year captain and junior first-team All-American
form lethal one-two punch on the Boston College back line
BY DJ ADAMS I HEIGHTS EDITOR

lin

the past decade, the Boston College men?s
hockey team has not simply earned attention,
but rather demanded it. The program has won
threenationalchampionships during this span,
including two in the past four years. To wear
the maroon and gold sweaters has become a
statement, declaring almost tacitly to the rest
of the competition the supremacy of each athlete who
donsthe respected uniform.
This dominance has led to constant media attention, which often focuses on those Eagles who hope
to lead the entire

squad, on and off the ice, each and

every year.

The namesare as unforgettableas the memories each
of them created while skating for BC: Gionta, Boyle,
Gerbe, and, most recently, Atkinson, and Muse just to
name a few.
This year, even in the wake of an offseason for the
Eagles that saw severalimportant seniors graduateand a
few playmakingunderclassmenleavethe Heights for the
NHL, that press traditionof singling out the next batch
of rising stars for BC endures.
To many, they are juniorBrian Dumoulin and senior
captain Tommy Cross, and severalcollegehockeypundits

have already declaredthe duo one of thedeadliestonetwo defensivepunches in theNCAA. Itis upon thebacks
of theback line, then, where thefate of this season lies.
Somemay question the abilityof defensemen to lead
a team, though, as their individualcontributions cannot
alwaysbemeasuredin points, captured on highlightreels,
or inscribedwithin gamerecaps andbox scores.
But leadership is often mistaken for stardom and
egotism, and at BC, that has never been the case. For
head coach Jerry York?s teams, success is a cooperative
accomplishment. A notion reached in a stout, careful

from the back rather than streaking across the
headlines in an all-outsprint.
?There is a little more of a responsibility, I guess you
could say, being the captain,? Cross said. ?But leadership
is natural, it?s something that comes out whether you
have a letter on your jerseyor not. We have a lot of guys
that don?t have thoseletters on their jerseys, but they are
definitely part of the leadership group, as well.?
?It?s going to befun seeingwho steps up this year, who
is going to want to fill thatrole,? Dumoulin agreed.?It only
makes everyone betterwhen everyone is fighting to get
to that top level. So I expect a lot, not just out of one line
or group, but many.?
Just astheyconsistently shut down opposing offenses
that creep into theirterritory, the notion of the spotlight
is something both of the players will refuse to accept as
solely property of their own to bask underneath.
?Both are great leaders,? York said. ?They?re not just
vocal leaders, though.It?s the way they livetheir lives, too
the academics, the on-ice preparation.?
In that respect, it?s tough to imagine a more perfect
set of leaders.
manner

?

Leadership might be necessary more than ever this

year, for thispast offseason was a tumultuousone for the
Eagles. Not only did they lose one of the program?s most
productive senior classes in John Muse, Brian Gibbons,

and Joe Whitney a group that combined for three
HockeyEast tournament titles, two national championships, and a Hockey East regular season title but also
star underclassmen Cam Atkinson, Jimmy Hayes, and
Philip Samuelsson, who departed early for the NHL.
Gone are four of the top five scorers from last season, 45 percent
of BC?s total offense, and a
?

play for the defense that utilizes overwhelming speed
and pointed pressure.
?We?re still going to goat teams, we?re going to play a
similarsystem,? Cross said. ?Our mentalityis still to goat
teams, and we are not going to hold back on anyone.?
To Cross and Dumoulin, though, that includes their
own teammates at theforwardposition. Though at first
glancetheEaglesroster lackstheestablishedplaymakers
of past seasons, the two defensemenfully expect thevoid
to be filled by the newcomers. After all, they have shut

them down during practice every day.

?We just give it to the
forwards allthe time, we
don?t likethemvery much
and they get frustrated
when we shut them
down in practice, but
that?s our job, to get them
ready,? Cross joked.
If they aren?t, Du-

?

144-game starter between
the pipes.
So a question of concern arises: what exactly
is left?
The answer is an ab-

moulin swears he
has a celebration

he nets a rare collegiategoal.
?It?s fun during
practice when I do
score a goal to celebrate with the dcore members, we

defense has been together for years.

?A bigthing was that we
were all young,and we knew
we were going to all be here for

havea bunch offun
with it,? Dumoulin
said, smiling.
Even individual

awhile,? Dumoulin said. ?In order

the past few years.?
Six lettermenreturn, including Cross and Dumoulin, to what

should be one of the most imposing defensive groups across the
country. Already, the team has shutdown one of thebest offensesaroundin
the University of North Dakota, holding
the Fighting Sioux attack to a measly two
goals in a 6-2 victory on Saturday.
?There?s six of us back, and it?s great because the pairings may be switched up from
last year, or whatever, but we?ve allplayedwith
eachother before,? Cross said. ?I don?t even rememberthedefensebeforeBrian, Patch [Alber],
and Patrick Wey.
?So it?s a familiar group, and we feedoff each
otherreally well. It?s nice because we can mix and
match, and play with everyone in the group.?
That common acquaintance and experience
within the crew of blue-linersoffers BC an excellent
opportunity to utilize a similarscheme on theback end
as they did last year, when the team conceded just 94
goals all season, the fewest in the Hockey East.
Even without the offensive cushion that existed in
previous campaigns, that means an aggressive style of

to Dumoulin.

?I want to have a biggerrole, I want to play the simple
gameI am used to playing,but this summer I developed
some skills to get myself stronger, that can allow me to
jump up and be a part of thesecond wave of the rush,?
Dumoulin said. ?I feel like I will be able to do that this
year, andhopefullyI willhave just asgood, if not a bigger,
year than last year.?

prepared for when

solutely stellar defensive
unit. While the offense
certainly raises question marks for BC,
the core of the Eagles

to succeed, we had to be a tightknit group together, and I feel like
we have done that by working together in practice and throughout

his knee injuries,? York said of his captain. ?This year,
we?re going in very optimistic. His knee feels good. He
rehabbed all summer. All of us hope he?ll finally get a
year that he?s 100 percent.?
Dumoulin?s sophomore season, on the other hand,
ended in breakoutfashion. Alongwith Atkinson, Brian
was selected to the ACHA First-Team All-American
team after registering 30 assists and compiling a spectacular plus-23 rating.
Repeating last year?s numbers is a punishing task as
is, and without the dominant first line he often paired
with, it could prove to be insurmountable.
Such a pessimistic outlook, however,is unacceptable

success holdsa bigger

meaning, though.

?We say a goal for
the defensemenis a goal
for the d-core,? Cross added. ?If one of us score, all of
us score.?

For both Cross and Dumoulin, the 2011-12 season presents
the opportunity to build upon last

year?s efforts.
In the case of Cross, that
consists of being 100 percent
healthy. In all three of his
previousyears at BC, he has
missed games due to knee
complications. A powerful
presence away from the ice as
a leader, Cross is missed even

when absent from behind
theblueline. This time, for his senior
campaign, he hopes the health issues
can finally be put to rest.
?I?m pumped to be a senior,
just excitedabout playing games,
and going out therewith this group
of guys as much as I can, hopefullyall
44 times,? Cross said.
?[Tommy] hasn?t had a chance to show allof us how
good andhow valuablehe can be on the ice because of
more

While Cross and Dumoulin have exclusive goals
for the upcoming season, it was the disappointment
and shock of the NCAA tournament loss to Colorado
College that motivates the two toward a more inclusive,
team concept as the biggest aspiration to strive toward
this winter.
?I always say that youknow you are part of a greatprogram when you make the NCAA tournament, win four
trophies, and it wasn?t a successful year,? Cross said. ?We
have a goal that we gofor every year, and obviouslylast
year to lose earlyon left the bad taste in our mouth.
?We havethis attitudeof a clean slate, and we know
it?s a long season. You have to be good right from the
start, becauseit?s tough to get into the tournament. But
last year?s loss taught us that on any given night, a team
can beat anyone, so we just need to adapt that singleelimination attitude.?
With one of the toughest schedules in recent memory
on slate for BC, trying to reach that goalhas the potential
to become more of a utopian ideal than any attainable
reality for a team with nine newcomers. The Eagles will
be ready, nonetheless.
?They are justthrowingallthe teams at us,? Dumoulin
said. ?But that?s what?s exciting about it. It?s going to be
a goodtest for us.?
Experts can and will continue to talk freely about
the presence of leadership, quality of play, or presence
of star power on this year?s Eagles even before a single
blade touches the frosty surface of Kelley Rink, but to
Cross andDumoulin it is only thefinal assessment that
matters.

At that juncture, usually, the team rather than any
one player assumes totalfocus and becomes the environment that encompasses every star, no matter how
bright or dim.
The stars on the back of those jerseys,representing
BC?s total number of championships,mean something
after all. It?s acquiring a fifth one of those that truly concerns Dumoulin and Cross.
Standing in the shadows off the ice, and protecting
thebackwhileon it to eventuallybe on theback of every
Eaglewho plays from here on out?
That?s how defensemendo leadership. n

GET TO KNOW

Two ofBC's junior defensemen
BY DJ ADAMS
Heights Editor

that are always yelling and chirping at you. I like playing
at Maine,UNH. We have a lot of big ones.

The Heights: What?s the team?s outlookfor this year?

The Heights: What?s your favorite part of playing
defense?

Patrick Wey: This year is different than the past two I
have been here because we don?t have such a strong core
class coming back. There are a lotof young, new guys, so
it should be a challenge for us. That being said, everyone
is excited and has been working hard to make this a
special year.

Patch Alber: This year we have a lot more freshmen, and
kind ofsimilar to when we were freshmen, there are nine
or 10 guys coming in who are new. There is a nice balance
betweenyoung and old, so theolder guys are able to mentor the youngerguys and bring them along.We lost a lot
of guys, but there a lot of players looking to step up and
bring theirgame to an elevatedlevel.
The Heights:Defensively, a lot ofyou guys are back. Are
you the main leadersof this team now?

Alber:For us, as juniors,it?s important to solidifyourselves
on the team and start to advance our leadership roles
looking into the future, as well as trying to help mentor
the youngerkids this year.
Wey: Specifically within the d-core, we all are close and
have been together, most of us, for at least two years. So
we all push each other and we are more of a cohesive unit
than just one top guy leadingeveryone else.

The Heights:Will the defensivestrategychange without
the scorers from last year?

Wey: I still think we are going to try to utilizeour speedand
definitelykeep up thepressure in the defensive zone. It?s
easier to play defensethat way. I don?t think there are too
many system changes, more justpersonnel changes.

Alber: We are going to stay the course and use the system
thathas given us the most successover the past few years.
The defensivesystem that we use works.This year, because
we have some younger guys up front, we might get leaned
on a littlebit more at the beginning of the year, but we will
beable to bend withoutbreaking and use our experience
to push thepuck up the ice and get it to our forwards.
The Heights: What?s the game you are most looking
forward to this season, besides BU?

Alber: The bond that all of us have from the back end.
During the year, when you are on the road, you get split up

between the forwards andthe defense, so we are allkind
of together. Three of us live together, and five of us have
playedtogether for two straight years. The cohesiveness of
our group, and justhow goodof friends we all are, makes
it great to be a part of.
Wey: Yeah, we have a really great cohesive group. It?s a fun
group of guys. A lotof thefunnier peopleon the team are
on the d-core, and we are a tight-knit group.

The Heights:Thoughts on Notre Dame in Hockey East?
Wey: That?s a great thing. They are a really great team,
and despitethe fact that you are going to have to travel
all the way out there, which is kind of a long trip, it?s going to be awesome to get another good team involved
in thehunt.

Alber: It?s exciting for us. Bringing another good team to
the conference never hurts. They just got a brand new
rink, too, so there?s no other way to look at it other than
as a positive for everybody.
The Heights: If you score, what will your celebration be?

Wey: I won?t have one planned, since I only have one collegiategoal.I?ll just be overjoyed.

Alber: I had two tough ones last year, so I?m justgoing to
practice a littlebit.
Wey: Yeah, you should actually practice.
Alber: Haha, yeah, Idoneed to practice. Probablynothing
too crazy, but they have to bebetter than last year.

The Heights: What?s yourfavorite food at BC?
Alber: Chicken pot pies

at Mac. Unbelievable.

Wey: I like in the morning, the hamandcheese croissants.
Theyare hard to come by, but if you get up early like I do,
you can usuallyscrounge around for them.

Alber: There?s a couple this year that are always exciting.
At the Great Lakes Invitational, when we play Michigan.
I grew up watching Michigan on TV, so obviouslythat?s
big. For me, Yale is going to be a really exciting one, too. I
always saw Yale play when I watched RPI gamesgrowing
up, so that?s a big one for me with the family connection.

The Heights: What?s your least favorite thing about BC?

Wey: I justlike anyof therinks thathave ridiculous crowds

garage as much as possible. n

Alber: The lines at Hillside after a 12:00 class. Just awful.
If you don?t makeit 30-deep, you?re done.
Wey: Thisis a tough one. I loveBC. I don?t likethe stairs. I
try to use theelevatorsandtake advantageof theparking
alex manTa
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Explosive Bolden powers BC
With a blistering one-timer and speed to burn, the junior defenseman is the
centerpiece of the BC power play and the team?s impenetrable back line
BY TIM JABLONSKII HEIGHTS STAFF
On

the power play early in the third

period of its season-opening defeat to

ice rolling around. Trying to block those
shots isn?t very fun for players on the

decisions on defense.?
Expecting to be moved to one of the
top lines this season after the departureof
leading defensemenand captain Katelyn
Kurth, Bolden put in even more work
during this past offseason, getting into
the weightroom more and doingone-on-

other team.?
Bolden?s slap shot, perhaps the feature
man-advantage offense. Quickly cycling weapon of the Eagles? power play, gets a
through their set, several Eagles worked lot of attention, and with good reason: it
the puck around before finding Emresulted in a team leading seven powerily Pfalzer. Playing in her first collegiate play goals last season. Serving as a shooter one work with assistant coach Courtney
game, the freshman showed she has from the top of the ?umbrella? formation Kennedy.
already taken one tenet of the BC power that the Eagles useon the man advantage,
?Working alongside Courtney has
play to heart: if Blake Bolden?s open, get Bolden helps to cycle thepuck around and helped her to become a great defenseher the puck.
looks for opportunities to unleash the man,? head coach Katie King Crowley
About a secondafter Pfalzer?s pass left shot that earned her a spot in last year?s said. ?They?ve donea lot of work together
her stick, the puck was rattling around ?Fastest Shot Competition? at Ice Jam. But one-on-one.?
the back of the net. The pass had found there is a lot more to the player than just
Adds Bolden, ?She tells us how and
Bolden?s stick near the top of the point, her wicked slap shot.
why she wants us to do a drill. Court is
where it stayed for a couple milliseconds
?I?ve been working more on my devery adamant about our style of play, the
before being viciously redirected, movfense ever since I got here,? she said.
?BC hockey? way. She wants usrushing up
ing more than 80 miles an hour toward ?In high school, I didn?t really have to and down the ice.?
the net after a one-timer by the junior play real defense as much because I was
Kennedy runs Bolden through the
defenseman.
faster than most other girls. In college, standard defensemen drills, but the two
?I?ve hit a few people with those shots everyone?s the best player from high also work on developing the junior?s
from near the point,? Bolden said. ?I once school. I?ve been working a lot on staying speed, arguably her biggest asset. Getting
hit a girl twice and she was down on the with my man and making fast plays and up ice quickly after forcing a turnover in
Minnesota Duluth, the Boston College
women?s hockey team set up its potent
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your own zone can create odd manrushes
that lead to valuable scoring opportunities. Bolden, a sprinter in high school,
tries as much as possible follow BC?s
forwards up ice, attempting to provide a

secondrush.
Her speed comes from her years as
a sprinter. Rowing in both the fall and
spring provided her with phenomenal
strength and endurance training. Evenher
early years as a gymnast, she says, helped
her learn about balancing her body, an
obvious skill for anyone on skates. Each
sport contributed its own ingredient to

Bolden?s development as a hockey player.
But none of that would have mattered
had it not been for the one person that
seems to nurture the love of the game in
the heart of virtually every youth hockey
player: her dad.
?My stepdad used to work part-time
for the Cleveland Lumberjacks, an IHL
team,? she said. ?I would get really good
seats and get to meet the players so I loved
it from the start. One day, my dad took me
to Play It Again sports to get a bunch of
hockey gear, and I never looked back.?
Later, after having no second thoughts
about starting her hockey career, the
Stow, Ohio, native had no doubts about
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Bolden?s slap shot, whichclocked in at over80 miles per hour during the ?Fastest Shot Competition? at Ice Jam, is the most dangerous weaponon theBC power play.

ediTOr

Boldenhoned her agility on the open ice through sprinting, while rowing gave her phenomenal strength.

?She would wear her BC sweatshirt to
national camps and other coaches would
jokinglyask her aboutcommitting to their
school,? Crowley said. ?We bothknew that
she was going to come here from a very

early time.?
Bolden?s commitment a formality,
she turned her attention to competing
with the United States under-18 national
teams. Her experience in helping her
team win two under-18 championships
proved invaluable in helping prepare to

play for the school she would eventually
call home.
?Beating Canada in (Calgary, site of
the inaugural 2008 tournament) was
crazy,? she said. ?That game was one of
the toughest I?ve ever seen played. That
tournament in generalreally helped me
set my expectations for the level of play
at the NCAA level.?

Her premium experience certainly
helped set her up for an immediate im-

where she wanted to attend school. Her

pact at the collegiatelevel, as she notched
playing time in almost every game while
collecting 13 points to lead all Hockey
East freshman defensemen. Following
that year up with a stellar sophomore
campaign has put Bolden in the position
to become one of the integral players in
the team?s quest for a championship this

passion for puck took her to the North-

season.

woodSchool in Lake Placid New York. A
year after her arrival, the city hosted the
women?s Frozen Four, which featured,
among other teams, a BC squad that
instantly caught the eyes of a then 16year-old Bolden. After one game and an
expensive purchase of BC merchandise,
Bolden madeher intentions clear: she was

?We?re going to rely on her a lot for defense, and for her to start to step up into a
leadershiprole as a veteran on this team,?
Crowleysaid. ?If she can carry over what
she did at the end of last year, she should
explode into a really great player.?
Bolden?s got the explosive part down
pat. It?s greatness that?s in her sights

going to wind up at BC.

next. n

GET TO KNOW

The contenders to take over in goal for
departed Ail-American Molly Schaus
BY SEAN HYATT
Heights Staff

before the game really, I just get everythingready:
tape the sticks, warm up, stretch, run a little, get
my body warm. Nothing too set in stone though. I

Editor?s note: The Heights sat down with the goalies on the women?s hockey team to talk about their
relationship, pre-game rituals, and replacing Molly
Schaus.

like to be flexible.

The Heights: How?s this year?s defense looking
compared to last year?s?
Corinne Boyles: This year?s defense is very comparable to last year?s. We only lost one defenseman.
She was a great defender but we brought in one
freshman on defense that?s very talented, and we
have a transfer as well, from Harvard, who can
definitely compete and is going to help us out as
well. So we might even be a little better, but we?ll
see how it goes.

Kingston: We have our team warm-up that we do,
dynamic warm-up and stretching. Then our team

has a soccer ball that we generally kick around and
juggle,or attempt to juggle.The soccer team tends
to laughat us for our terribleskills. Mostly that and
just trying to stay relaxed, listen to music, try not
to think about the game too much. When I get too
into games I get myself all riled up, so I just try to
stay calm and you know that you?re going to do the
best you can any day. You don?t want to do bad, so
you give 100 percent of what you can that day and

hopefully it?s good enough.
The Heights: How are you facing the departure
of previousgoalie Molly Schaus?

Kiera Kingston: Our defense is very strong. It can
definitelybe just as good,if not better than last year.
We definitelylost some key parts of our defense. We
lost Katelyn Kurth and Molly Schaus, who are both
big shoes to fill defensively,but the players that have
been here are ready to step up and we have a great

class of freshman here that are definitely ready to
step up and help. We have the potential to dobetter
than we did last year. We have a good team.

Boyles: This year is no different than my freshman
year was. Molly was gone and it was up to me and
Kiera to take the reins, so this is nothing new. It?s
nothing we?re concernedabout and we bothknow
that whoever gets the job is capable of taking care
of that.

Kingston: It?s really hard to fill her spot. She was a
tremendous goalie and leaderfor four years on this
The Heights: What?s therelationship like between team. We?ve learned a lot from Molly in the time
she was here. We definitely picked up and tried to
you two? Is it competitive? friendly?
learn from her and to approach the game in the
Boyles: We?re definitely competitive, we both want same way that she did in her preparation. Hopefully
to play, but at the same time we?re teammates and
it will carry over to us and we can make her proud
there?s a level of respect that each of us are doing and do the best that we can. That?s the only thing
everything we can to play. Outside of the rink, we that we can ask of ourselves.
definitely hang out every once in a while and enjoy
The Heights: What do you two, as goalies, bring
hanging out with each other.
Kingston: It?s both competitive and friendly. We?re
goodfriends and, on the ice, we like to push each
other and compete. Everyone at this level is very
competitive. You want to be in the goal and you
want to be playing in those big games otherwise
you wouldn?t be here. So we?re continuallypushing
each other in practice, but at the same time having

each other?s back. That?s important, too, to know
that if you make a mistake your buddy?s there to
pick you up and help you through it.
The Heights: What do you do to get ready for
games? Any pre-gamerituals?
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Boyles: I?m not very superstitious. I always have
an apple before a game and in between the first
and second period I have some fruit snacks. But

to the table set skill-wise? What?s the difference
between the two of you?

Boyles: We both just compete hard and that?s up
to the coaches really. Whatever they see and they
like. But we?re not vastly different goalies I guess.
It?s the same position.
Kingston: We?re similar.Something that she is better at is relaxing and being able to go away from

technique. That?s something thatI?ve tried to learn
from her to just relax more and be able to make
saves, not rely on technique as much. We?re both
good at technique and battling, but we?re pretty
similar honestly. We both try to learn from each
other in different ways. I don?t know if there?s one

of things that either of
well. n
set

us

does particularly
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Discovering the perfect formula
Three different personalities have come together to lead their team back to the Frozen Four

BY GREG JOYCE | ASSOC. SPORTS EDITOR
just funny looking back on that,and now

Chemistry. It is one of the hardest
things to maintain on a team. It must
take into account different personalities,
playingstyles, and attitudes, fitting them
all into one identity. Teams can often
meet their demise because of a lack of
chemistry. Or, solid chemistry can go a
long way in the success of a team. The
right chemistry can turn a season from
forgettable to unforgettable. It can turn
players from good to great. And, most
importantly, it can turn a group of 27
players into one team.
For any given team, it is up to the
captains to find this chemistry. On the
2011-2012 Boston College women?s
ice hockey team, the captains are the
epitome of perfect chemistry.
They have three completely different
personalities. There?s the goofball, the
silent leader, and the hybrid. They play
different roles on and off the ice, but
they recognize that andembrace it. They
have been to the highest stage of competition in college ice hockey, and they
have also been near the lowest. It is now
their senior year, and they are looking
to end their college careers back at the
highest stage.
You might not find three captains

we?re

roommates again.?
?It?s gone by reallyfast,? Green added.
?Even though people say, ?Oh, it?ll go by
fast,? it really goes by fast. It?s been ups
and downs, but for the most part, a lot
of ups, which has just made the whole
experiencea lot more fun.?
The ups anddowns that Green spoke
of varied from year to year: NCAA
quarterfinals in 2009. Barely making the
Hockey East tournament just to lose
theirfirst game in 2010. Then, the Frozen

Four in 2011.
All three captains mentioned their
sophomore year as one of their toughest
moments while at BC, a season in which
the Eagles went just 8-17-10, by far the

disappointing season during their
Heights.
?Everything in sophomore year was
tough,? Welch said.
?That was rough,? Restuccia said. ?But
we all kind of matured from our sophomore year. That was pretty bad. We all
just reallyworkedhard that summer and
wanted to come back and do better.?
?It was a learningexperience,? Green
added.
most

time at the

One of the top moments for all three

more different thanAndrea Green, Mary

Restuccia, and Danielle Welch. Each

has their own unique style of leading,
on and off the ice. But together, they are
inseparable,and the three senior captains
hoping to leadBC back to where it ended
last year: the Frozen Four.
The ?goofball-mediator person?
Every team has its sparkplug, and
Green will be that for the Eagles this
year. She may not be scoring goals every
game like Restuccia or Welch, but her
contributions come more on the emotional spectrum.
?I?d say I?m kind of the goofball-mediatorperson,? Green said. ?I work hard
and stuff like that,but Ikind of just talk to
everybodyon the team. I?m pretty much
friends with everybodyon the team, so
I?m kind of the mediator-emotion person
that keeps the team rallied and going

hard all the time.?
?Greenie is definitely the sparkplug
of our team, in all honesty,? head coach
Katie King Crowleysaid. ?She?s the pulse
of our team. She gets the team going, she
gets thekids fired up and excited to play
in a game. On the bench, she?ll be the
one that calms them down. She always
knows where they?re at.?
The Minnesota native?s locker room
presence is what earned her the ?C? on
her jersey, a characteristic that is essential to a team?s success, though it might
not show up on the stat sheet.
?Greenie?s biggest influence is off the
ice and in the locker room in between
periods and on the bench if she isn?t out
there on the shift,? Crowley said. ?The
most interesting part about Greenie is

that she might not score as many points
Welchie or Mary, and I would love
it if she does, but to see how the kids
react to her when she says something,
and that they look to her to say things to
them. Whether it be to calm them down
or get them pumped up and excited for
something, or for the next period, or
whatever it is, they look to her for that
as

kind of leadership.?
So who will give the pre-game speech
before this weekend?s home opener
against New Hampshire?
?Probably this kid,? Green responded
without hesitation, pointing to herself.
Green is also the one who gets the
pregame locker room dance session
going, a ritual that gets her teammates
pumped up, and brings the team together
before they take the ice.
?I?m in the locker room, usually just
dropping it,? Green said, once again
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Restuccia (22) prefers to lether play dothe leading on the ice, whereshe hasamassed 87 points during her college career, contributing 34 goals and 53 assists.

provoking the hysterical laughter of her
co-captains in the interview.
Pre-game dance sessions don?t make
the stat sheet. But they do go a long way
in the chemistry of the team.
The silent leader
After hearing Green describe what
kind of leader she is, Restuccia tried to
answer for herself.
?I?m a little different,? she said, drawing laughter from Green and Welch. ?I
mean I?m friends with everyone. But I
try to lead more on the ice as opposed
to off the ice, and try to get people going
on

the ice.?

They have three
completely different
personalities. There?s
the goofball, the silent
leader, and the hybrid.
They have been to
the highest stage of
competition in college
ice hockey, and they
have also been near the
lowest.
?Mary is more of the quiet one, where
she?s going to work hard on the ice. She?s
basically going to show the kids how to
work hard, how to take control of the

game,? Crowleysaid. ?She?ll be thatsilent
leader, where thekids will watchher, and

especially the younger kids will look to
her on the ice to see how effectiveshe is,
and howdoesshe do that,and how hard
she works. They?ll thrive off that.?
Restuccia is coming off a 39-point
season and is the team?s leading returning scorer. Though she is known for being
more of a passer and setup man, Restuccia realizes she may have to be a little

bit more selfish with the puck this year,
without high-scorer Kelli Stack.
?I do think there?s a lot of pressure,?
Restuccia said.?I usually get more assists
than goals, so I?m gonna try to shoot a
little more this year. But we have four
pretty solid lines, that no matter what
happens during the season, like injuries
or people getting sick, I think we?ll be
able to make a lot out of anything we

have. I don?t think it?s gonna be difficult
for our team to get points.?
Crowley echoed Restuccia?s comments.

?This year, I think she?s really going
the coach said. ?Obviously
we lost Kelli to graduation as a forward,
and I think Welchie, Greenie, and Mary
to step it up,?

all want to step it up and take some of
thatrole from Stack. Mary will probably

be the one that we?re looking for to do
that most.?
She might not be the vocal, emotional
leader that Green is, but Restuccia lets
her play do the leading. It?s her contribution to the puzzle, a vital part of the
chemistry.
The hybrid
Meanwhile, Welch is almost a combination of Green and Restuccia. She
sees certain similarities she has with

both of them.
?Yeah, I?m pretty similar to Mary,?
Welch commented as to what type of
leader she is. ?But I?m also pretty much
a goofball.I just go with the flow.?
?Welchie?s kind of in the middleof the
two,? Crowley added. ?She does a little bit
of both. She works extremelyhard. They
all work extremelyhard on the ice. But
she?ll hit both sides of it, whereshe?s the
talkative one, and we?ll rely on her a lot
on the ice too.?
Welch, another Minnesota native,
who came in right behind Restuccia in
scoring lastyear with 25 points, will also
be called upon heavily for goals in this

year?s offense.
?I feel a lot pressure,? she said. ?The
first week we got here, I talked toKelli on
the phone, she called me and she?s like,
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Though she may not light up the stat sheet every game, Green?s impact is felt most off the ice, whereshe servesas the team?s sparkplug.

?Yeah you

gotta start scoring. I?m going

to be looking at you and Mary.? So she put

a target on our back right from dayone.
So maybe not pressure, but you have to
perform. They?re looking for goalscorers.
Everyone has to step up.?

While she might feel the pressure of
scoring goalson the ice, Welch?s presence
off the ice will also be essential to the
team?s success.
?[Being a captain] is a role that you
can?t try and be like, ?Oh, I?m a captain
so you have to listen to me,?? Welch said.
?You have to just mediateand fit in, and
step up and be responsible when you
have to be.?
On the ice, Welch will often light the
lampright after Restuccia or dish out an

assist to her co-captain. But off the ice,
Welch will lead like Green, whether it is
in their pre-game Dunkin? Donuts run
or soccer games.

Welchknows whatworks, and can see
that the off-ice connections will translate
to high performance on the ice. Like
her co-captains, she knows her role as a
captain. She provides the link between
Green and Restuccia?s styles, but brings
her own approach to the chemistry as

though, was advancing to the Frozen
Four during their junior year. Now coming off of that season, the most successful
one in the history of the program, Green,
Restuccia, and Welch do not need to be
reminded that expectations are high
this season.
?I?d say that we?re kind of expected
to go back,? Restuccia said. ?We got our
rankings and we were fifth this year. But
sometimes it?s tough when you?re ranked
that high up. It?s a lot of pressure. But,
if everyone understands that we have
to work to get that far, then we can get
back to the Frozen Four if everyone has
the same goal.?

I remember this
conversation laying in

bed at like midnight
because we couldn?t
sleep. It was like our
second week of being
here. We were like, ?Oh
no, what do you think is
going to happen??
The experiencethat these three captains have under theirbelt is invaluable,

and Crowley believes they can use that
to their advantage.
?This group [Green, Restuccia, and
well. It?s the third and final part to the
Welch] has been through the ups and
equation, the leader, to tie the three downsof one year we?re good, the next
year we didn?t do so well, then the next
styles together.
year we?re great,? Crowley explained. ?So
this is their senior year to be ableto push
The three?s journey fromfreshman to us to that next level and reallyput us on
senior year has been a tumultuous one,
the map for good.All three of those guys
but a fun one at that.
embrace it, and they want their team to
During their freshmanyear, Restuccia be successful, and they want a national
and Welch were roommates. Restuccia
recalled one night in particular during
their second week on campus, when

she and Welch were talking before they
went to bed.
?We were like, ?Oh my God, do you
think we?re going to play??? Restuccia
remembered, with Welch nodding and
laughingthroughout. ?We?re like, ?I don?t
know?.? I remember this conversation
laying in bed at like midnight because
we couldn?t sleep. It was like our second
week of beinghere. We were like, ?Oh no,

what do you think is gonna happen?? It?s

championship.?
Three different people with three

different personalities and playing
styles, united by hockey, and the desire
to get back to the Frozen Four. They
are a microcosm of the team that they
are about to lead: ?A team of goofballs,?
Green said.
The captains have had threeyears together, and they have clearly figured out
the chemistry between themselves. Now,
they are beginning to discover another
formula, this time for team chemistry.
And they are doing it together. n
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Welch celebratedafter BC beat Minnesota lastyear to advance to the Frozen Four, one of the career highlights for theMinnesota native.
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Darren ranck
Oscar-winner Natalie Portman
starred in last year?s greatest postmodern horrorfilm. Never will I be
able to watch No Strings Attached
without feeling a shiver shoot up my

spine at the sound of the Sex and
the City meets Grey?s Anatomy dia-

1. SHIELD REDUX

logue between Portman and Mindy
Kaling or sensing the overwhelming
necessity to cover my eyes with a
blanket when Ashton Kutcher cries
during the climax. Joke aside, Portman?s Oscar-winningperformance
in Black Swan horrified audiences
all over. It ushered in a new age

ControversialphotographerTylerShieldstrikes again. Only this
time, the subject seems to be some kind ofmessage about vegetarianism insteadof domesticviolence. Actress Mischa Barton
is featured in a series of bizarre photos posing with raw steak.
Apparently, Shieldmet Barton a few daysbefore the shoot.He
alsosaid thatshe was ?amazing to work with? and he can?t wait
to doit again. Maybeit had somethingto do with hernudity?

2.BEYONCE BLUNDERS
Beyonce can now add ?plagiarist? to her repertoire. The

not-so-single lady was called out for stealing from Belgian
choreographer Anne Teresa De Keersmaeker. Her video
for ?Countdown? features dance moves bearing a striking
resemblance to the ones inDe Keersmaeker?s songs, ?Achterland? and ?Rosas danstRosas.? Whenasked how she felt,De
Keersmaeker said, ?Look, I?ve seen local schoolkids doing
this. That?s a lot more beautiful.? Inresponse, Beyonce said
she was simply?inspired? by the moves.

of horror to American audiences,

unleashing the ultimate modern
scare the inability to distinguish
between madness and reality.
Personally, I?m a horrorfanatic.
There are those among us, myself
included, who find the dark, mysteriousness typically characteristic of
the horror genre sublimelyromantic. Surely creditable to American
Gothic aesthetic, nothing feels more
patriotic than celebrating the appearance of autumn with a slasher
flick. What scares us is always in
flux, though. Yesterday?s avian attack in The Birds is today?s fright
from Natalie Portman imagining (?)
a dalliancebetween Mila Kunis and
a black swan monster. No longer
can horror be merely seen it must
?

3. OCCUPY EAST SIDE
Occupy Wall Street is soon going to be occupying other
parts of Manhattan. The social (-economic) movement,
which has garnered quite a following since its start last
month, plans to go uptown, wherethe rich people actually live. The union-organized march took swarms of
protestors to thehomes of numerous wealthy individuals,
including News Corp?s Rupert Murdoch and JP Morgan
Chase CEO Jamie Dimon. Meanwhile, more demonstrators continue to join in on thefun in Zuccotti Park, located
in the financial district.

?

be experienced.
A certain shift in horror came
about in 1997 with therelease of
Scream. Not to get too James Lipton
about it, but Scream is a cultural
touchstone. Self-referentialbut genuinely scary, Scream playedwith the

tell-taleformula of the horror genre
and made it modern. The characters in Scream knew the genre and
the rules. This time, however, they
lived the movie. A killer was in their
midst, and while the gimmick of
?the rules? still worked into the plot,
nothing would stop seminalGhostface from stabbing them to death.
Perhaps the most integral part
of Scream?s scares revolved around
the plot?s accessibility. It twisted
one of our greatest fears being

4. MISS ICELAND, 1974

5. CLAIRVOYANT TWEET

People are always giving beauty queens a hard time

Here?s one for fans of ghost stories: Mikey Welsh,
of Weezer fame, may have predicted his own death!
Two weeks ago, Welsh tweetedthe time and place of
his death: ?dreamt I died in Chicago next weekend
(heart attack in my sleep), need to write my will
today.? He then added a follow-up tweet: ?correc-

about their intellectual dearth. Well, critics will have
to spit out their hater-ade because it turns out Anna
Bjornsdottir, 1974?s Miss Iceland, helped capture a
major criminal. The former pageant winner was the
informant that helpedauthorities finally capture James
?Whitey? Bulger. As it happened, Bjornsdottir used
to reside in Santa Monica where Bulger and his belle
Catherine Greig were hiding out when they were finally
caught last summer.

tion?the weekend after next.? Lo and behold, this
past Saturday afternoon (exactly two weekendsfrom
the tweets), Chicagopolice found Welsh unconscious
at

the Raffaello Hotel.

SERIAL STORY

?

home alone into a death warrant,
turning the normal into sheer terror. The Drew Barrymore opening
is one of horror?s most influential
?

moments.

While the slightest of

motives is revealed later, there is,

essentially, no reason for the death
of Casey Becker. Simply, she was
home alone,paralyzed into fear by
the threats of her demented caller,
and therefore an easy target. Next to
his knife, Ghostface?s most trusted
weapon was the phone, a household

object made frightening. Something
so seemingly benign and entrenched
in American culture now represents
the precipice of horrifying death.
That?s what Scream did it made
?normal? a watch word.
Scream?s success signaled a new
change in horror. The scariest films,
books, and televisionshows were
those that had at the very least a
hint of recognition in them. Isn?t
that what makes Paranormal Activity so frightening? The first one
depicts a normal couple haunted by
a poltergeist while they try to sleep.
That being said, the word ?normal?

In last week?s serial story:
Coercedinto searching for the Duchess with

Herman and the white-suited gentlemen,
Professor Netrovsky must contend with Herman?s role-reversal power trip as the former
student now controls Netrovsky?s
?Netrovsky tried toimagineSophie?s face, popping up in the middle of the city or the woods, and he spun aroundand tried to see her? D.K.
-

In which Mt.Rainier separates our harried pair
DAVID KUNKEL

start.

This notion, the consideration
of the question, ?What scares you??
is pivotal to Ryan Murphy?s newest
television venture American Horror
Story. It?s always risky to get behind
any project from the creator of Glee
or Nip/Tuck, but American Horror
Story shows great promise from
its pilot alone. The show doesn?t
merely devote itself to fear of death.
It showcases the fear of a disintegrating American dream. The
Harmons, the show?s focus, struggle

the husband?s infidelity, creating strong tension and the
need to prove to one another and
themselvesthat the marriage is
worth it. The white picket fenced
to get over

country home of American lore is
traded in for a California Gothic

house with horrific and violent
wallpaper and a basement dwelling
creature and the children are anything but quaint. The most stomach
churning scene involves a man
dressed in a rubber suit, believed to
be Mr. Harmon impregnating Mrs.
Harmon.

Darren Ranck is the Arts & Review
editor for The Heights. He can be
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

About halfway up Mt. Rainier, Professor Netrovsky realized Sophie wasn?t
at the top. It was probably just as well,
since none of themknew their geography
very well and they were almost certainly

headed towardthe wrong peak. Besides,
he was pretty old and Mt. Rainier was
pretty high. None of themobjected
when he sat in the snow, so he stayed
there,and eventuallythey sat with him.
In theirall-white three-piece suits with
their thin black ties cutting down their
middles and pulled into neat little knots,
thebodyguards looked like floating hair,
or floating ties, depending on where he
looked. Herman dropped next to him and
crushed somesnow in hisred hands.Pro-

fessor Netrovsky thought thatwas awfully
stupid of him.
After they had alternately stood and
sat and breathed and wheezedfor long
enough that they probably all caught
hypothermia, Herman leaned toward the
professor and whispered, ?Why are we
stopping??
?Do you know who thesemen are,
Herman??
?No, but I?d imagine they?re relatedto
the Ice Queen. Hence the white.?
The professoreyed him, then asked,
?How did you get caught up in this??
Herman looked at Professor Netro-

vsky for a long time. He said, ?My hands
are cold.?
?Sophie?s not up here. She likes hills,
but this is a mountain. I thought? well.?
?Do you have gloves on you, by any
chance?? Herman asked. Professor Netrovsky shook his head sadly, but Herman
took that to mean no. His hands felt like
they might fall off, they were so cold. He
sighed loudly. ?Then where is she??
?What??
?This duchess we?re looking for.
Where is she??
?I don?t know.?
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?No ideas??
?No.?
Herman nodded.The two of them
stood looking off a ridge, down at Tacoma
and the no longer visible estate on the
highest hill below. In the distance, somethingblinked. A helicopter, probably.
Professor Netrovsky tried to imagine
Sophie?s face, popping up in the middle
of the city or the woods, and he spun
around andtried to see her at the top of
the mountain, but his eyes kept swinging back to the hill with the estate and he
decided to give up.
?How are we going to tell them?? Her-

card.?
Professor Netrovsky?s face twisted
around, but it quickly returned to normal.
He stared at Herman, so that even when
Herman turned around he could feel it,
but the professor said nothing else during
the whole walk. Drifting further and fur-

man asked, pointing at the hair or ties be-

ther behind, his eyes never left Herman?s

@raiNNwilsoN (raiNN

hind them.Professor Netrovsky shook his
head again. Herman thought he should?ve
at least shrugged or something, since ?no?
didn?t make a whole lot of sense there. He
stuckhis hands into his armpits, but they
were cold, too.
?I?m going to run for it,? Netrovsky
said, turning around and talking to the
hair/ties. He told them he?d had a vision, that Sophie was in the gift shop far
below, and they nodded angrily, everyone
stumbling in the snowas they started
back the way they came. Herman had
lost any feeling in his hands and his feet
had begun to hurt, but he kept that to
himself, in case frostbite was part of the
test. The Ice Queen was tricky. He kept
close to the hair ties, proving his physical
prowess, and his thoughts drifted back to
his wife. He smiled, thinking he could buy
her a post card from the gift shop, and his
thoughts driftedback and forth like the
snow in the wind, the pain in his feet, the
nothing in his hands, his wife, the pain in
his feet, the nothing in his hands. Professor Netrovsky shook him on the shoulder.
?Come with me.?
?But I have to buy a post card for my

neck.
The snow disappearedbefore long and
the hair ties turnedback into bodyguards.
The three of them led the way, bodyguard, Herman, bodyguard, and they
skipped over roots, bounded over boulders, slid downinclinesand all around
left Professor Netrovskybehind. He tried

?the office?)

an

idiot.?
?That?s

not what you said six years

brie, actress,

ago.?

?commuNity?)

?As soon as they step in the gift shop,
I?m going. They don?t know thesehills any
more than we do, this is our chance.?
?I need to buy some gloves and a post

up shots of my

to catch up, so it wasn?t so suspicious, but

he was pretty old, after all. He wondered
if he?d ever get away.
The gift shop came into view over the
next rise, and Herman and the bodyguards walked in. Herman madefor the
rack of post cards while the bodyguards
pushed behind the register, searching under counters and in private rooms. Flicking through the selection, Herman tried
to find an especially scenic one, but all he
could focus on was one with a picture of
Kant taped to the front. He picked it up.
?My Darling Bart,? it read. And then it

noted the duchess? location.
Herman turnedto look for the
professor, thinking he wouldn?t like this,
but Professor Netrovsky was long gone,
charging through the woods, beating
away the brush with hisfrozen hands.

wife.?

?Herman. Help me escape.?
Now, Herman shook his head. It
meant ?no.? ?I?ve workedhard for this
job.?

@alisoNbrie (alisoN

David Kunkel is a columnist for The
Heights. She can be reached at arts@
bcheights.com.
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Insanity and inventiveness clutter Bjork's 'Biophilia'

CHARt tOPPeRS

BY MATT MAZZARI
For the Heights

1 Someone Like You
Adele
2 Moves Like Jagger
Maroon 5
3 Sexy And I Know It

Her latest album, Biophilia, is no
exception to the rule. Bjork?s major
stance on music is

In orderfor the art of music to be
understood, avid and casuallisteners

alike need to understanda distinction
between music and banal sounds.
What exactlyqualifiesas music? More
traditional listenerswouldarguethat
music in its most simplified form has
?rules,? prerequisites of sorts such as

discernable rhythm, harmony, and
general assonance. Then there are
the others, several of them pioneers
in music as an inventive art form,

who have pushed the boundaries of
music through use of dissonance,odd
or inflammatory lyrics, and non-conventionalinstruments. And thenthere
is Bjork Guomundsdottir.
For thosewho don?t recognize this
Icelandic singer/songwriter, Bjork
has earned her place in the sun by

that it?s ?every-

where,? which should send up some
warning flags straight away. Bjork?s
agendaisn?t justto step outsideof the
listener?s comfort zone; it is to completely defy it, thenpull hershirt over
her head and do a Navajo rain dance
on top of its effigy. With thatin mind,
let?s listen and explore the difference
betweenmusic and sound, or, perhaps
more appropriately, the difference
betweenmusic and madness.
The first track of the album is
called ?Moon,? and the very first
line invokes some sort of nameless
spiritual gods to take her ?adrenaline
pearls? and cleanse them with their

collective saliva; not that anyone
would be able to understand any
over Bjork?s palate-slapping
and rubber-lipped emphasis,
but it?s still useful to know.The entire
affair is backed by what seems to be
Bjork plucking a descending scale on
the exposed strings of a baby piano.
This instrument recurs on the third
trackandthen again on severalothers
and is almost always followed by the

SingleS

LMFAO
4 Pumped Up Kicks

Foster the People
5 We Found Love

Rihanna
6 Stereo Hearts
Gym Class Heroes
7 Without You
David Guetta
8 Party Rock Antham
LMFAO
9 Strange Clouds

Biophilia

BJORk
producedBy

8.0.8. ft. Lil? Wayne
10 You and I
Lady Gaga

NONeSuCH
released
OCT. 11, 2011
our rating C-

of that

Top AlbumS

accent

being one of the most aggressively
avant-garde musicians of the 20th
century. Over the course of herweird
and wondrous career, shehas proven
herself totally certifiable. Her public
appearances are characterized by a
preposterous wardrobe, mystified
looks at her fingers and palms, and
markedly distracted statements. For
example, Bjork once made the bold
claim that planes are uncomfortable
because ?The air pressure makes the
moleculesgo tiny.? That was in the first
thirty seconds of an interview which
she went to with herclothes essentially
inside out.In otherwords, this woman

who seem to lag intentionallybehind
the haphazardrhythm.
A few tracks later, Bj ork decidesto
crank thingsup a notch with?Hollow.?
This toe-tapping hit is driven entirely
by a series of aboutseven synthesized
keyboard notes, two of which are remarkably dissonant.Needless to say,

is seven shades of crazy.

not everyonewill get this.

chorus of incoherent female voices

COurTesy
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Scratchy feedback, possessed whirring, and dissonant noise are just some of the problems with Bjork?s new disc.
By skipping ahead to the b-side straw,? as the entire studioerupts into into. But when exactly does sound
of this doozey, the listeneris brought thefurious soundof speakerfeedback exceed itself and become music?
to ?Sacrifice,? a trackwhich takes the
clicking and whirring like a possessed Inventiveness does not require a
insanity to new levels. The song starts being. It may actuallybe several comlayer of esoteric reductionism, nor
out with a cacophony of what sounds
does beauty require an attitude of
puter beats designed to play without
like underwater church bells. For a synchronization, but it comes off as complete disregard for order.Infact,
while they chime to no particular if Bjork is trying to sloppily eat her the true greats of musicalpioneering
would probably argue the precise
melody before falling into what is microphone.
Yet, throughout the trying unopposite. Bjork certainly leaves an
comparatively a pattern, though still
changing on a whim. Enter Bjork certainty this album inspires, one impression with her sensationalism,
and her Bjork-ettes to give the song fact remains clear:Bjork loves what but man does not live on spectacle
an even more wateryfeel, again with
she does. This woman brings fervor alone. Biophilia may want to say
unintelligiblechanting. What happens and inventiveness to her sound interesting things, but it simply isn?t
next may well be the proverbial ?last
that musicians today rarely tap
worth the effort involved. n

1 Clear As Day

Scotty McCreery

2 21
Adele
3 Duets II
Tony Bennett
4 Own the Night
Lady Antebellum
5 Cole World
J. Cole
Source:Billboard.com

Joe Jonas fails to live up to weak expectations on his solo debut
BY CAROLINA DEL BUSTO
For the Heights
Joe Jonas sings about heartbreak and hook-ups, asks for
forgiveness, and changes his
musical persona in just 12 tracks

and all under 50 minutes, complete with plenty of na-na-nas
and oh-oh-ohs.
The big step for this Jonas?
solo career is the release of his
first brother-less album, Fastlife.
In multiple interviews, Jonas

has promised that he and his
brothers have not broken up as
a band, but instead are taking
a break to each pursue a solo
career. Joe is the second Jonas to
release an album separate from

the band. Nick Jonas? album

dropped in February 2010.
For artists breaking away
from their once popular bands,
it is not easy being recognized
or successful as a solo artist.
Many have tried and few have
prospered. In the sphere of boy
band front-runners, few people
?

?

remember when Nick Carter
released his solo album, Now
or Never, in 2002 and for good
reason too. The only one to do
it right, in recent years, has been
Justin Timberlake. Now that
is a name everyone knows and

remembers.
It is difficult to say just where
Joe Jonas places in theranks of
Carter or Timberlake.
Compared to his previous
work with his brothers, Kevin
and Nick Jonas, Joe has chosen
to go a completely different route.
His new sound can summarily be
?

Fast liFe
JOe JONAS
produced By

ReCORDS
released
OCT. 11, 2011

HOLLyWOOD

our rating C+
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described as electronic pop. With
the lack of defined instruments,
Jonas? voice is heard over synthesized beats very different than
?

Of gOOgle.COm

Ditching his old boy band roots, Joe Jonas fully embraces electronic pop as his muse on his subpar ?Fast Life.?

what fans are used to with the
Jonas Brothers drumand guitarinfused tunes. Jonas, however,
feels pretty secure with his work.
On Tuesday, he tweeted, ?feels

amazing to share my stories, my
love, my tears, my happinesswith
you?enjoy #Fastlife.?
At 22, Jonas is still singing
about things you would have expected him to at a younger age.
He tries to be more mature by
talking about sex, hook-ups, and
booze, and even adding a remix
featuring Lil Wayne. This might

work for any other 22-year-old
musician, but when you have
built your career on promoting
abstinence and being a wholesome Christian boy, this is all a
bit too hypocritical. In the song
?Make You Mine,? he talks about
meeting a girl at a club and says,
?Just as long as you know where
we?re headed, back to my place
when it?s all over.?
It feels as if Jonas is trying too
hard to change people?s view of
himself and show that he is no
longer a Disney puppet. What
else says anti-Disney more than
premarital sex and Lil Wayne?
Because of the ?Just in Love?
remix, the albumdons a Parental

Advisory label. This might be a
cheap way to get an older crowd
interested enough to pick up the
album.

Just like many other artists,
Jonas does not miss the opportunity to sing about his famous
social life. Dating Hollywood
darlings and fellow recording
artists, Demi Lovato and Taylor
Swift (among others), Jonas
treats them en masse in the song
?Sorry,? in which he sings, ?What
can I do to show you I?m sorry??
This can be taken as a very public
apology for those relationships.
Jonas also brings together some
of the industry?s best producers,
as well as some guest stars to

help him write songs. The best
part of the album is the song ?See
No More? which is co-written by
Chris Brown.
Despite these fleeting flashes
of promise, Fastlife fails to deliver
the Jonas Brother?s typical catchy
and upbeat pop tunes. Like many
other performers these days, Jonas is trying to reinvent himself.
Therefore, he comes out with an

album that sounds nothing like
his previous works and goesfrom
bubble-gum pop to an urban
electronic club sound. It is hard
to believe, however, that any of
his songs will be played at any
real clubs. n

Mayer Hawthorne comes up short in this retro-revivalist effort
BY DARREN RANCK

Kanye West for his short film

Arts

with Spike Jonze. With all this
potential, Hawthorne had high
stakes with his debutalbum.
Unfortunately his first effort

Review Editor

With artists like Adele, Bruno
Mars, and MarkRonson topping
the charts regularly, the verdict
is in: the retro music revival is
stronger than ever. Strong horn
sections, harmonizing vocals,
and lilting melodies have come
full circle, characterizing the
sound of both the ?6os and ?7os
and today. The latest entry in
the cannon comes from Ann Arbor-native Mayer Hawthorne,
and while the music industry

currently lives by the motto
?Everything old is new again,?
the album is still unsettlingly
old-fashioned.
An unfamiliar name to even
indie-savvy music lovers, Hawthorne?s career has taken quite
an interesting trajectory. He
moved to Los Angeles from
Michigan and signed to Stones

Throw Records under the guidance of labelhead Peanut Butter
Wolf. Originally a low priority
artist, Peanut Butter Wolf found
his work so impressive that he
bumped him up to high priority. Having alreadyreleased two
demos and submitted a song to

is mixed at best. While Haw-

thorne stays

true to

his soul-in-

spired style, the album lacks the
spark and originality that makes
it stand out from the rest of the
revival players. Hawthorne and
fellow producers from Stones
Throw Records seemingly forgot to modernizethe backtrack,
leaving a majority of the tracks
sounding unexciting and oldfashioned. That?s not to say the
band doesn?t do an excellent job
supporting Hawthorne.The horn
sections and percussionparticularly excel in this genre and give
each track a classic feel.
What the album lacks is any
sort of edge. Thesongs feel stuck
in between elevator music and
the feeling of being Rick Rolled
for the most part, and there?s

little to distinguish the effort
from a strong wedding band.
Songs like ?Dreaming? with its
thumping piano and soaring
string section sound like a cross
between Perry Como and The
Turtles, but it lacks any energy

that makes it something memorable. It?s the intersection of two
separately interesting sounds
resulting in something wooden
and generic. How that comes
about is rather discerning.
Another flaw in the album

long legs babyright out of my life
So long you did me wrong.? The
dichotomy is beautiful.
The album never measures
up to this high point, though.

/

In a world where Fitz and the
Tantrums and Best Coast are
using similar doo-wopsounds to
create innovative music, Mayer
Hawthorne simply does not meet

the cut. If he works toward the
strength of ?The Walk,? however,
there?s hope for another strong
edition to this revival movement.

involves howHawthorne uses his
vocals. In a number of tracks, he
utilizes a falsetto, but it has no
redeemable strength. An artist
like Justin Timberlakeworks his
falsetto as a high-pitched croon,
but Hawthorne?s simply thins his
voice and takes the power out of
it, sapping the vocals ofany emotion and adding to the seeming

lack of force behind the tracks.
The majority of the album feels
uninspired.
A few tracks, however, deliver
on the potential that Peanut Butter Wolf first saw. The track titled
?The Walk? is a shining spot on a
boring CD. It?s a rather somber
kiss off to an ex-girlfriend, filled

with both surety and regret. Hawthorne works with his lowerregister wonderfully, and the subtle
guitarriff roughenseverything up
a bit. It?s the lone shiningmoment,
but it shines brightly, as anyone
who had to break up with a lover
can say, ?And you can walk your

COurTesy
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With greats like Adele and Bruno Mars paving the way, Mayer Hawthorne has a hard time finding any edge on his debut.

RADIO SINGLES BY KATIE LEE
Common
?blue Sky?

Florence + the Machine
?Shake It Out?
This past week, Common unveiled his latest
single ?Blue Sky? from his upcoming album The
Dreamer, The Believer. ?Blue Sky? is a fantastic
new track that samples e.L.O.?s ?Mr. Blue Sky.?
The song revives the type of old-school sounds
that fans will recognize from Common?s earlier
albums. ?Blue Sky? is catchy from its beginning
with its light and uplifting sensibility. Dreamer,
The Believer is set to be released Nov. 22.

This week, the beloved Florence + theMachine
released the first single off of their upcoming
album, Ceremonials. Upon first listen, it?s clear
that ?Shake it Out? is going to be the popinspired hit of the album, yet Florence is clearly
at her best here. Florence beautifully belts over
full drums and crashing symbols during the
chorus. With such a strong single, fans can be
sure to expect goodthings from Ceremonials.

the Fray
?Heartbeat?
After almost three years of absence, alternative
rock band The Fray gavefans a preview of
what?s coming next with the new single,
?Heartbeat.? From this song alone, it?s clear
that the group isn?t doinganything particularly
innovative or distinct. ?Heartbeat? is, in fact,
exactly what you might expect: an emotionridden and heartfelt track with catchy and full
melodies.
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AN INDEPENDENT
FRAME OF MIND

FASHION FORWARD

Dressing to impress no one but yourself

Enjoying
the simpler
things

Leandrea Medine?s blog, ?The Man Repeller,? shoots to success
Medine has truly capitalized in many ways on her useful ability to repel the malesex. Without a boyfriend, Medine has tons of time, and has managedto garner much
business success. She has pairedup for fashion collaborations with manysuccessful and well-knowndesigners.
Most notably, shehas designed a trench coat for Gryphon,
limited edition Flamingo printed smoking slippers for
the up and coming Del Toro Shoes, and designed a
spiked shoe bootiefor SixLondon. Medine?s followersare
sure to flock to these products, and I myselfwould not
object to adding thosebootiesto my current shoe closet.
Aside fromher blog, Medine?s second most well
known contribution to today?s fashion scene wouldbe a
term she recently trademarked:Arm Party. Not surprisingly, thefashionista loves to layerbracelets. Her philosophy is the more the better,andshe often stacks huge cuffs,
spiked bangles, delicate evil eye rope bracelets, all around
her favorite Cartier LoveBracelet. The term ?arm party?
perfectlyreflects Medine?s personality fun, funny, goofy,
and hardlytoo serious, except in her absolute loveof all
things that adorn, accentuate, embellish, or beautify us.
Medine has managedto turn a loveof fashion into a
career. She is livingthedream:talking about things she
loves,makingfantastic opportunities for herself, designing
shoes, and repelling men all at the same time. She is an
inspiration. And thoughwe maywonder: Will the girl
sporting harem pants ever find a boyfriend? Maybe we
?

?

THERESE TULLY
There is an age old debate, one as old as whetherthe
world is flat or round, or whetheryou can dig to China or
not: Who do we dressfor? Is it for ourselves or for others?
The titleof LeandraMedine?s ridiculouslypopularblog,

?

?

The Man Repeller,pokes some fun at this serious question.
Not only does this blog give the viewer a look into tons of
fabulous, current fashion, but it begs the question, are we
willing,as individuals, to follow our fashion sense without
concern to the thoughts of others? And, whatkind of

BRENNAN CARLEY
We live in a world in which simplicity
is no longer the norm. I?m not necessarily talking about down-home, candlelit
evenings by the creek simplicity either.
I?m just of the mindset thatsometimes,

?

woman wouldlike to befamous for beingknown as a ?man

repeller?? Enter the quirky Medine to answer this question
for herself.And though it is suggested this name came
about when a friend commentedthather eccentric fashion
choicesmay be the reason why she couldn?t get a boyfriend,
Medine is surelylaughing all the way to the bank now.
The bold and unapologeticMedine beganher blog in
April of 2010 and it has skyrocketedin popularitysince
then. I hate to admithowoften I find myself viewing it
instead of, I don?t know, writing my fashion column.For
those of you who have never read the blog, you may ask,
whatexactlydoes it mean to repel men? Accordingto the
loveablyquirky Medine herself, man repelling is ?outfitting oneself in a sartorially offensive waythat willresult in
repellingmembersof the opposite sex. Such garments include, but are not limited to, harem pants, boyfriend jeans,
overalls, shoulder pads, full-length jumpsuits, jewelrythat
resembles violent weaponry,and clogs.? A quickbrowse
through her websitewillshow you unusual pairings, lots
of layering,clashing prints, and other eye catching
ensembles.What gives her that edge?It simply must be
her carefreeattitude, playful spirit, and tough skin, or at
least tough leather to protect her (Medine often claims

less can really be so much more.
I think that might be the root of the
problems that I end up havingwith bigbudget blockbusters. I couldn?t bear to sit
through the entirety of X-Men: First Class
this summer because it was just so jampacked with storylines and explosions
that, quite frankly, I was never invested

just don?t care anymore.

Therese Tully is a Heights Editor. She
reached at arts@bcheights.com.

can be

in.

Then there are gross-out, just plain
stupid ?comedies? thatmake me want to
check in with Nurse ratched and never
leave. It might make me sound stodgy,
but how are films like Zookeepermade
in a society where we know so much?

Clearly more than enough people found
Kevin James? ?I?m so funny, I can talk to
animals, I?m a big clumsy oaf? act hilari-

?

ous, as evidenced by the movie?s dismally

impressive box office numbers. Heck,
even my mother and brother bought
tickets to Zookeeper,but they came home
profusely declaringto do more research
the next time they decided to go to the

that leathersleeves makeanything instantly cool andhave
become hersignature).
But beyond those images, it is clear that this woman
really knows fashion, and how could she not? She has
become a staple at fashionweek and numerous fashion
events all over the globe. Her appeal to designers is her
huge fan base.Between her blog, Twitter, Instagram,
and Facebookpage, what she sees and whatshe likes is
instantly sent out to masses of people.She can boast over
40,000 followerson Twitter alone. Medine?s writing on her
blog is a perfect pairing with herlooks. She is glib, garish,
and goofy in her prose, andmanages to say exactly what
you were alreadythinking. Her writing manages to be
playful, yet intelligent at the same time. She is currently
working on a book to further showcaseher writing skills,
fashionknowledge, and infectious spirit.
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IN CASE YOU MISSED IT BY KYLIE ROLINCIK

?THE rEAL HouSEWIvES?

?THE oFFICE?

?MoDErN FAMILY?

In the latest episodeofThe Office, the crew had a difficult
time focusing because the warehouse guys won $950,000 in
the lottoand quit. Although therewas now noone to ship paper supplies to customers, thereal hindrance to productivity
found itself in the formof speculations as to what everyone
woulddo ifthey won the lottery.Pam wouldmove to an artsy
SoHo townhousewhereshecouldwakeeach morning to Jim
offering her flavored coffee, whileKelly would keep working
from Jacqueline,and delicious commentary from the Manzo for a salary of $1 a year, but clarified that she would do no
sons? roommate, Greg.After the Manzos uncover Teresa?s work. onlyDarryl does not contribute a quirkyfantasy, relame witticism about Caroline being one-sixteenthItalian maining hopelessandregretfulbecausehis earlierpromotion
in her new cookbook, Fabulicious, Greg deliveredwhat was meant he was not involvedin thewarehousewinnings. Andy
quitepossibly the best lineof the season, ?I wonderwho did and Darryl then proceed to hold awkwardgroup interviews
the math on that. Maybe theiraccountant?? Can we please for new warehouse workers, whilethe salesmenand accounmake Greg Bennett the sixth housewife?
tants cope with the dysfunction via absurdantics, naturally.

TASTE DEBATE: URBAN OUTFITTERS'
CHArLoTTEPArISH
ASST. ArTS

& rEvIEW

EDITor

Photographs, nature, people on the street all of these and so many
more serendipitous events inspirefashion designers to create their form
of art. Does Alexander McQueen having seen Alice in Wonderland make
his cloth interpretation of the popular story a plagiaristic effort? Hardly.
In a similar vein, urban outfitters cannot be blamedfor taking inspiration from the vibrant colors and unique patterns of Navajo clothing and
using it in a new line of clothing. Although this issue is a bit fuzzy because
the Navajo tribes currently produce clothing while the Alice example is a
crossover between mediums, the intention behind the idea stands. If
the government intervenes and restricts the sources one can use for
creative fodder, then they are ushering in a whole wave of useless
lawsuits squabblingover what can be legally used in art like
Lindsay Lohan claiming rights to the name ?Lindsay? simply
because of her fame.
Plus, the secondary claim that urban outfitters is
demeaningthe culture of the Navajo tribe with their
?knock-off? goods is completelyimpractical and goes against
establishedpractices of free market economy. Every Chinatown
and Little Italy in the country would have to be shut downfor
being cultural inaccurate if this was a legitimatereason to ban a
line of goods. Although the Navajo people are protected by the
government, they cannot ask every other clothing company in
the world to avoid lines inspired by their beautiful designs nor
can they claim that this mimicry is insulting or demeaningto
theirculture.
?

?

an 82-year-old street photographer who
has built one of the most enduring reputations a New Yorker can ever hope for.

Throughout, Cunningham appears absolutely charming and endearing. With his
blue zipped windbreakerand his jaunty
bicycle (?This is my 29th!? he proudly tells
a group of drag queens outside of a Lower
East Side diner), he zips through the city
in search of the trends even the fashion
worldhas yet to pick up on.
The movie never directly addresses it,
but Cunningham himself points out that
his job is to find the color in an increasingly grayworld. He looks for those who
are unique and especially lovesthose who

The Real Housewives of New Jersey seasonfinalecontained
everything vital in preparing a flavorful pot of steaming
disaster. We had a hearty dose of poorlywordedattacks on
Caroline?s ?thick-as-thieves? heritage and style of cooking
meatballs, a slewof unsupervisedinfants seemingly dressed
for a Toddlersand Tiaras competition, a heapingpile of the
potential violence involving a Gorga and Guidicefamily
portrait, all sprinkled with those nervous gigglesof passivity

Pro

movies.
My point here is just how shamefulit
is that movies like Zookeeperand, most
likely, the upcoming Adam Sandler film
Jack and Jill (where, yes, he plays both
Jack and Jill) are able to gross such huge
amounts of money when little movies
like the stunning yet unfussy Bill Cunningham: New York clock in at about $1.5
million and call it a day.
Set in (where else?) the Big Apple, the
documentary chronicles the life of New
York Times employeeBill Cunningham,

Last week?s Modern Family had Claire quite nearly
plow downa power-walking Phil with her mom van. This
incident inspires her to take up a passionate crusade
to install a new stop sign ? a crazed mission requiring
the acquisition of 50 signatures to present to the traffic
committee. Phil and Luke strive to be You Tube sensations with footage of Phil taking a basketball to theface.
Cameron and Mitchell cope with the problem of neatness when a crepes explosion takes place in their kitchen.
Meanwhile, Gloria loses Stella after absentmindedly
letting her out the front door, and she employs Cam?s
help in locating her. Cam comes to identify himself as
an ?inadvertent Stanley Kowalski? from Tennessee Williams? A Streetcar Named Desire, running through the
neighborhoodscreaming, ?Stella! Stella!?

NAVAJO LINE

con

BrENNAN CArLEY

ASSoC. ArTS & rEvIEW EDITor

InNew York City,countless vendorslitter the streets with counterfeit DvDs, bootleggedmovies that the NYPD use against them in
citywide crackdowns on these scams.
Likewise, Minneapolisresident tookurban outfitters to task when,
this past Monday,she discoveredcountlessproducts on the store?s
shelveslabeled as Navajo. ?As a Native Americanwoman,? the member
of the SanteeSioux tribe writes, ?I take personal offense to the blatant
racism your store features this season as fashion.?
urban outfitters? response was short and to the point, ?The Native
?

American-inspired trend and specifically the term ?Navajo? havebeen
cyclingthrough fashion, fine art, and designfor the last few years,?
says Ed Looram, director of Pr for the chain.
While that may be the case, it doesn?t necessarily make the
appropriationright; in many people?s eyes, it?s like passing off
bootleggedmovies as legitimateitems. Surely some will argue

that other stores should thus bechidedfor sellingclothingwith
the union Jack if themanufacturers aren?t British, but more than
likely those companiesare not billing them as ?English sweaters.?
The legal issue at hand,however, is thaturban outfitters did not
obtainthe proper paperworkto use the trademarkedterm ?Navajo,?
but therelies a deeper moral concern. It is misleadingof the hugely
popular urban outfitters; it could cause, as the Navajo Nation

take risks. He picks up on what?s popular
with just one afternoon on the streets.
I say that Bill Cunningham: New York
is simple if only because it is a self-

declaredone-sidedpicture of a fairly
straightforwardand open human being,
one whosework has been laid out for all
to see on a weekly basis for the past few
decades. His life is weaved with a wide
cast of characters (including Vogue editor
Anna Wintour and author Tom Wolfe).
I?ve just found myself gravitating
toward simpler things when it comes to
entertainment lately, maybe because once
I?m absorbed in that sphere I don?t want
to have to be reminded about all the out-

side stress. For instance, I read tons over
the summer, but the one bookthat?s stuck
with me was The Snow Child, a novel by
newcomer Eowyn Ivey set to bereleased
next February. She sets the book in her
Alaskan home in the 19205,and with the
unforgiving wintery snowas her background, Ivey takes her time establishing
a slowburn of a story about a couple
who cannot bear a child of theirown.
They build a picturesque girl out of snow,
a reflection of their unheard wishes.
When a fair-hairedchild unaccountably
appears from the snowy recesses shortly
afterward, the pair embraces her as their
own. The story haunts with isolation and
longing. Its simplicity kept me riveted for
hours on end.

I?ve also found myself drifting toward
quieter, perceivably ?simple? music in

the past few months as well. Artists like
Lykee Li and Bon Iver have been notching
hundreds of plays in my iTunes. Feist?s
new albumMetals has been on repeat
since its release last Tuesday, and I can?t
seem to stop listening to Laura Marling?s
?Night After Night.?
Perhaps it?s just a sign of the times, but
I find it more than likely that Ifind myself
drawn to the simpler side of pop culture
recently due to the stress of school, work,
and life itself. As oscar Wilde said, ?Life
is not complex. We are complex and
the simple thing is the right thing.? Who
?

am I to argue?

Attorney General said in a cease and desist letter, ?confusion in the
market and society concerning the source of your corporation?s
products.?

Brennan Carley is the Assoc.Arts &
Review Editor for The Heights. He can
be reached at arts@bcheights.com.

"I'M CONVINCED THAT ABOUT HALF OF WHAT SEPARATES THE SUCCESSFUL ENTREPRENEURS FROM THE
NON-SUCCESSFUL ONES, IS PURE PERSEVERANCE"
the legacy of steve

BY DARREN RANCK AND CHARLOTTE PARISH

It ?s
rare that elecfinds an innovator like Steve

tronic media
Jobs. While news outlets can
hardly repeat it enough, he truly carried out his vision in masterful fashion. He revolutionized
media for the better, and inspired a shift in how we interact with the media around us. In the past
week, the response to his death has forced the public to consider Jobs? contributions to media, and we
do the same as we look back at Steve Jobs? pop culture legacy.
The Pixar Beginnings When Jobs bought the Graphics Group from Star Wars distributor Lucasfilms in 1986, it looked like a lost cause. No one wanted to work with the technology offered, but
the company took a turn when it looked to Hollywood. The company renamed itself Pixar and went
into the film business. Jobs? influence on the company led to its production of the first Pixar film Toy
Story. The rest is, as they say, history. Jobs? ownership of Pixar brought a bountiful boon of critically
and commercially successful films, including The Incredibles and Finding Nemo, under the leadership
of creative director John Lasseter. Even recently, Jobs served on the board of directors of Pixar, even
serving on a six-person steering committee.From its conception in the ?Bos to now, Jobs served a
pivotal role in the success of America?s favorite animation company.
The Apple Computer The year is 1984. The previous night, the Los Angeles Raiders beat the
Washington Redskins in an upset victory. That?s not what caught people?s attention, though. Everyone
was abuzz about the Apple commercial, oneof the most famous in Super Bowl history. Thecommercial
was cutting edge, much like the technology itself. This Jobs? venture began in 1976, but not until 1986
did Jobs release a PC to the public, crying as he announced its creation. The Macintosh computer was a
smash. It became thefirst commercially popular computer system as well as a graphic revelation. After a
controversial firing in 1985, Jobs returned to Apple in 1998. He strengthened the brand image of Apple and
developed its aesthetic, applying the design to the Mac OS X and the iMac. The Apple computer continues to
be a computer of choice as universities and companies purchase the devices for use.
iTunes Perhaps the most wide-reaching aspect of Jobs? legacy is the creation of the online superstore, holding
music, movies, television shows, and now even books. The iTunes enterprise is a force to be reckoned with by
all. It all began with the iPod, Apple?s answer to the mp3 player. Jobs wanted a device that could hold ?1,000
songs in your pocket,? and the sleek aesthetic and technical design of the instrument did just that. The
iPod, along with its music downloading software and available iTunes store, became a hit, selling over
110 million devices by the end of 2007. The iTunes Store managed a coup, earning both industry
respectability for its honest sales promise, and the adoration of media audiences. The virtual
store served as apremiere location for movies, music, and television shows a one-stop
shop. Now with the success of the iPod touch and the iPhone, it feels as though
disposal. That?s what Jobs gave
the whole world is at our
us
the world at
our fingertips.
-

-

-

?

?

Jobs gives up a position at a video gaming
company, Atari Inc., in
orderto goto Indiaand
search for spiritual enlightenment.

1974

Jobs is born on Feb. 24 in San Francisco to Abdulfattah John Jandali and Joanne Schieble,both
graduate students at University of Wisconsin in
Madison at the time, who are forced to give Jobs
up for adoption afterSchieble?s father
refuses to allow the pair to marry.
Clara and Paul Jobs adopt the
baby boy and raise him in
California.

Steve Jobs marries Laurene Powell in

a ceremony presided over by Kobun
Chino Otogawa, a Zen Buddhist monk.
The couple goes on to have three
Jobs meets up with
Steve Wozniak at a local
computer club in California and the
pair construct a
prototype, homemade computer,
beginning their path
towards co-founding

1975

Apple.

children, Reed Paul, Erin Sienna, and
Eve, and round out their family with
another daughter, Lisa
Brennan-Jobs from
Jobs? relationship
with Chrisann Bren-

1985

With sales at Apple
flagging, Jobs officially resigns for a
10-year hiatus after
the company takeover
staged by John Sculley, who
was personally chosen by
Jobs for the chief executive

1991

nan.

position.

1955
Apple stocks reach
an all-time high as
the newest iPhone

THE
LIFE OF STEVE
a timeline of the life

and achievements of
apple?s greatest visionary

Toy

1995

Story
to
theaters as
Pixar?s first
major commercialsucess, taking in
$361 million worldwide and redefining the animation genre.
Simultaneously, Apple turns
back to Jobs, needing the
same visionary genius to bring
the company back and regain
consumer trust.

com e s

Apple accepts a $l5O mil-

far exceeds ex-

lion cash infusion from their
corporate competitor,
Microsoft, in order to
stay afloat and in
September of the
same year, the
iMac is released
and marks the
slew of immensely popular
Apple products to rule to the
market.

pected sales.

1997

Jobs publiclly

announces

2004

that he has
beaten an islet cell neuroendocrine tumor, which is
arare form of pancreatic cancer,
and that Tim Cook will be taking
over the company for a short
while during his recovery.

2010

Jobs steps down

as the active head

2011

of the company,
turning over the
reins to Cook, citing unexpected medical
complications and giving
no end date for his medical
leave, although he will stay
on as CEO of Apple.
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Harris and
Ramsey out
for season
Football,from C 8
security, athletic directorGene DeFilippo
has madeit clear that therewill not be any

further changes with the coaching stafffor
the remainder of the season.
DeFilippo is having his own issues this
week after taking a shot at the BC fan
base before the Clemson game tweeting
that it was, ?very impressive to see ALL
Clemson fans in their seats 10 minutes
before kickoff, in time for the National

Anthem.?
Additionally, an e-mail yesterday to
students advertising Notre Dame tickets
for a high price of $B3 won?t help fill the
seats in South Bend either.

Unfortunatelyfor DeFilippo, he is also
gaining nation attention for comments
he made to The Boston Globe concerning
the addition of Pittsburgh and Syracuse
the ACC.
?We always keep our television partners close to us,?? he toldMark Blaudschun
of the Globe. ?You don?t get extra money
to

alex TrauTwig / heighTs ediTOr

Head coach Frank Spaziani said his team ?could use a break right now, physically.? He hopes that the week off will allow some injured players to get back to practicing every day.

After tough loss at Clemson, bye week is 'ideal' for BC
BY CHRIS MARINO
Asst. Sports Editor
Last weekend?s match-up with Clemson

revealed a numberof shortcomings for the
Eagles. However, the team also had a few
bright spots that the team could build upon
for the second half of the season.
With a week off torest, the players and
coaching staff have a chance to regroup,
recover and reload for a tough series of
games on the road. Head coach Frank
Spaziani felt that a week of rest could be
the best situation for his ailing roster. ?I
think a break in the middle of the season
is always ideal,? he said. ?Certainly for this
team, we could usea break right now. We
could use a breakright now, physically.? He
and his coaching staff will take a chance to
review the team?s first six games and try to
hone in on some building points for the
remainderof the season.

?Deuce is uno?
With sophomorerunning back Andre
Williams only available ?for emergency
reasons? and senior Montel Harris kept in
Chestnut Hill, theEagles turnedto Rolandan ?Deuce? Finch for the run game. The

shownflashesof brilliance throughout the
season, none may have been greater than
last Saturday against Clemson. Although
the sophomore did not light up the stat
sheet, he developed a strong connection
with widereceiver Bobby Swigert.The two

sophomorestepped up and was the focal
point of the offense. He had 19 carries for
81 yards, and a 20-yardtouchdown. He was

looked unstoppable in the second half of
the game, as Swigert caught seven passes
for 93 yards and a 24-yard touchdownfor

complementednicelyby the speedyplay of
redshirt freshman Tahj Kimble, who ran
for 57 yards on 11 carries. Spaziani was
not surprised by Finch?s performance. ?He
did what we expected him to do,? he said.
?Deuce is a good footballplayer. I think we
made some improvements there. We?ve
got to build on it. He certainly has a little

the day. The seven catches accounted for
than half of Rettig?s completions
for the day (13). Swigert also had another
big play that wouldhave gone for a score,
however a personal foul call on lineman
lan White brought themback. ?It?s hard,?
Spaziani said of the penalty. ?It certainly
changes the complexion of the game. It?s

knack. He practiced better this week and
it showed.?

Swigerthasswag
While quarterback Chase Rettig has

more

17-7. That would?ve been different and we

wouldhave held them. We started to play
a littlebit betterdefensefor a while there,
holdingthemto field goals.It certainly had
an effect. It certainly wasn?t the outcome

of the game.?
Strong red zone stand
Despite giving up 36 points on the day,
the Eagles? defense put up a good fight
against a strong Clemson offensive attack.
The Tigers were held to five field goals,
even forcing kicker Chandler Catanzaro
to attempt 42 and 47-yard field goals. Despite this effort, linebacker Luke Kuechly
(16 tackles, two tackles for a loss) was
not content with his unit?s performance.
?I mean five field goals, that?s 15 points

for basketball. It?s 85 percent football
money. TV ESPN is the one who told
us what to do. This was football; it had
-

-

nothing to do with basketball.??
Yesterday, DeFilippo issued a statement to ACC presidents and athletic directors, apologizingfor his comments.
?I wouldlike to apologizefor any negative effectscaused by myrecent interview
with a Boston Globe reporter,? he said. ?I
spoke inappropriately and erroneously
regarding ESPN?s role in conference expansion. I regret any misunderstandings
or negative fallout my actions may have
caused.??
Political issues aside, the current BC
football squad has legitimate talent and
enough serious potential to contend
in this conference. Chase Rettig is a
solid option at quarterback and still just
a sophomore. The young backfield and re-

right there,? he said. ?We?ve got to do a ceiving corps look better each week.Luke
better job preventing them from getting Kuechly is a front runner for defensive
into field-goalrange. We were in the right player of the year.
situation on a lot of plays, but the thing
BC could use the bye weekto regroup,
is they made plays, we didn?t make plays. rest, and win some of the tough gamesreThere were too many big plays they had maining on theschedule. Harris, Ramsey,
on us, and hats off to them, they played and wide receiver Ifeanyi Momah could
great. But, like I?ve said the wholeyear, big
all return next season to lead an experiplayskill you.? n
enced group to a successful season. n

Eagles preparing for Florida roadtrip
BY RAYCHEL KRUPER
Heights

Staff

Althoughthe Boston Collegewomen?s
soccer team (9-1-2) is coming off a 1-0
loss to the Duke Blue Devils, head coach
AlisonFoley thinks it was one of the best
games that they?ve played all season.
Despite their inability to convert in the
final third, the team plans to use their
performance against Duke as a springboard to move into this week?s roadtrip
to Florida to take on the University of

Miami Hurricanes (8-5-2), andthen the
Florida State Seminoles (9-5-0).
?We did really well with the ball and
I really liked our composure,? Foley said.
?I don?t think we respondedparticularly

of fear in opposing goalieanddefenders
alike as two more Eagles attack the net
with full force.
?We?re asking[Bouchelle and Vettori]
to get a little more dangerous inside
the 18,? Foley said. ?They need to make
runs and feel that it?s a good decision
to take people on in the box. They tend
to pass first and shoot second but we?re
working to change that to shoot first
pass second.?
The Eagles? back line is a solid force,
through whichthe Hurricanes and Seminoles will be rather unlikely to break.

Furthermore, with the outside backs
Zoe Lombard and Pember joining the
attack, the Eagles are sending all their
troops into battle.

Look for the Eagles flying forward
and attacking both the Hurricanes and
Seminoles with all 11 players ripping
shots and standing unbreakable in the
defensive third. Though BC may have
to dial down their intensity during the
second gameof the weekend on theroad
due to fatigue, they are fired up after
their lone defeat, and on a warpath to
get back in the win column. n

well at the end of the match when we

took a defenderoff and pushed an extra
attacking player into the final third,
but we went over an exercise to reward
ourselves when we push numbers forward.?
The Eagles are working to fine tune
their system, focusing on their individual needs and taking it one team at
a time. Following the Duke game, the
Eaglesrecognized their need to capitalize on opportunities up front as well as
attack more aggressively. With a week
in between that game and the starting
whistle for their game against the Hurricanes, the Eagles have had time to
work on some small changes and look
to capitalize on their efforts in the final
third.
graham beCk heighTs sTaff
With the return of Alyssa Pember to
Conor Fitzpatrick has returned to action this season after an injury kept him out early on.
the back, following nagging injuries early
on in the season, the Eagles are now able
to unleash a dangerous new forward,
who is sure to create chaos for both the
Miami and Florida State defenses.That
force is redshirted freshman Rachel Davitt, who began the season playing in the
back line and has a shot like a bullet.
the team peppered Harvard with 10
?[Davitt] has a greatnose for the goal,
Men?s Soccer, from C 8
shots. Five of those came with less then and she plays really well with her back
10 minutes left in the match as the toward the goal,? Foley said. ?She can
little bit more too.?
Indeed, the Eagles? second half Crimson became increasingly desperate find people and go to goal herself. She?s
performance in their own third was for a score, showing that this team isn?t
hungry and wants to be up top. She?s reconsiderably more impressive thantheir settled with just a win. Kelly is proud of ally adding an extra dimension in terms
uneven showing in the first half. After
his team?s toal determination.
of energy for us up top.?
?We play for the full 90, no matter
With talented players like Julia
being outshot 6-5 before the break, BC
came out for the second half determined what the score is,? Kelly said.?We might
Bouchelle and Patrice Vettori in the
to keep the Crimson off thescoreboard.
adjust our strategy, but we?re not going center midfield, the Eagles have an
Able to sit back a bit more on defense to stop looking for goals until the final advantage.Their ability to control possession and distributepasses, allowing
with a two goal cushion, the Eagles whistle blows.?
When the Eagles resume ACC play, for visually-beautiful soccer, creates
backline limited the Crimson to three
shots in the second period, including that mantra will needto be respectedin numerous attacking opportunities.
a mere one on goal that Luthy handled full. Just a game out in the conference
Sometimes feeding that perfect final
easily.
standings, BC will play three of thefour ball comes at the cost of ripping a shot
On the other end of the field, taking teams ahead of them over the coming
on net, however, and like the oldphrase
goes, ?You miss 100 percent of shots you
their head coach?s words to heart, the weeks. Against some of the best competition the country has to offer, nothing don?t take.? Changing this mentality is a
Eagles did anything but sit on the advantage they had built for themselves. less than a total 90 minute performance small tweak that will further strengthen
the Eagles? offense and incite an element
Pushing consistently through the half, will suffice. n
/

Bekker?s two goals give
men?s soccer the victory

graham beCk

/
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Rachel Davitt (top) and Patrice Vettori (above) will be depended upon heavily this weekend.
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EDITORS' PICKS
The Week Ahead

Standings

The No. 1men?s hockeyteamhosts the
No.3 DenverPioneers onFriday for the
home opener.TheNo.9 women?s soccer
teamfaces off against the University of
Miami tonight and then continues its
road trip at No. 17 FloridaState. Volleyballtravels to Duke and WakeForest.

Recap from Last Week

Chris Marino

20-5

Heights staff

18-7

Paul Sulzer

15-10

Greg Joyce

15-10

Game of the Week
Men?s Hockey

Football lost to Clemson at Death
Valley. The men?s hockey team went
undefeated in the Ice Breaker. The
No. 5 women?s ice hockey team took
two-of-threegamesin itsseries against
Minnesota-Duluth. The No. 9 women?s
soccerteam fell to No. 4 Duke.

Guest Editor:
Adriana Mariella

Denver

vs.

Assoc. News Editor

The No. 1Boston Collegemen?s hockey team takes
on No. 3Denver atKelleyRink. The gamemarksthe
start of two tough runs, as both follow the Friday

?We?re gonna have to fireside chat style
this one.?
Paul Sulzer
Sports Editor

This Week?s Games

Greg Joyce
Assoc. Sports Editor

Chris Marino
Asst. Sports Editor

Adriana Mariella

Assoc. NewsEditor

Men?s Ice Hockey: No. 3Denver at No. 1BC

BC

BC

BC

BC

Women?s Ice Hockey: No. 5 BC at UNH

BC

BC

BC

BC

Women?s Soccer:No.9BC at No. 17FloridaState

BC

Florida State

BC

BC

Wake Forest

BC

BC

BC

Lions

Lions

Lions

Lions

Volleyball:BC at Wake Forest
NFL: San Francisco 49ers at DetroitLions

Boston
College

matchup against ranked teams (No. 14Minnesota
and No. 8 Boston University, respectively).Coming
off a pair of weekendwins, including the 2011 Ice

Breaker Tournament titleoverNo. 6North Dakota,
BC enters the match on an early hot streak. The
Eagles? offense has eight differentscoring players in
just thepast two games. Lookfor Johnny Gaudreau
to perform after earning leagueRookie of the Week
honors with four points against North Dakota.

Fri., 7:30p.m.

Women's ice hockey looks to continue strong play against UNH
BY RAYCHEL KRUPER

kids have been to the Frozen Four. To
see [the defensemen] jump up into the

Heights Staff

plays and score some goals for us has
been great and hopefully we?ll continue
to do that and get a littleaddedoffense
with our defense.?
The new freshman players have also
added a great deal to the Eagles squad
this season. Alex Carpenter, Emily
Fields and Pfalzer, who all registered
their first points this past weekend in
Duluth, showed how quickly they can
transition to college hockey as well as
demonstrated the strength that they
will be bringing to the Eagles? team as
the season continues.
According to Crowley, this year?s
Wildcat team is differentthan any team
that the Eagles have faced in the past
years, and they?re looking forward to
seeing whatUNH brings on the ice, and

With their first series under their
belt, the No. 5 Boston College women?s
hockey team (1-1-0) hashad the opportunity to settle in and begin to mesh as
a new unit on the ice. The experience
theygained in theirfirst two games will
be used to their advantage as they prepare to take on the University of New
Hampshire Wildcats (3-1-0) twice this
weekend, ending the series with their
first game on home ice this season.
?It?s tough in the beginning of the
season to figure out what you need to
work on before you play any games,?
said head coach Katie King Crowley,

who enters her fifth season as head
coach for the Eagles. ?Now that we?ve
played a coupleof games,we have some
things we need to work on and now it?s

not just in the box scores.
The team will look for its team cap-

time to move on to our next game.?
An important factor for the upcoming games against UNH is, quite plainly,
the venue. The Wildcats? Towse Rink
is much wider and longer than Kelley
Rink, and therefore, the strategy of

attacking on that rink will be at the
forefront of the Eagles? preparationfor
Friday?s game. For Saturday, however, Senior Blake Bolden notched a goalin the opening weekend at Minnesota Duluth, and will be a
the Eagles return to Kelley and according to Crowley, thehome-ice advantage a challengefor the Wildcats to handle. to score as a committee, as a group,??
will provide a spark for her team.
Though the Eagleshad OlympiansKelli Crowley said. ?I think we?ll find as we
?Our kids love playing here and Stack and Molly Schaus last season, the get going that we?ll have a lot of differthey?re really excitedto get back to play team is much deeper this season with ent people scoring. It should be fun.?
a home game,? Crowley said.
respect to the fact that BC has four
Already, the five goals scored this
The Eagles? attack is always looking solid lines that all have the capability season have come from five different
to capitalize, get shots off, and crash
of scoring.
players, and three of these goals have
the net. Combining these goals with
?Our kids are looking forward to even been scored by defensemen,
the incredible depthof the team will be taking on that role of ?We?re going including Blake Bolden, Meagan Man-

alex TrauTwig / heighTs ediTOr

major weapon going forward for the Eagles.
gene, and Emily Pfalzer. These players,
while tough to beat in the back, are
also adding another dimensionto BC?s
already deep lines of attack.
?Our defense is going to be one of
the strongest parts of our team once
we all feel comfortable with our system,? Crowley said. ?We have a lot of
experience back there now that those

tains Andrea Green, Danielle Welch
and Mary Restuccia to be the catalysts
behind the scoring effort. Last season,
Welch and Restuccia were the second
and third assist leaders for the team,
respectively. In the team?s first two
games,Restuccia has thelone point for
the trio with one assist.
Coming offSunday?s win, the Eagles
are flying strong. Now that they have
settledinto the season, giving thefreshmen a chance to get acquainted, and
demonstrateddominance both in the
back and on the attack, they are prepared to take down UNH. The Eagles
have set their sights high, and taking
one day at a time, hope to bring home
some new banners this season. n

Football team needs us now more than ever
Superfans, from
team. Come to the games on time. Don?t

leave in the second half, because we?re down.
Enjoy Saturday afternoon for thereason we

all go out: football.
Somemay make the point that Clemson

is nationallyranked andshould have a large
fan base, however the Tigers haven?t finished
a season ranked in the top 20since the 2000
season. The Eagles were ranked No. 2in the
nation in 2007behind quarterbackMatt

Ryan. We?ve had recent success andknow the
tools needed to succeed nationally.
If last Saturday?s loss proved anything to
us, it?s that we have a lot of upside in the near
future. Rettig and Swigert looked locked into
each other in the second half. The defense
held its ground for the most part. Rolandan
?Deuce? Finch and Tahj Kimble filled in
admirablyfor the injured Harris and Andre
Williams, and were able to make big plays

against one of the top defenses in the country.
Head coach Frank Spaziani has faced extreme scrutiny this season for the team?s poor
performance, andhe definitelydeserves it.
Many havecalled for his termination, which
wouldbe an understandableaction for by the
program. However, I?m not sure the situation
is thatblack andwhite. Looking at the track
record of the football program in recent years
paints a different picture than many will take
the time to realize.
Since Spaziani has takenthe helm, ACC
Defensive Player of the Year MarkHerzlich
began his battle against cancer. Not only was
it difficult to losesuch a dominantplayer, but
the emotionaltoll of seeing a fellow teammate stricken was tough to deal with. That
same season, senior captain Mike McLaughlin went down with an Achilles tear during
a spring drill. Morerecently, the injury to
Harris has been a difficult blow to the team,
as he was the catalystbehind the offenseand

a leaderfor the wholeteam.

Spaziani and his program have dealtwith
injuries, changes in staff and many other issues that create stress on the program. Coming into this season, the Eagles had been to a

bowl gameeveryseason since 1999. That?s

a

tremendous streak. With the level of talent in
the NCAA today,it?s hard to imagine a small
university in the Northeast of being capable
to achievesuch a task. Yet, we?ve done it. And
we will continue to bea successfulprogram.
But it will take a groupeffort.
We can?t turn against one another in the
darkest hour. The consistent fan-section
chant of, ?We are BC? is fantastic in concept,
but we need to put it into action and invest
ourselves in the football program. They need
us.

ChrisMarino is theAssistant Sports Editor for The Heights. He can bereached at
sports@bcheights.com.
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After being named the Ice Breaker MVP, Chris Kreider is questionablefor this weekend?s games.

No. 1 vs. No. 3 in opener
Men?s

Hockey, from

C 8

22. The two forwards will both benefit
from time spent at the lIHF World Junior
Championshipswith Team USA, and will
be looking to torment BC?s experienced
blueline and junior goaltender Parker
Milner.
Denver?s perceived weakness is in the
crease, where goaltender Sam Brittain,
who started 33 games last year, is out
until at least mid-January after offseason
knee surgery.
However, the Eagles are more concerned with their own injuries, as IceBreaker tournament MVP, Chris Kreider,
is questionable for Friday?s match-up.

?He?s havingsome difficulties with a sore
neck,? York said Tuesday. ?He?s tentative

alex TrauTwig / heighTs ediTOr

Despite BC?s dismal start with a 1-5 record, fans should not just leave the team out in the cold. Superfans must show some patience.

for this weekend.We?ll know more later
this week.?
Denver backup goalie Adam Murray will be in net to face a balanced and
dangerousEagles attack that poured in 11

goals last weekend via eight different goal
scorers. York?s men will look to continue
the good chemistry that the new line

combinations displayedagainst Michigan
State and North Dakota.
?Continued improvement,? York replied when asked what he was looking
for. ?It?s still fairly early and we still need
to build. I?m very positive about the way
we played this past weekend,but we also
need to understand it?s really early in this
campaign and we?ve got a lot of things that
we need to build on.?
The game is made doubly important
by the following evening?s Hockey East
opener for the Eagles at New Hampshire,
but the focus is on the home opener.
Having posted an overall 27-3-1 record
in the confines of Kelley Rink over the
past two years, the Eagles and their fans
will pack Conte Forum on Friday evening
in the hope of once again making it one
of the most intimidating rinks in the
NCAA. n
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Despite all
the struggle,
don?t give up

CHRIS MARINO
So, this year?s football season has not gone
as well as we were hoping. While the Eagles
entered the season with as much potential
as any other team in theACC, the team has
faltered in most aspects of the game. Chase
Rettig has not developed as quickly as most
fans hoped.Preseason ACC Player of the
Year Montel Harris? season has endedbefore
it even started. The addition ofoffensive
coordinatorKevin Rogers was short-liveddue
to health reasons. To put it bluntly, this year?s
Boston College football team has not met our

expectations.
But at the same time, have we as a student

body and a fan section really met the team?s

alex TrauTwiG / heiGhTs ediTOr

After seeingtheEagles exit theplayoffs early to Colorado College last season, Boston College men?s hockey fans are preparingto see thenew-look teamface off against the DenverPioneers this Friday.

Power match-up coming to Kelley Rink in season opener
After a dominant performance in the Ice Breaker, the men?s hockey team returns home
BY ANDREW KLOKIW
Heights Staff
The 2010-11 campaign saw the men?s
team make its home ice, Kelley
Rink, one of the most feared venues in
all of college hockey. When playing inside Conte Forum last season, the Eagles
posted an impenetrable 13-1-1 record en
route to setting a season-long attendance
record for the 22 years of Kelley Rink?s
existence.
Boston College will make its home
debut on the Heights this Friday evening,
when head coach Jerry York?s newlyminted No. 1 team (2-0-0) will play host
to No. 3 University of Denver (0-0-0) at

hockey

the large, vocal crowds and we really feed
off of that, so we?re expecting and hoping
for another huge crowdhere to open up
our 2011-12 home season.?
After bowing out of the NCAA tournament unexpectedlyin the opening round
last season, the Eagles returned to action

formerly No. 3 North Dakota, 6-2.
This year will mark the third consecutive year that the two teams have met during the regular season, with this being the
Pioneers? first visit to Chestnut Hill during
that time. In 2010, Denver downed the
Eaglesby a score of 4-3 to hand BC a rare
loss on the way to the NCAA championship. Last season, York?s men once again
traveled out west, this time with different
results. The Eagles triumphed twice in as
many days, first 6-2, and then 3-0.
?We?ve played against Denver for the

this past weekend as the No. 5 squad in
the nation. It did not take them long to
move up to the top spot in all polls, as
they dispatched Michigan State 5-2, and

past three or four years,? York remarked
of the matchup. ?We have a pretty good
feel for their team. They are very similar
to us, they skate exceptionallywell, they

7:30 p.m.
?I expect the crowd to be a huge factor
[against Denver],? York said. ?Last year I
think we were 13-1 at home, and we broke
an attendance record in the 22 years at
Kelley Rink. Part of our success is always

have good puck skills and they play with
a lot of determination so they?re justifiably, with ourselves, a top-10 team in the
country.?
Denverwill be making its season debut
brimmingwith confidenceaftera successful 2010-11 season that saw the program
win its first NCAA tournament contest

expectations? Sure, everyone wears their
Superfan shirts around campus, but can they
really callthemselves Superfans this season?
Last weekend, I traveled down to Clemson for the footballgame. Certainly, I had
predetermined opinions of how the fans of
southern schoolsfelt aboutfootball, however
I completelyunderestimated the magnitude
of their school spirit. Parking lots were filled
to the verylast spot with fans tailgatingin
their team?s home orange. There weren?t

only studentsbut familiesfrom surrounding
towns. Everyone was ready for Saturday.
Somereaders may be saying, ?We have
Shea Field. We tailgate beforeevery game,

since 2005.
The Pioneers return theirtop two scorers from last season, junior captain Drew
Shore and WCHA 2010-11 Rookie of the
Year, JasonZucker. Shore andZucker each
registered 23 goals on the season, while
Shore finished with 23 assists to Zucker?s

too,? and while this is true, Clemson fans do
something that is almost blasphemousto the
BC faithful ? they show up to the game on
time. Scratch that. They show up to the game
10minutes before the National Anthem. The
majority of our student body probably don?t
know if we play the National Anthem before
any of our home games.
This column is certainly not meant to
make fans the scapegoat for a tough season,
but is a revelation that I wish to share with
my fellow Superfans. Our football team has
potential. Sure, we have had our share of patheticmoments this season, however it would
be wrong for us to give up on this young

See Men?s Hockey, C7

See Superfans, C7

FOOTBALL

Harris, Ramsey out for remainder of
season, looking for medicalredshirts
BY AUSTIN TEDESCO
For the Heights
?Not a lot ofstuff is going right for us. I definitely
wouldn?t bet on us. We haven?t had a lot of luck.?
Wide receiver Bobby Swigert sums up the state
of Boston College football pretty well right there.
The Eagles are coming off another disappointing
loss to Clemson and head into a bye weekbefore
facing Virginia Tech. There are still some reasons to
be optimistic about the future of this program and
even the rest of this season, but there are various
obstacles standing in the way.
Let?s get to the bad news first. Star running back
and preseason ACC player of the year Montel Harris will not take another snap this year. Neither will
senior defensive tackleKaleb Ramsey. Both are being
shut downfor the season and will applyfor a medical
redshirt that, if granted, will allow them to suit up
for the Eagles next season.
?After speakingwith Montel,Kaleb, and our medical personnel, we decided to seek hardship waivers
for both student-athletes,? said head coach Frank
Spaziani in a statement. ?Our doctors have stated

their injuries will preclude both from returning for
the remainder of this season. Both have expressed
a desire to return for an additional year. We will
begin the process immediately. This will enable
Montel and Kaleb to concentrate on healing from
their injuries and, hopefully, return for injury-free
senior seasons.?

?What can you say?? said defensivelineman Max
Holloway when asked about the loss. ?Our star,
Montel, is out. He and Kaleb are great players and
it sucks they?re not gonna be with us this year, but
they?ll be back next year.?
Rolandan ?Deuce? Finch and Tahj Kimble will
need to step up in the backfield to make up for the
loss of Harris andAndre Williams, who is still nursing
an injury. While Finch played wellagainst Clemson,
and Kimble has had some good moments, finishing the season off with the third and fourth string
halfbacks won?t help a running game that already
has trouble creating holes due to injuries on the

offensive line.
Although many have questioned Spaziani?s job

Graham Beck/ heiGhTs sTaff

JuniorKyle Bekker ignited the Eagles? scoring attack with a two-goal effort against Harvard on Tuesday night.

Bekker leads charge on Harvard
BY TIM JABLONSKI
Heights

See Football, C 6

Staff

Facing a brief respite from ACC play, headcoach
Ed Kelly was a little nervous that his squad might
let up its guard in Tuesday
Boston College 2
afternoon?s match against
Harvard
0
Harvard. Despite a rusty,
albeit successful, first half, the No. 14 Boston College men?s soccer team (9-3-0) was able to assuage
their manager?s concerns, notching a 2-0 victory
over the visiting Crimson (2-8-1).
?It?s easy to let up on your focus a bit when
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With Harris (left) and Ramsey (right) out for theremainder of the season, BC willrely on younger players to take biggerroles.

playing a non-conference game,but the boys did
just the opposite,? said Kelly after thegame. ?They
improved as the match went along and didn?t let
up, even with that lead.?
BC was staked to a lead just minutes into the
match by junior Kyle Bekker. Suave passing from
Charlie Rugg and Kevin Mejia led to an open look
from Bekker fromabout 25 yards out. Striking the
first shot of theafternoon, the Canadianmidfielder
beat Harvard goalkeeperAustin Harms with a curl-

ing flair that found the right side of the net.
The early deficit seemingly inspired the Crimson, as the team from across the river found several

Women?s hockey coming home
INSIDE SPORTS
Minnesota, the
After
their
THIS

Women?s soccer hits the road

quality scoring chances over the first 45 minutes.
Harvard forwardBrian Rodgers took advantageof
a BC turnover with a rapid push upfield and found
fellow striker Connor McCarthy sprinting toward
goal with a crisp pass, but the ensuing shot went

just wide right.

Headers from defenders Tim Linden and Obiajulu Charles Agha both nearly found the back of
the net as well. But sturdy BC goalie Justin Luthy,
allowing less than a goal a match for the season,
was able to get his hands cleanly on both of them,
preserving the slim Eagle lead.
Not satisfied with one, Bekker doubled the lead
for the Eagles late in the half. In the 41st minute,
Harms deflected a sharp Isaac Taylor cross away
from net but right to Bekker. He immediately

ripped a shot that ricocheted off a Harvard defender and past a helpless Harms, putting the

Eagles comfortablyahead. It was Bekker?s second
multi-goal performance of the season after his
two-goal game against Fairfield in August.
?Kyle?s been playing very well, so it was good
to see him net a couple today,? Kelly said. ?After
those goals, I thought we settled in defensively a

See Men?s Soccer, C 6
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POLITICS

POLICE RESPOND TO OCCUPY BOSTON

Congressional members
subpoenaedseveral Justice
Department officials, including Attorney General Eric

Protesters create order
amidst chaos, hope to
publicize class struggle

Holder, for communications
relating to the ?Fast and Furious? gun-running operation.
President Barack Obama?s
jobs bill was stalled in the
Senate by Republican opposition. Democrats now
plan to break the bill up into
several separate parts each
for a vote.

CHRIS WATSON

Recently, the mediahas spent much
ink and airtime debating the Occupy Wall
Street movement, a nonviolent, leaderless mass protest that began in New York
City. What originatedas a seed of an idea
quickly gained a massive following,and
Occupy Wall Street has seen upwards of
15,000 individuals fed up with the status
quo marching for their cause. Similar occupations are now springing up across the
United States, most notably in our own
backyard, downtown Boston.
In early October, protestors began
gatheringin Boston?s Dewey Square in an
attempt to draw attention to their cause.
Although the Occupy movement can?t
be summed up with one main issue, a
frequent rallying cry used by the protesters is the declarationthat ?We are the 99

California Governor Jerry
Brown signed the California
Dream Act this week. The bill
will allow illegal immigrants
in the state to receive financial aid for college.

ECONOMICS
The SEC backed a
measure on Wednesday
that would ban banks from
trading for their own profit,
rather than their clients. If
approved, banks would have
until 2014 to comply.
Financial ministers of the
G20 will meet this week
in Paris to discuss how to
strengthen the world economy. Treasury Secretary Tim
Geithner plans to pressure
China to revalue its currency.
The Chinese government
announced plans to buy
stock shares in four state
owned banks. The move
comes amid fears that the
Chinese economy is sputtering.

SCIENCE &
TECHNOLOGY
Netflix abandoned its
plan to split its DVD mailing
service into a new company,
called Quikster. The companies stock has fallen by
nearly 60 percent since it announced price hikes in July.

A multi-day BlackBerry
service outage struck North
America on Wednesday.
Users on six continents were
unable to text or access the
Internet from their mobile

phones.
Sony?s PlayStation Network
was hit with another cyberattack this week. Unlike this
summer when all users lost
service, only 93 thousand
customers have currently
been affected.

IN NUMBERS

44.8 percent
of computer viruses are caused
by user actions, not hardware

or software problems.

$100 million
Americans For Prosperity
plans to spend in the 2012
elections.

8 victims
of serial killer John Wayne
Gacy have been exhumed
in attempts to identify the
remains.

IN QUOTES
"Every true,
born-agi

Every true, born-again

followerof Christ ought to
embrace a Christian over a
non-Christian.
criticizing
Mitt
Romney's

Pastor Robert Jeffries
criticizing Mitt Romney?s
Mormon faith.

?

-Secretary
Hillary
State
of

Iran must be held accountattempted
a
of
assassination
able.
?

secretary of state Hillary

clinton
speaking about the
attempted assassination of a
Saudi Arabian ambassador

percent,? a reference to the fact that the
top percentile of individuals in America
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This photo, taken Tuesday, Oct. 11, shows several of the more than 100Occupy Boston protesters arrested by theBoston Police.

More than 100 arrested as Boston Police
disperse growing Occupy Boston protests
BY ISAAC PARK
Heights

markably well organized. According to the
Occupy Boston website, the group holds a
daily generalassembly moderatedby volunteers and has tents dedicated to food,
logistics, media, sign construction, first
aid, and media, among others. They are
extremelymedia-savvy, relying heavily on
social media to spreadthe wordof rallies
and marches, and they go to great lengths
to keep their image as clean as possible:
according to their website, Occupy Boston
prohibits drugs and alcohol in the interest of not giving ?our occupation a bad
name.? Despite theirbest efforts, however,
Occupy Boston?s belief in the democratic
system was not reciprocated by the gov-

?What Occupy Boston participants
the BPD.?
In reaction the crowd chanted,
?The people united willnever be defeated,? ?This is a peaceful protest,?
and ?The whole worldis watching.?
At around 1:20 a.m., riot police
can expect from

Staff

The Boston Police Department
arrested 100 Occupy Boston protesters early Tuesday morning,
following suit on an earlier warning
made shortly after midnightfor the
protesters to stay off the Rose Kennedy Greenway.
Officials toldtheprotesters, who
originally camped out on Dewey
Square, to stay off therecently renovated Greenway in the North End,
explained Boston police spokeswoman Elaine Driscoll.
Tensions began late Monday, at
around 11:15 p.m., when police issued a written notice informingthe

group to disperse.
?Officials will arrest thoseknowingly in violation of the law if necessary,? said the statement titled,

lined up on Atlantic Avenue while
dozens of sheriff vans and police
wagonsarrivedand over 200 officers
surrounded the Greenway. Streets
in the area were closed prior to the
arrests.

Later Tuesday morning, Boston
Mayor Thomas M. Menino ex-

ernment in recent events at their camp.

While there are undoubtedlysome bad

pressedsympathy for the protesters
but defendedthe arrests, stating a

apples in every crowd, for the most part
Occupy Boston seems to be doing civil
disobediencethe ?right? way. Except for a

need to maintain order in the city.
?The middle class of America is
having a difficult time. That?s the
issue they are trying to get across.

elise AmendOlA / Ap phOTO

Noted political and civil rights activist Cornel
West marched with the Occupy Boston movement.

See Boston, D 6

control a vast portion of the nation?s
wealth.
Although Occupy Boston is a leaderless operation, its encampment of tents
and sleeping bags in Dewey Square is re-

few instances in which protesters did not
first get police approval for occupations,
they have cooperated with the Boston

See Occupy, D
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Skype sale approved by
European Commission
Microsoft hopes to
purchase popular
internet phone service
BY BRANDON STONE
Heights

despite its popularity,Skyperecorded a net
loss of $7 million.This lack of profitability is
largely a result of Skype?s policy of offering
the majority of its services free of charge.
Only a small percentage ofSkype users purchase a subscription to the service, which
includes such features as long-distance
calls to real phone numbers and voicemail,
while the majority make use of Skype?s free

Staff

This past Friday, Oct. 7, the European Commission approved Microsoft?s

basic features.
Microsoft is

not the first technology gipurchase of Skype. Microsoft initially ant to purchase Skype in hopes of making
announced its purchase of the online comit profitable. In 2005, eßay bought Skype
munications service in May, securing the for an estimated $2.6 billion, expecting
approval of the United States Federal Trade to use the service as a sales tool.UnfortuCommission in June. Though Microsoft
nately, eßay was never able to profit from
is still awaiting approval from anti-trust
the acquisition and in 2007, took a $1.4
regulators in Russia, Ukraine, Serbia, and billion impairment charge on its investment
Taiwan, many consider Europe?s approval
to have been the last genuine uncertainty.
See Skype, D 5
Microsoft, the world?s largest software
maker, offered $8.5 billion in order to
purchase Skype. Skype is a software applicationthat allows users to communicate
through audio and video chats as well as

instant messaging and file transfer. Based
in Luxembourg, Skype has remainedenormously popular since its release in 2003.
In purchasing Skype, Microsoft will
gain control of the Internet?s leader in voice
and video communications; Skype hosts
an averageof 107 million users per month.
The purchase could give Microsoft an
advantagein the market for Internet communications, as it seeks to become more
of a competitive threat to Cisco Systems
and Avaya, two giants of Internet-based
telephoneservice for companies.
StevenBallmer, Microsoft?s chief executive, announced that the purchase repre-

seeks to achieve what has thus far been
difficult:making Skype profitable. In2010,

has become more exposed to
the Eurozone?s crisis, and tries to deal
with high government debt. Efforts to
try to reduce this debt will weigh on the
growth of the economy and keep Spain?s
unemploymentrate at 20 percent, the
highest in the Eurozone. Standard and
Poor?s rating agency hit Spain with yet
anotherblow on Tuesday,by downgrading the ratings of 15 Spanish banks. This
will lock up credit even more and cause
even less money to flow throughout the
Spanish economy. Spain needs to come
up with reforms in order to keep the
economy competitive, and may eventually need an estimated30 billion euros
to recapitalize the country?s weaker

eign debt from AA- to A+, and AA+ to
AA-, respectively.
With Italy and Spain being the third
and fourth largest economies in the
Eurozone, the government cannot afford to bailout such large economies if

phOTO cOurTesy
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they suffer the same fate as neighboring
countries Greece and Ireland. Italy is
suffering from highpublic debtmixed
with low growth, and this is weighing
heavily on banks and the economy.
Spain is suffering even more as the

On the flip side
INSIDE MARKETPLACE
will
This week on the flip side

Ap phOTO

country

The Eurozone has been suffering
from recent turmoil in the banking sector as the Fitch rating agency recently
downgraded Italianand Spanish sover-

Steve Ballmer, Microsoft CEO, summarized
the company?s aims in purchasing Skype.

/

Eurozone economy in a
rapidly downward spiral

MATT STANLEY

sented an ?amazing customer imprint,? and
that Microsoft aims to introduce Skype?s
voice and video technology to a range of
Microsoft products, from the Xbox to
Microsoft Office software.
In its purchase of Skype, Microsoft

Andrew medichini

Protesters in Italy have argued against the government?s managementof a failing economy.

explore both sides of the issue of

banks.
Spain is an example of what could
happen to any of these once-secure
countries, all connected economically
in the Eurozone. The piling government
debt is becoming too much of a burden
for the individual countries to manage

See Europe, D
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ON THE FLIP SIDE
THE ISSUE:
On Friday Oct. 10,a U.S. unmanned drone strike killed al-Qaida leaderand American citizen Anwar al-Awlaki, as well as other al-Qaida leaders. Critics argue that the drone strike killed a U.S.
citizen without due process, violating al-Awlaki?s rights. On the other hand, supporters argue that al-Awlaki waged war against the U.S. and his killing was justified even without a trial.Should the
U.S. have killed al-Awlakiwithout a trial?

A man of terror, a just death
ALEX TRAUTWIG
Imagine the United States as
a person and Anwar al-Awlaki
as a mugger.

Claiming self-de-

The bottom line is that
al-Awlaki is dead, and the U.S.
is better off without him. It?s a
simple fact that, unfortunately,
has become tangled up in the
bureaucracy of CapitolHill in
the recent weeks following the

be flimsy legal ground to stand
on, it benefitted the nation?s
security. I would counter that
criticism of the administration
with a simple question. Does
a terrorist deserve due process? There is no question he

al-Qaida leader?s death. The
real criticism of al-Awlaki?s
death is rooted in a certain

was a member of al-Qaida and

memo that was created by law-

fense, the U.S. would be within

their right to shoot al-Awlaki
dead.What?s the difference
then, if the U.S. military killed
him in response to his being
an active memberof one of
America?s top enemies, alQaida? It was done in defense
of the nation?s safety and as a
result of our continuing war on
terror. The loss of his single life
potentially saved hundreds that
would?ve perished in whatever
terrorist attack he would?ve

helped to plan next.

When I learned that a U.S.
dronehad killed Anwar al-Awlaki, a supposed top al-Qaida
member, I felt no remorse.
This was the second serious

casualty for al-Qaida within a
year and the second large victory for the U.S. armedforces
and the nation. (The first was
the killing of Osama bin Laden
by SEAL Team Six in Pakistan.)
Although a tremendousvictory

for the war on terror and for
the special operations community, it did cause criticism from
some policy-makers on Capitol
Hill, mainly complaining that
the commander in chief had
ordered a state-sanctioned
assassination. My feeling upon

hearing that was the same as
how I felt when I heard some
people in Washington complaining that al-Awlaki was
dead?utter shock. How any
American could actually find
fault in the fact that al-Qaida
leadership had been eliminated
is beyond me.
There are two main differences between the two al-Qa-

ida losses. The first being that
bin Laden was killed by a small
team of highly trained operatives that entered Pakistan
illegally, which was yet another
point that the opposition held
onto. In contrast to the SEAL

Perhaps unrealistic,
perhaps hyperpatriotic, but
all I see are two
members of the
most lethal terrorist
organization in the
world dead, and
one happened to be
born in America.
This didn?t change
what he did and
who he was.
yers within the Justice Department that essentially provided
legal precedence for the attack.
I can understand, in theory,
why this is such a dangerous
practice. It suddenly gives
the government the ability to
decide the fate of anyone they
choose and to get rid of their
absolute right to due process.
This secret memo further
outlined that the use of a drone
to kill him would be

acceptable

long as he could not be capturedalive. Although it might

as

helped plan terrorist attacks
against Americans, and even if
he was given a trialhe certainly

would?ve been found guilty. So
what?s the point? To have what
would essentiallybe a mock
trialfor al-Awlaki just so we
could kill him? Seems that such
a trialwould be a mockery in
itself of the legal system.
I do realize that the opposition to this is not actually
at

SiTe inTelligence

the fact that al-Awlaki was

Perhaps unrealistic, perhaps hyper-patriotic, but all
I see are two members of the
most lethal terrorist organization in the world dead, and
one happened to be born in
America. This didn?t change

what he did and who he was.
Alex Trautwig is a Heights editor.
He welcomes comments at marketplace@bcheights.com

me be clear. There is no doubt

ZACHARY HALPERN

On Friday, Oct. 10, the
American-led manhunt for
Anwar al-Awlaki ended. According to reports by The
New York Times, a drone took
off from a secret base in the

Arabian Peninsula and then
launched several missiles at
the car Awlaki was traveling
in. Several al-Qaida leaders
were also killed in the attack,
including Samir Khan, another
American citizen and

al-Qaida

operative.
Upon first hearing about
this event I didn?t give it much

thought. The issue seemed
clear. The Obamaadministration took the initiative to
annihilateanother group of
al-Qaida operatives who were
deemed high-levelthreats to
the United States. Moreover,

POLL RESULTS
Should the U.S. continue to
employ the death penalty?

operation, an unmanned drone
killed al-Awlaki. The second,

the use of a drone ensured the
safety of Americansoldiers. It
seemed to me like a perfectly
rational and aggressive strike.
But as I examinedthe incident
further and began reading
more, my views began to
change. After all, two American citizens were killed.

To be honest, I knew of
neither al-Awlaki nor Khan,
but like most Americans I
trust the CIA when it comes

determining dangerous
individuals.After doing some
brief research I learned that
al-Awlaki was a charismatic
cleric who preached in San
to

and biggest differencewhen
talking about the constitutionality is that al-Awlaki was born
in the U.S. and still had citizenship. In my mind, however, as

53

soon as you start working for
a worldwideterrorist organization, where you were born
should play no role in your
treatment. It sounds harsh
and narrow-minded, but as an
enemy of this country, one that
he no longer called home, he
was right to have been treated
as such.

O
O

NO
47%

/

ap phOTO

Killing sets a disturbing precedent

killed, but that the Obama

administration seemingly
bent legalpolicy to fit with
their agenda. It is impossible
however,to live completely
in hypotheticalsituations and
theory. This is not a black
and white issue by any means,
but I doubt there are many
citizens that were upset by his
killing. Upset about the way
the government went about
it? Absolutely. But as with the
bin Laden assassination, alAwlaki?s killing was a military,
moral and patriotic victory.

grOup

Al-Qaida leader and recruiter Anwar al-Awlaki,above, was killed by a United Statesdrone strikelast

Diego. After Sept. 11, he
moved to Yemen and became
increasingly radical, serving as
a

critical part of the al-Qaida

leadership and using his fluent English to help recruit

and radicalize Muslims in the
west. This is a man who called
Major Nidal Malik Hasan, the
infamous Fort Hood shooter, a
?hero.? He embraces a hateful
and archaic view of Islam. Let

in my mind that al-Awlaki
was a traitor to the U.S. and a
very bad man, but he was an
American citizen. That means
that the U.S. government killed
one of its citizens without due
process of law. There was no

trial, no judge, no defense,
and no jury?he was simply
killed. Every American citizen,
regardless of circumstance is

entitled to due process?a fair
trial that relies on evidence,
not speculation. Al-Awlaki
was deniedthis right. That is

Part

of

Washington?s
dysfunction is not
recognizing this.
What makes this
country great is
the protections we
are guaranteed

under the
Constitution. In
America we do not
have a barbaric
judicial system of
an eye for an eye.

judge and jury for
Awlaki and sentenced him to
death. They OK?d the assassination of a U.S. citizen without
consulting a single judge.
To make matters worse,
Obamahas thus far failed to
address the issue. In his speech
Friday he proudly announced
the death of Alwaki, but conviently omitted the fact that he
was a U.S. citizen. I have some
questions for Obama. Could
al-Alwaki have been captured
with littlerisk to American
soldiers? Why were no judges
consulted? How is this legal?
The Obamaadministrationhas
not even recognized the existence of the memo from the
U.S. Justice Department. For a
president who seeks to be our
most transparent yet, this is
unacceptable. He has rightly
criticizedthe Bush administration for its secrecy regarding
wiretapping and torture and
now he must hold his administration to a higher standard. It
is imperative that he explains
the legality of his actions to
the public.
What is more striking to
me is that, with the exception of Ron Paul, not a single
congressman has spoken out
on this issue. Paul told reporters, ?? If the American people
accept this blindly and casually
that we now have an accepted
acted as the

practice of the president assassinating people who he thinks

think it?s sad.?

wrongand sets a very danger-

are bad guys. I

ous precedent.

It is sad. A violation against
any U.S. citizens? fundamental
right is a threat to all of our
rights. Part of Washington?s
dysfunction is not recognizing

The Obamaadministration
relied on a memo written by
two lawyers in the U.S. Justice
Department, David Barron
and Martin Lederman, who
explained the legality of the
drone attack. He was an ?enemy combatant,? they rational-

ized and therefore he should
be treated as such regardless
of the fact that he is a U.S.
citizen. That?s a pretty big fact
to ignore. As Roger Cohen
candidly points out in his recent Washington Post column,
?Who the hell is David Barron?? Two government lawyers

this. What makes this country
great is the protections we are

guaranteed under the Constitution. In America we do not
have a barbaric judicial system
of an eye for an eye. We hold
ourselves to a much higher
standard. In America, we?re
better than this.
Zachary Halpern is a Heights editor.
He welcomes comments at marketplace@bcheights.com

INTERNATIONAL INSIGHTS

America must swallow pride, accept a new role in a changing world
As the developing world begins to catch
up to America, a new dynamic emerges
GERARD FARARA
The life of an American has
long been glorified,admired,
and envied, but aboveall?desired. The United States is a
land of freedom, where every
citizen is granted certain

inalienable rights, the pursuit
of happiness, and the equal
opportunity to make something of themselves. For that
opportunity alone, millions

have flocked to this country. From the Italians to the
Irish to the Scandinavian, the
ethnic makeup of this country
is by no means homogenous.
Americans are not defined by
their ethnicity but rather by
the dream that brought them
here: the desire for a better
and more fulfilling life, the
?American Dream.? But in revisiting this glorious portrayal
of this wonderful place, I feel
that I am beating a deaddrum.
I believe I have just portrayed

the past: a time not
of the present, and certainly
not of the future.
I am by no means saying
that America is no longer a
land of opportunity. It most
certainly still is and will continue to be, but what should
be acknowledged is that it isn?t
the only free and splendorous
land out there. Rather, there
are places that have their own
unique offerings. In other
words, it is not the onlylighthouse showing those in search
of a better life the way. There
are other lighthouses and they
are propping up in some of the
unlikeliest of places, from the
original lighthouse, Europe, to
the new emerging lighthouses
of China, India,Brazil, Russia, Singapore, Japan, South
Korea, and the list goes on.
The so called ?Third World?
is shedding its pitfalls of the
colonial period and is advancing. It is climbing the economic ladder and approaching
a time in

the plateau on which America

currently resides. The U.S. is
no longer the biggest player,
but rather one of the biggest
players. That?s a pill Americans are having trouble swallowing.
But why? Isn?t that good?

the U.S. once enjoyed. This
is the new frontier, the new
world our generation lives in.
And the U.S. must adapt, otherwise it will be left behind.

Adaptation means to
reconstruct or to reconfigure. With other big players

approaching the poker table,

The U.S. is no
longer the biggest
player, but rather
one of the biggest
players. That?s a
pill Americans
are having trouble
swallowing.
Other countries are advancing, developingtechnology
and bettering their lives, without dependingheavily on the
broad shoulders of the U.S. On
the flip side, with these advancing nations comes competition, unwanted competition

that has curbed the leverage

the U.S. has to rethink how
it negotiates. The method

of arrogance and blatant demands only works if you are
the biggest, the baddest, and
the strongest. A characterization no longer attributed to
any one country, but a sort
of oligarchy. This new world
of other big players requires
coercion at the negotiation
table. One must be patient,
understanding and above all,

humbling. This forges positive relations with others. A
positive relationship with an
ally who can provide is one
that is highly beneficial. In
other words, the U.S. has to
pay greater detail to how it?s
perceived abroad, especially
to the emerging powers.

Currently, that outward
perception isn?t too favorable.

To foreigners, Americans are
typically describedas ignorant, fat, and plump off their
excessive riches. Perhaps the
most hurtful description is

Curb the pride,
but retain the
nationalism, for in

an oligarchy, each
man speaks from
a position of power

and few have much
leverage against the
other. Thus, it works
in every

man?s favor

to be humble.
ignorance, a disregard for the

culture, beliefs and needs of
others. Americans are notori-

disregard for the lives of those
who aren?t American. All of
this feeds a bad perception.
It?s key to note that how
you are perceived could be far
from the truth. But the truth,
ironically, doesn?t matter. How
America is publicly received
by the outside world is the
cause for concern, for it can
give them access to the resources she needs to jumpstart

her economy, combat her debt
and recreate jobs. America is
certainly the great land of opportunity. A rich and arrogant
man almost always loses to a
rich and humble one. He will
fair better on the negotiation
table because he will be betpride, but
retain the nationalism, for in
ter liked. Curb the

an oligarchy, each man speaks
from a position of power
and few have much leverage
against the other. Thus, it
works in every man?s favor to
be humble.

ous for misplacing geography.
Droid attacks on villages during the wars in Iraq and Af-

for The

ghanistan have been seen as a

com

Gerard Farara is

a staff

columnist

Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@bcheights.
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Editor-in-Chief

Should Obama?s jobbill
be passed?

No, and I very much doubt
it will be.

No, its way too close to
election to pass anything
productive in Congress.

If it does what it promises
to do, yes.

It?s too late for anything like
that to pass.

Yes, our country needs the
help right now.

Were police right to break
up Occupy Boston protests on Tuesday night?

Yes. Civil disobedience
is fine if you?re willing to
accept the legal consequences of your actions.

Yes, they picked the right
day, since Bloody Sunday
is already taken.

They?re not wrong, necessarily.

The protesters didn?t have
permission to move to the

I agree with Mayor Menino
in that policy can be made
without civil disobedience.

As Matt Damon says, ?She
would have the nuclear
codes... the nuclear
codes.? That?s a yes.

Yes, if Palin and Glenn
Beck left Fox News
its crazy person quota
wouldn?t be met.

For the sake of the GOP,
yes.

If she decided not to run,
thenshe decided not torun.
It?s not in my position to say
if it is right or wrong.

Dang. That wouldamade it

Maybe it doesn?t seal it,
but it certainly helps. I think
Romney would be able to
win without it.

No, New Jerseyhasn?t
been relevant since the
Sopranos ended.

It strengthens it, but
doesn?t seal it.

Christie?s endorsementis
a strongone, but polls still
show Cain is in thelead.

It is a really big boost if
nothing else.

Did Sarah Palin make the
right decision not to run

forPresident in 2012?
Does Christie?s endorsement of Romney seal
Romney?s nominationfor
the Republican candi-

President, College Republicans

Greenway. Of course the
police had to intervene.

easy for President Obama.

dacy?

A GREEN PIECE

Sustainability and agricultural initiatives provide 'green education
MEG LISTER
This week, EcoPledge is
running a campaign to bring
awareness about sustainability in
agriculture to the Boston College
community. Food and agriculture issues are something that
affects all of our lives, no matter
how far we live from a farm, if

we?re

carbo-vores, carnivores, or
vegetarians.
Last spring, BC students suc-

cessfully petitioned to bring fair
tradebananas to the dining halls,
but there was also an uproar
over Meatless Mondays, and the
dining halls continue to have
issues with student recycling
and composting. EcoPledge

hopes that by spreading aware-

about issues of food waste,
local produce, and sustainable
ness

agriculture, BC students will
graduallystart to think about
what they eat.
Friday is EcoPledge?s annual
Harvest Fest celebration, and
will take place in O?Neill Plaza
from noon until 5:30 p.m. Highlights include pumpkin painting,
doughnutbobbing, arts and
crafts, trivia, UGBC activities,
Real Food, Rural Water Ventures, and the 40-Hour Famine group,and a special guest
performance by the localband
Melodeego.Melodeegowill per-

form selectionsfrom their latest
EP The World is You, and their
eco-friendly set will be powered
by bicycle. The free concert
starts at 4:30 p.m. in O?Neill
Plaza and is open to the public.
Harvest Fest hopes to engage the
BC community in awareness of
how food issues affect nutrition,
social justice, and the environment in a fun and collaborative
environment.
On Tuesday,EcoPledge
kicks off their campaign with a

petition to Coca-Cola to supply compostable cups to BC

dining halls. The cups currently providedby Coca-Cola are
wax-coated paper cups, which
are not recyclable, nor are they
madefrom recycled materials.
Dining services does not have
the space to store and wash
reusable glass or plastic cups, so
disposable cups are the only options. Compostable cups, though
disposable,biodegraderather
than sit in in landfills. CocaCola currently provides compostable cups to the University
of Washington in Seattle, so they
have the product and capabilities
available to supply the cups.
On Wednesday,EcoPledge
opens up its art gallery in the
first floor of O?Neill, ?Around
BC in 20 Meals.? The exhibit
is inspired by the Museum of

Science?s ?Around the World
in 25 Diets,? which examines
the typical daily dietsof people
around the world. EcoPledge?s
slightly less ambitious photogra-

phy displays BC students eating
what they consider a typical
meal and examines the health
and environmentalconsequences
of theirfood choices. In addition,

Food and
agriculture issues
are something that
affects all of our
lives, no matter how
far we live from a
farm, if we?re carbovores, carnivores, or
vegetarians.

the exhibitfeatures a display of
1/500 of the disposable containers discarded at Corcoran Commons during the averageweek.
The containers?only 0.2 percent
of the weekly averagefrom one

of BC?s dininghalls?occupy
an entire wall of the gallery and
provide a crucial visual of inadvertently created waste.
On Thursday, EcoPledge
will host local apple taste-testing in the Quad. The grouphas
purchased two different types of
apples, one from a local Mas-

sachusetts farm, and one from a
conventionalfarm locatedeither
in Chile, New Zealand, or Washington State. They hope to spread
awareness about the impact of
food miles, or the distance a certain food has to travelfrom farm
to plate. For instance, rice typically arrives on yourplate from a
distance of over 7,000 miles away.
Even a conventionally-grown
onion arrives from 1,700 miles
away, or the distancebetween BC
and Denver, Colorado.
The food we eat represents a
significant connection to each
other and to the environment,
and we have the power, through
our food choices, to support local
farmers, decrease pollution and

greenhousegas emissions, and
support worker?s rights. It is also
important to bear in mind that
BC students make foodchoices
for a variety of reasons?health,
nutrition, taste, because it?s after
midnight and you really need
mozzarella sticks?but many
do not have the money or the
power to make the same types

of choices.Food choices are a
luxury for those who live on $2l
a week in food stamps, or for
those who do not have access to
clean or nutritious food. ?Food
deserts?, or places where there is
no easy access to supermarkets,
occur in many places in the United States?even in neighboring
New York. EcoPledge hopes that
their programming this weekwill
bring awareness of these conditions and an appreciation for the
choices we?re able to make.
Meg Lister is a staff columnist
for The Heights. She welcomes
comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com

FIFA comes back better than ever
KAMERON BAIN
I visitedabout a dozen colleges
in my quest to find the perfect
university for myself. They were all

fairly different, each with their own
pros and cons. However, therewas
one consistency at everyuniversity. The consistency was FIFA.

Every single host(namely older
friends) that I stayed with played
FIFA, withoutfail. FIFA is the

ultimate collegevideogame,taking
competitiveness to a new level. For
this reason, the facts and figures
of FIFA 12 opening week are not
beyond belief.
EA Sports released their yearly
FIFA game, FIFA 12, on Sept. 27.
EA expected enormousprofits
from this new release, andthe 3.2
million copies sold in the first week
left EA pleasantly surprised. It is

the highest selling videogameof all
2011, beating out Gears of War 3,
which sold 3 million copies. At $6O
each copy, EA made $192 million
dollars in the first week following the releaseof FIFA 12. Itis the
most profitable releaseof a sports
videogamein videogamehistory.
That $192 millionis only $4O mil-

lion dollars shy of James Cameron?s
Avatar opening weekend. For a
videogame,these numbers are
through theroof. Prior to FIFA
12?s release, EA held the all time
grossing profits record with their
sales from this gamesolderbrother,
FIFA 11, selling 2.6 million copies.
FIFA 12 broke EA?s own record
trumping FIFA 11 with a 23 percent increase of sales. These numbers also do not take into account
the 880,000 downloadsof FIFA 12?s
version for the iPhone, iPod Touch,
andother smartphones. EA has
found away to keep millions and
millionsof customers interested in,
and willing to buy, the new version
of FIFA everyyear by making each

year?s release noticeablybetter than

thelast.
Whenfirst playing FIFA 12, after being a dedicatedfan of FIFA 11
for the past year, the changes were
obvious and visibly beneficial to
the new game. First off, the players
actually looklike themselves now,
with a major improvement in the
graphics of each individual player.
Chelsea striker Didier Drogba actually looks like himself in FIFA 12, as
opposed to his awkwardafro-mul-

Prior to FIFA 12?s
release, EA held the
all time grossing

profits record with
their sales from this
games older brother,
FIFA 11, selling 2.6
million copies. FIFA
12 broke EA?s own
record trumping
FIFA 11 with a 23
percent increase

sales.

of

let hairstylehe had in FIFA 11. The
graphics are so pristine that my
uncle, who walked into my room
while my friend and I were playing,
asked us who was playing(thinking it was a real life soccer match).
Every FIFA 11fan is aware of the
two

glorious announcers who start

every game with theboast of ?It?s
Martin Tyler here with Andy Gray.?
Their voices are soothing to any
gamer,but unfortunately Andy
Gray was fired by Sky Sports and
thereforereleased from his post as
announcer for FIFA after 14 years
in thegamefor multiple incidents

of sexist comments towardsfemale
referees. A man named Alan Smith,
whose voice has annoyedmy
friends and Isince starting to play
FIFA 12, has replaced Andy Gray.
Alan Smith has his work cut out
for him in an attempt to replace
thepowerful announcing duo of
Martin Tyler and Andy Gray, and
so far, he will not come close to

matching the creativity and timing
of thecomical Andy Gray.
Besides graphicsand announcers, thereare some other changes
made in the new FIFA that change
the way the game is played. Defense
is more difficult, and therefore,
dribbling has become increasingly
easy in contrast to FIFA 11.Also,
every FIFA 11 fan is aware of the
laughably easy corner kick goal.
This isn?t true for FIFA 12, and it
is surprisingly difficult to score on
a corner kick let alone a cross in
general. The foul situation in FIFA
12 is also interesting. Itis very

difficult to actually foul someone
in FIFA 12, even when purposely
attempting to, and slide tackles
in the new FIFA make the tackles
in FIFA 11 look like child?s play.

When timed correctly, slidetackles
in the new gamemakeeven the
gamer cringe at the pain his own
player is suffering from theviolent

tackle. These changes allmake the
game more realistic, and in turn,
even better thanFIFA 11. As I
walk past countless open doors in
my residence hall and awkwardly
make millisecond eye contact with
strangers, I am alwayspleased to
see FIFA beingplayedin nearly
every otherdorm. EA has struck
gold in the collegiatecommunity
with FIFA 12, and it is hard to
believe that FIFA 13 will somehow

be even better.
Kameron Bain is a staff columnist for The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com
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FIFA 12,above, has improved significantly in graphics over the last iteration FIFA 11. FIFA 10is pictured below.
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to any darned music you please can be
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just as fulfilling as your right

dye your hair blue, that's cool too.

for the president. Maybe evenmore so

Because while rights like freedom of

speech, freedom ofreligion and freedom
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Skype sale to Microsoft for $8.5
billion heading towards approval
From Skype, D

1

(essentially meaning that eßay
reassessed the value of its investment, Skype, to be $1.4 billion less
than it had been initially valued).
Subsequently, in November2010,
eßay sold a majority stake in
Skype to an investor group led by
Silver Lake Partners. However, a
direct profit from Skype is not the

only way Microsoft can make use
of its purchase. From Skype, Microsoft automaticallylays claim to
a largecustomer base and a means
by which to create profitable
synergies with its other software
services and products.
Approval of the European
Commission fell into the hands
of Joaquin Almunia, a Spanish
economist. His decision came
despite a complaint lodged by

an Italian software maker, Messagenet, a rival to Skype?s Internet
phone services. Messagenet requested Microsoft remove Skype

its ability to find away to make
a profit using Skype. Not only
is $8.5 billion nearly three times
Skype?s market value, but it is

from its WindowsOffice platform
and open Skype?s Internet phone
network to the services of rivals.

Microsoft?s largest acquisition
ever. As such, investors will watch
carefully to see if Microsoft can

In the past, the European Commission has been more sympathetic than the U.S. Federal Trade
Commission towards complaints

indeed succeed where eßay has
failed.
Current Skype users most
likely don?t need to worry about
major changes to Skypeitself. Microsoft purchased the company so
as to make use of its technology

about Microsoft?s strategy of
?bundling? popular applications
with Windows. This time, however, the Commission chose not
to act on the complaint, issuing a
statement saying that ?the commission considers that there are
no competition concerns in this
growing market where numerous players,
are present.?

including Google,

Microsoft?s offer of $8.5 billion expresses a strong belief in
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By Adriana Mariella, Heights Editors

and customer base, and will not
seek to scare off the existing customer base with major changes.
Popular Internet start-ups
that struggle to make a profit, like
Pandora, have become common
in recent years. It will be interesting to see if with its purchase

of Skype, Microsoft can reverse
this trend. n
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Skype, shown in the screenshot above, provides free online phoneand video calling services to customers.
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John Huntsman
Cancer foundation.
When George W. Bush was elected
president in 2000, he offered Huntsman
the post of ambassador to China, but he

BY MATT PALAZZOLO
Asst. MarketplaceEditor
Jon Huntsman, Jr. was born on March
26, 1960 in Palo Alto, CA. His father, Jon
Huntsman Sr., is a billionaire businessman
and philanthropist, as well as a direct descendant of the early Mormon leader Parley Pratt. Huntsman dropped out of high
school to pursue a career as a keyboard
player in the rockband Wizard. He later receiveda GED and enrolledin the University
ofUtah. However, he left college to serve as
a Mormon missionary in Taiwan, and later
transferred to the University of Pennsylvania, where he received a bachelor?s degree
in international politics.
After graduating Huntsman entered
politics, working for both the Reagan and

Alex MAnTA / heighTs grAphic
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turned down the offer and instead chose
become ambassador to Indonesia. He
later resigned his post in 2003 to run for
governor of Utah. He cruised to victory in
2004 with 57 percent of the vote, and was
reelected in 2008 with an astonishing 77
percent of the vote. In 2009, he resigned
as governor of Utah after being appointed
by President Obama to become ambassador to China. In April 2011 he resigned
as ambassador and began his presidential
to

campaign.

Bush administrations. Under Bush he
became ambassador to Singapore at age
32. After Bill Clinton was elected president Huntsman left politics to enter the
private sector. He became an executive at
his father?s company, the Huntsman Corporation, as well as heading the Huntsman

On June 21 Huntsman officially announced his candidacy for president at
Liberty State Park in New Jersey, the same
place where Ronald Reagan began his
campaign in 1980. Currently, Huntsman
remains in single digits in most national
polls. He has largely stayed away from
lowa and has focused the majority of his
campaign strategy on a victory in the New
Hampshire primary. n
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Italian and Spanish credits
downgraded, meltdown looming
From Europe, D

1

keeps growth downand
unemploymenthigh. If there
as it

is no sufficient reform in the

European markets soon, we
one of the biggest economic meltdowns ever.
Right now, banking problems
are getting solved by stimulus

could witness

packages that further increase
the debtof the European
Union (EU) and the future debt
of the banks that get the loans.
This equation is not working,
as is seen with Greece. The EU
bailed out Greece, Ireland, and

Portugal only a few months
ago, and now Greece is on the
brink of another default as
debtskeep piling up. Naturally, another new bank bailout
package is proposed to save
more European banks that
would default on their debt

otherwise. Instead of going

straight for capital injections,
banks would be better off if
reforms to keep debt in check
were made by the government,
thus preventing public debt
from increasing and keeping
the economy flourishing. If
capital can flow freely without
debt having to be incurred, you
will never hear the words ?government bailout? again.
We are currently on the
brink of a new government
stimulus plan in Europe that
is meant to increase capital
positions among banks; thus,
keeping investors from leaving. But there is not enough

economy going.

Bank failures

come with costs though, and
those costs will fall on the government. There are only two
ways to infuse capital into the

banking market and that is by
cutting spending or borrowing more money. Either way,
the level of debt compared to
Europe?s economic output will
increase. This kind of capital
injection will lead to a consid-

erable transfer of risk from the
banking sector into the public
sector, and if the government
does not find away to keep
theirrisk downfrom all their
exposure to banking debt,

money to save all the banks
in Europe: It is inevitablethat
some must be left to fail. It
is most likely that the banks

there could be a market crash
in Europe reminiscent to what
happened to the United States
in the 2008 financial crisis.

that are less connectedand
much of a part of the
European bank system will
get left behind as the rest try
and remain solvent to keep the

Matt Stanley is a staff columnist
for The Heights. He welcomescom-

not as

ments at marketplace@bcheights.
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Delegates of the European Commission discuss the growing economic crisis throughout the Eurozone.
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Protests shed light on discontent
From Occupy, D

1

Police Department throughout
their stay, which makes the
events of Oct. 11 all the more
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Occupy Boston protesters had several confrontations with the Boston Police Departmentover the last week.

Nationwide protests find a home
on Boston?s Kennedy Greenway
From Boston,D 1

the Occupy protests have provedto
be divisiveacross party lines.

I agree with them on the issues.
Foreclosure. Corporate greed.
These are issues I?ve been working
on my entire career,? Menino said.
He then added, ?But you can?t
tie up a city.?
The Occupy Boston protest was
thesecondprotest in the city. About
100peopleparticipated in the first
march on Oct. 3.Last Mondaywas
largerand mostly comprised of lo-

didate Mitt Romney voiced criticism of the protests at a town hall
meeting in New Hampshire. The
former Massachusetts governor
told voters there, ?To say some-

Republican presidential can-

cal college students.Gathering on
Boston Common at around 1:30
p.m., protesters marched to the
Massachusetts State House, many
carrying signs that simply read,
?We are the 99 percent,? and continuedinto the North End toward
a bridge leading to Charlestown.
Police blocked the bridge.
One participant, Francis Rick,
a sophomore at FraminghamState
University, expressedconcernover

his and his friends? rising college
debts.
?A lot of us are already in debt
and we haven?t graduated yet. A
lotofmy friends, even thoughthey
work 20 hours a week, that is not
enough to cover their expenses,?
said Rick.

While the Occupy protests,
which began late last month in
NewYork with Occupy Wall Street,
have drawn comparisons to the
populist Tea Party movement, the
more leftistprotesters on Monday
deniedthe similarities.
But like the Tea Party movement that gained traction in 2009,

?To say somehow
that we should
point and attack
other Americans,
or other regions

of America, or

industries in
America, I think it
would be a mistake.?
-Mitt Romney
2012 Republican
Presidential
how that we should point and
attack other Americans, or other
regions of America, or industries
in America, I think it would be
a mistake.? According to NBC
News-Marist polls, Romney was
leading the GOPfield in the state

Tuesday.
Others, however, embraced
the protests, including leading
Democratic figures and organizations. Liberal organizations such

the Democratic Congressional
Campaign Committee, a powerful
financial backer for Democratic
candidates,begancirculating petitions that seek 100,000 signatures
as

declaring,?I stand with the Occupy
Wall Street protests.?
Judd Legum, a spokesman for
the Center for AmericanProgress,
a liberal organization that assisted
in President Barack Obama?s 2008
campaign, said that while direct
contacts with the protests have

between protesters and police,
being thrown to the ground and

the American flag being violated
and trampled on. Additional
pictures show bloody protest-

unsettling.
Early on Oct. 11, police
arrested over 100 protesters
and charged them with unlawful assembly or trespassing for
ignoring warnings to move off an
unapprovedplot of land. While
the police had every right to arrest those who ignored repeated

ers, women included, sitting
on the ground with their hands

warnings to leave the area, it is
the way in which they carried
out this mission that is troubling

we can all agree that we are better than this.
Eyewitness accounts described the police as appearing nervous before moving in,

to me.

According to news reports
and eyewitness accounts, at
12:30 a.m., over 200 police officers, some wearing riot gear,
surrounded the encampment on
Boston?s greenway. Prior to surrounding the camp, police officers warned reporters and media
to leave the premises and stop
filming the protests. Over the
next hour, protesters were laced
on their stomachs, had their
hands tied with plastic cables,
and were dragged away from the
scene. One of the most disturbing parts of the video taken at
the scene shows American veterans, who volunteered to stand

tied.Media blackouts and police
aggression stand in opposition
to

the democraticprinciples our

nation was founded upon and it
is disconcerting, to say the least,
to see these steps being taken by
our government in 2011. I think

suggesting that they knew what
they were doing was wrong and
were unsure about the motivation of their orders. This begs

the question- who

are they

serving? Certainly these Boston
police officers, themselves members of the 99 percent and one

of the most traditionally bluecollar workforces there is, were
not serving the predominantlypeaceful protesters they arrested
the very people fighting for the
rights of the middle class.
One of the main complaints
of the various Occupy movements around the country is that

the big businesses of America
are undermining the political

system by using

their collective
wealth to influence elections,
and recent events seem to support this argument. Looking at
the timelineof what transpired,
one could make the case that
perhaps the 1 percent being
rallied against by the Occupy
movements really are feeling
the heat and put the pressure on
Mayor Menino to give the order
to evict and arrest.
While disappointedin the
way the dispute of Oct. 11 was
resolved, I believe that ultimately the Occupy Boston movement will be hugely beneficial
by drawing attention to the
struggles of the middle class. It
is a testament to the strength
of our democraticsystem that
Americans have such great faith
in the core values of our country
that they are willing to put
their lives on hold, even if just
temporarily, to come together
and raise awareness of the issues
facing America in this changing
globalclimate.

-

Chris Watson is a staff columnist for The Heights. He welcomes comments at marketplace@
bcheights.com

been limited,?we?ve definitelybeen
publicizing it and supporting it.?
Whether the movement welcomes this support is still unclear.
The movement, which has spread

urban areas across the nation,
including in Chicago, Los Angeles,
and San Francisco, describesitself
as a ?leaderless resistance movement with people of many colors,
genders,and politicalpersuasions.
The one thing we all have in common is that we are the 99 percent
that will no longer tolerate the
greed and corruption of the 1percent,? according to Occupy Wall
Street?s website.
The protests were difficult to
typecast by age or background,
exemplifiedby 34-year-oldMalden
resident Gregg Housh, a father of
two who runs a web design and
search engine company. Housh
to

iterated that there was one broadspectrum message that the movement was tapping into?discontent about corporate influence in

politics.
?I?m fed up,? said Housh. ?And
I?m going to be here ?til it?s over.? n
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Protesters spent the better part of several days marching throughoutBoston?s downtown streets, shown above.
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Makeshift tent cities have cropped up throughout the Financial District of Boston since protests began last week.

